Headlines of the Millennium

Some of us graced the front page columns, and others the police logs. Each one of us has impacted this community in one way or another. As we look back at the last millennium and ahead to the next, may these pages chronicle all the memories we share and the good times we will never forget.
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Hawaiian Paradise

Junior Cotillion

Led down a path lit by tikki lamps, the beautiful beaus and belles made their way into the magical cotillion May 15th, 1999. The class reps hard work had payed off by bringing alive the two cafes with exotic plants, water falls, and goldfish at every table. The night was filled with laughter and dancing as the class of 2000 was swept away into their tropical paradise. When the clock struck 11, the crowd sadly departed bringing their bowls of goldfish as memoirs of that wonderful evening.

These two take a moment from a good dance to smile at the camera.

Did I leave my shoes in front of the waterfall...
Melissa and Amy know The Class of 2000 is always number 1.

Mandi and Megan take a moment to smile for the camera.

Stacey, what did you do to your hair !?!?!
Ingrid knows whose the boss in this couple.

Steve displays his incredible limbo skills for the whole class.

Voula fends off the photographer from stealing her date.
Lisa and Dave boogie down in their tropical paradise.

This group takes a photo to freeze all the wonderful memories of the night...

Stephanie and her date are psyched they got leis free at the door!
Tallest Boy/Shortest Girl
Mike Hall and Rachel Fichtenbaum

Tallest Girl/Shortest Boy
Megan Ellis and Greg Frenette

Quietest
Marshall Lashley and Deepa Jumani

Most Musical
Josh Hunt and Sarah Ellsworth

Cutest
Brendan Donahue and Theresa Donigan

Most Artistic
William Ho and Katie Fleming

Most Athletic
Dan Warshafsky and Andrea Li

Best Dressed
Dave Adamson and Ji-Young Lee
Partners in Crime
Phil Aucoin and Dave Lantagne

Biggest Flirts
Brandon Kelly and Lija Lekan

Biggest Appetite
Eli Gioumbakis and Shaina Byrne

Biggest Gossips
T.J. Welch and Erica Mallardo

Class Clowns
Dan Gauthier and Maryellen Olsson

Most Class Spirit
Ethan Cushing and Ingrid Skoog

Most Likely to Succeed
Suwei Yu and Ingrid Rodrick

Most Unpredictable
Rob Pascucci and Stacey Nelson

Best Eyes
Matt Kilroy and Barbara Lotto
Best Car
Matt Chiras and Ashley DiStasi

Most Changed Since Freshman Year
Mike Cruickshank and Kerry Lucas

Class Klutz
Amy Meidell

Loudest
Jeff Druan and Meredith Mingolelli

Most Gullible
Scott MacArthur and Sarah Fahey

Most Likely to be Famous
Nate Mackinnon and Voula Kanavas

Always Smiling
Matt Besonen and Michelle Incropera

Best Personality
Pat O'Shaughnessy and Shannon Martin

Most Argumentative
Jeff Sachs and Kerri LaVita
Mr. Pasquale... Making Headlines

What does everyone want to talk about today?" Beginning every class with a short discussion about current events or students' concerns, Mr. Andrew Pasquale demonstrates that he genuinely cares for his students. Mr. Pasquale is the essence of the perfect Calculus teacher, a man who prepares his students for the difficult AP exam in May while remembering to have fun along the way. Spicing up his math curriculum with his usual 'Friday Quizzes' and student presentations, Mr. Pasquale shows his students that math can be fun.

Unlike various other classes, Mr. Pasquale's course is one that students genuinely want to take. He is known for being an incredible teacher, a man that can truly relate to his students' problems--both in real life and in mathematics. Students pile into room 333 every day, ready to tackle another day of the usually dreaded math.

A role model and an inspiration to everyone, Mr. Andrew Pasquale truly deserves the 2000 Lion dedication. Thank you for everything, Mr. Pasquale. You make headlines!

"There is no doubt in my mind that Mr. Pasquale is the best teacher that I had had, and will ever have, in my entire life." --Jonathan Ames

"He possesses an incredible ability to make ordinary, every-day aspects of life seem truly interesting and pertinent....He is an excellent teacher and a kind, admirable person as well.”

--Jenny Talbot

"He knows how to teach well, and most importantly, he made class fun and something to look forward to.” --Andrew Yang

"He was the teacher who had the biggest impression on me both as a teacher and as a person.”

--Josh Hunt

"Mr. Pasquale is a wonderful teacher with a unique teaching style.” --Deepa Jumani
Chelmsford High School students eagerly piled into the crowded cafeterias as they celebrated the start of another headline making school year. As the rockin’ music blared from the speakers, CHS students escaped from their thoughts and worries about school and danced the night away.

Smile for the camera! Kim and Megan take a breather.
ever seen a more crowded room?

These smiling seniors enjoy their last CHS Morp

Watch out, girls! Andy and Chris are on the loose!

The Class of 2000 Reps take a break from their work to enjoy the night's festivities
How does someone start off? What does someone begin to say about a young girl who wanted everything out of life? All we know is that Nicole McTighe had more life inside of her young body than most of us get in a lifetime. Nicole was a very energetic, loving, caring, friendly, helpful person to all that came into her life. She couldn't laugh enough. She couldn't help those who needed it enough. She couldn't even enjoy life enough.

But what Nicole did do is live every day that she had to the fullest. She was a cheerleader, gymnast, rollerblader, skier, and snow boarder. There wasn't anything that Nicole wouldn't or couldn't do if she put her heart and soul into it.

But if we all want to remember her in these ways, we can also say that Nicole had the opportunity to do a little traveling. To most it may not be much, but to us, her brothers, sister, mom, dad, relatives and friends, we can say that Nicole had some fun in her life. Nicole attended a rollerblading camp in Pennsylvania. Also a trip to Pennsylvania to Six Flags with family and a friend. A trip in the eighth grade to Washington D.C., three trips to Disney World were also added to her passport, twice with her family and once with her high school cheering squad.

So if not for the short time that Nicole was with all of us, she definitely had happiness radiating out of her, and this happiness was put right back into all of us. And we will all never, ever forget her for that. For Nicole always had the will to smile, be happy, and to do the same to others. And to all that knew Nicole, we will always remember that wide eyed open smile she possessed, and her ever lasting energy to have fun and a great time.

So from all of us to you Nicole:
Here's all the love you gave to us, right back at ya. For you have given all of us a reason to live, love, enjoy life, and to go on.

Our hearts will be with you up in Heaven until we meet again.

-This was written with all family and friends in mind. But from Mom, Dad, Kurstin, and Michael, we love and will always remember you forever.
A sad goodbye

Everything happens for a reason some say,
But why did it have to end this way.
Words can’t explain the way that we feel.
All that has happened does not yet seem real.
Even though she has now gone to a better place,
we will never forget her smiling face.
It’s hard to bear all the pain and sorrow.
But we need to stay strong for a better tomorrow.
We need to stay strong through all the sadness and
pain until the day we meet again.

Kristen Olsen ’99

Colie- Neva Letting Go “Orange bracelete crew” For Life
love all of us
Class of 2000

Representatives

How to begin? It’s been four long, wonderful years of hard work and dedication to an amazing class. The endless hours of painting spirit walls, blowing up balloons, and building waterfalls brought not only our reps, but our entire class closer together. Under the direction of our two advisors, Mrs. Callaghan and Ms. Devaney, we’ve had our share of catastrophes and accomplishments, tears and laughter. So thanks to an amazing group of students for making this class the headliners of CHS.

These reps have been hard workers since day one. Over the past four years, they’ve formed friendships that will last a lifetime.

Is it lord of the class? Patty O is always there for the class of 2000, with or without a shirt...

Our class officers are caught taking a break from all their hard work. These four people will work endless hours to make sure our senior year is the best possible.
Our VP is always up to no good. Pictured here Ethan is conjuring up another great fund raising scheme.

These guys know being a class rep is nothing but hard work and dedication to the class. Over the years they've supported the class in every way from junior cotillions to spirit week pep rallies.

Voula, Katie, and Cookoo Li pause from cutting out palm trees to smile for the camera. The reps spent endless hours on paper flowers and water falls to make sure the evening was perfect.
Class President
Suwei Yu

"Well guys, the curtains are coming down on our careers here at CHS, and it is time to enter the big, "scary" world without anybody holding our hand now. Our four years here has been a period that we will all remember and cherish for the rest of our lives. Coming in as timid little freshmen, we laid down the foundation for a bond that has strengthened and brought us together as a class. Our personality and spirit has made us as unique and unforgettable as the year we represent. It has been my sincere privilege, honor, and pleasure to have served as your class president, and I thank you for giving me this opportunity. I wish all of you good luck on your future endeavors and leave you with this message: 'You may be disappointed if you fail, but you are doomed if you don't try.'"

Class Vice President
Ethan Cushing

"Wow, we made it! Looking at all these new freshman, it's hard to believe we were once that small. It has been exciting to see our class unify and work together as one. It has been an honor to represent our class as Vice President. When we were juniors, I wondered if our class would be able to live up to the standards that the class of '99 set. Now, it's easy to see that we set our own standards for others to follow. Thanks for all the memories."

Class Secretary
Margaret Moloney

"All of the class reps have really come together over these past years. Everyone has made a difference in making every class of 2000 event one to never forget. Thank you Mrs. Callaghan and Ms. Devaney for all your help and support. It's been so much fun and I'll never forget all the fun we've had!"

Class Treasurer
Voula Kanavas

"Our past four years together have brought good times, hard work, and unforgettable memories. We have set an incredible path for future classes to follow by succeeding in all our attempts. From Friday night football games, to our senior prom, our past can never be replaced. May it, along with all its successes, follow you throughout your lives. Class of 2000, I wish you all the best of luck!"
It's been a long journey here, but the class of 2000 never forgot to have fun along the way. Pictured here are some of our big shot seniors when they were, well, not so big!

Would could forget getting all dressed up for the McCarthy semi-formal?

Remember how everyone brought their cameras on the last day of eighth grade?

Even back then, Jeff Langlais was an original kid. Shown here, Pat Friel gives the nutty kid a lift.

Ingrid, Shaina, Julie and Stacey look so enthusiastic about their brownie troop.

Ingrid and Lindsay's birthday party at Canobie Lake Park.
These girls gather up for a group shot at Lilly's 10th birthday party.

Patty Wong and Amanda Allen take a time out from playing to snap a quick picture.

Nicole Higgins and Andy enjoy a break from school during a snow day.

Michelle Incropera gets a ride around from Shaina

Our class president before he came into the spotlight.

Stephanie, Amy, Kate, Erica, Lilly and Jen show of their glamour girl moves before the big night of the 8th grade semi.
Nicole Acheson

"Never Shall I forget the days I spent with you. Continue to be my friend as you will always find me yours." Thanks Mom & Dad. Good luck Linz.

Jessica Adams

"In the great future you must never forget your past." - Bob Marley. AK SD LP LM SF SK MW CD Thanks Mom Dad Rach + Jon Good Luck Jimmy PS * BNA *

Samuel David Adamson

IF YOUR FEET GET COLD PUT A HAT ON. GOOD LUCK MK CH PP KN MC MC SM EG TJKH I LOVE YOU BOB JUDE MATTY MIKE

Amanda E. Allen

Thanks to all who smiled along the way. I love you guys! Catch my book when I finally wake up. "Is this the real life? or is this just fantasy?"

Jason Joseph Almlof

"The scars of battle are the medals of a true champion."

Marco Alvia

Thanks Mom + Dad. Goodbye to good friends+ Good times. No lost Memories. See you in the Future.

Jonathan Alves

All Fun Times "Coley" 4ever my buds. " Reach For The Stars Uncle Al and Sid" All Good Things Come To An End But Better Things Await Love Love Love love nob

Jon Ames

2 roads diverged in a wood and I, I climbed a tree to eat a pie, I built a glider to soar through the sky, and that made all the difference
**Matt Aronian**
THANKS MOM DAD
SCOTT KATE & MIKE
HOCKEY #6-GOODLUCK
TO ALL MY FRIENDS
THAT'S THE WAY LIFE
GOES WONDER-ALWAYS
KEEP YOUR HEAD UP-TS
DC MC RCAD MG

**Phillip P. Aucoin**
Every new beginning comes from some other beginnings end
Thanks DL BD EG MS ML TD RL BS LD BOB 4 life
Love you Mom Dad Keith

**Michelle M. Baker**
Always do right- this will gratify some astonish the rest-Mark Twain *Wow we're done! Thanx Mom, Dad, Kim, Chris & Fam*
*Forever friends~ PS*JM*
NA*AK

**Kristina Baraldi**
Thanks Mom&Dad I O U 1
♥U Goodluck Michele & Elizabeth * Jess cya in Yonkers!* VF never forget 65Z* Thanks Mr.G* I'm shooting for the stars*
♥RS♥

**Jessica M. Barden**
Mom+Dad+Matt Thanx
4everything Beck+Dan
Good Luck I Love U Guys!
Stina see ya in YONKERS!
Don I love you and I always will. KB RS DJ the Nines!

**Bill Barrett**
Thanks To Mom & Dad & Grandparents for all your help. I'd like to thank my friends for all the fun times BM-JB-VF-AR-KL-MT-NM-MT-NB-BS-EC-GG Specli hi ND

**John Behrle**
Thank you Family and friends for all you've done for me keep getting jiggy wit it and look for my name when I'm rich and famous Later Guys!

**Christopher Benton**
Joseph Bernor

THANKS TO MY FAMILY AND FRIENDS FOR ALL THE HELP AND SUPPORT. BEST FRIENDS: EC SF BB KM MAV ICEMAN. YOU GUYS ARE THE BEST FB#4*CHSHC*

Jonathan Bertolami

THE TIME HAS FINALLY COME TO GET OUT OF HERE THANKS TO THE FAM&FRIENDS FOR THEIR SUPPORT ESP. TO THE SNOW BOARD CREW (DL BD) AND KS EG RF DS PA SN JA LP JL

Matthew Besonen

TY Mom & Dad for supporting me throughout my life GL Stacey, remember the goodtimes: MH JC JB HC SK(MvC) MV(Prog) RK RY & ny cousin PB!

Sara Bieniek

"When you want something you have never had, you have to do something you have never done." Thanks Mom, Dad, Laura. ♥ Love always ME, MH! ♥

Andrew Boschetto

Later Buds2, Hky#9, good times WI AL BM BR TR DL PA BS MM KM, sis, ME +Ryder+HE Strip, "Stang." Thanks Mom, Dad, TKBN, sum98, B4L!, Later I'm out Bd Emily

Evan Boudreau

Thanx to Mom and Dad for all the love and support over the years. I love ya both. Dana have a kickin 4 years at CHS to my dogs keep it rockin.

Eric Braunschweiger
Jeremy Brown
"Are U experienced? Have U ever been experienced? Well I have" J.H. Thanks Mom, Dad, Ryan The gang Good Luck "I'll see U on the Dark side of the moon" P.F.

William Bunker
Thanks to everyone who helped me

Scott Buono
Thanks to all my friends Especially BD NC MC and JR we had some great times.

Deborah Burnham
THANKS TO ALL MY FRIENDS U R THE ONE'S WHO GOT ME THROUGH U SF AH LC KL AA BR DJ TC JO KL CB JG WH LH RY...... GOOD LUCK JOANNE

Chris Burns
"The needs of the many outweigh the needs of the few or the one!!" "Burnzie Chris do you got your jolt" Thanks mom dad val cam

Erik Byam
Thanks to my Mom&Dad and my friends who helped me along the way. Good luck next year Kris. "Never give in, never give up." -Filth

Shaina Byrne
FH Capt#8 "There are places I'll remember all my life though some changed" Never forget the good times. JUNGLEFEVER '99 I love you Mom Dad & Matt

Andrew Cahill
Amy Call

"Somewhere something incredible is waiting to be known"
-Carl Sagan

Michael D. Carnes
Thanks to Fam- Good Luck friends- Love you Dad-Miss You!

Timothy Callahan
THANKS 4 EVERYTHING DAD LINDA +HEATHER! GOOD LUCK DAVE! THANKS RONDON! DO THE NASTY WITH SHAWG! LONG LIVE PO OP DS ND SG NM 4-EVER LETS BEAT IT! PEACE

Nicole Campbell

Jessica Caron
I just hope it was ok, I know it wasn't perfect, I hope in the end we can laugh & say it was all worth it. Thanx Mom Dad DB & friends 4 UR Luv N Patience *MS-F5*

Shaun Carroll
The memories at CHS will last forever, but the diploma from CHS only lasts three times in the wash! Thanx to Mom, Rick, Christine, Friends.

Leslie Cantin
“When you don’t know where you’re going any road will take you there.” *218*

Jennifer Casanova
“When you reminisce about life dreams and memories should get mixed up” ♥ u Mom Erika Mat Mike & Dad Pete & Fam *JK AM KL SS LB BK & NM* JAMS* LADDER* SPY
Nicole Castonguay
THANKS MOM AND DAD! GOOD LUCK BRYAN! LOVE YA VICKI! I LOVE YOU SCOTT!

Joshua Cerullo
One’s ability to survive depends solely on one’s ability to adapt. The sights may change but my path remains the same.

Kenneth C. Chandonait
You’ll never find what you’re looking for unless you’ve lost it first. Thanks to mom, dad, & everyone else for their support.

Herbert Chao
Thanks everyone who helped me, JB, CB, JG, ZM, the group will always last. I loved your class Mr. O’Keefe

Amanda Chiasson
THANKS 4 EVERYTHING MOM DAD & BRIT LUV GUYS LUV U GUYS TO AL JW JL AC JM LOTS OF PHAT MEMORIES LUV U WHEN THE SKY GETS DARK STARS COME OUT

Scott Chipman
Thanks to all my family for all the help they gave me. Good Luck to all my friends in the future. Keep the scene alive! OPERATION IVY ROCKS!

Matthew Chiras
Graduation is finally here! Thanks for the support from Mom, Dad, Andy and Clarie. Snowboard till the end!

Jeff Cho
Thanks to my entire family Mom Dad & Jim and friends PO CC BL GW BK CK KL LS KM KN
Jennifer Clancy

“If you have built castles in the air, now put the foundations under them.”

Lindsay Clapp

“Our greatest glory is not in never falling, but in rising every time we fall.” Love and thanks to Mom, Dad and Friends! Good Luck Mike

Amy Clarke

BEGINNINGS ARE SCARY, ENDS ARE USUALLY SAD, BUT IT’S THE MIDDLE THAT REALLY COUNTS. FRIENDS & FAMILY, I LOVE YOU ALL*JH* THANKS MOM, DAD & JEREMY

Eric M. Cline

THANKS TO ALL MY FAMILY AND FRIENDS AND TO ALL MY TEACHERS WHO PUT UP WITH ME AND STILL PASSED ME I LOVE YOU BP GP I WILL MISS YOU ALL

Sara Clough

Matthew M. Coddaire

FB#87, BBall#22, ECWF capt. Thanks Mom & Dad, Good luck Nikki, *CT* Laugh like you’ll live forever but live like you’ll die today. no regrets.

Ryan J. Cody

BASEBALL #3 GOLF *CAS* THATS THE WAY LIFE GOES COMPETITION? COME AND GET SOME! LUCK 2 MY BOYS THANKS ALOT MOM, DAD, AND FAMILY GOOD LUCK J-MAN

Daniel J. Cohen

Thank you everyone #13 Soccer Cptn Tennis Cptn Love U Mom & Dad, Good Luck Liz MG CW AD PF JD RK KL AM MS 2LM AL MV BS BMA “If you take that bus, you set there” CHS
Emma Comeau

AS EV NC BP AN DM- HI!
SEE YOU GUYZ LATER.
MR. D & DR. ROSA &
DADDY- THANX!

Kyle M. Comins

"As long as we have
someone to share our
dreams with, there's
nothing we can't do,
nothing we can't be"
Thanks Mom, Dad, Dave
*LAS VIDAS* JJK*

Josh Conti

Good luck DC, LC, JD, AD,
CM, JM, EB, AC, BW, BK,
GR, Hammer, TG. Thanks
Mom & Dad for putting up
with me

Maryalice Coraccio

FUN-TIMES WITH ML PN
KW CC CG TL SH KD JW BS
LA JK SJ KF*1807* H. Beach*
DMB* NEVER FORGET U
*NICOLE*143 MEMORIES
LAST FOREVER* NFBF*
Thanks & Mom Dad Stevie

Amanda Costa

"Keep your face to the
sunshine and you cannot see
the shadow" thank you Mom
& Dad 4 all of your support.
Love you both. Best of luck
to you Adam

Michael Cruickshank

To all my pals its been fun
good luck "every new
beginning comes from some
other beginning's end"
Thanks Mom Dad Bros for
leading the way

Charlie Curran

A two time UWF Champion

Devin Curran

Look behind the clouds
you'll always find a star
Good Luck BP, FC, KB, KK,
MF, ST, Thanks Dad Mom
Mike *GRAND Thanks Mr.
Doherty and Mrs. Gacomo
Missy Curtin
LIVE LIFE AS IF U WERE 2
DIE TOMORROW * DREAM
AS IF U WILL LIVE FORVER
♥ NICOLE "ANGELOF
MINE" DAVE, UR THE EYES
OF MY WORLD, I♥U
*THANKS MOM & DAD*

Michael Curtin
Thanks to everyone who has
helped me, especially Mom,
Dad, and Kevin. I love you
all!

Ethan Cushing
Thanks for all the great
times: Mike Peg & Voula
"Integrity is doing the right
thing even when no one is
looking" JJM is my hero!
CARPE DIEM!

Patrick Daley
Hockey LCRSE #10 *DaD*
Mom, Thanks for being so
strong for me *Shannon*
EG AL MK MC MC DA CH
DB SM you guys made life
fun for me "one day at a
time"

Caitlin M. Daly
"THE JOURNEY IN
BETWEEN WHAT YOU
ONCE WERE AND WHO
YOU ARE NOW
BECOMING IS WHERE THE
DANCE OF LIFE TAKES
PLACE." *DP TNT*
THANX M D & THE "7"

Colin Davis
For all the friends and
memories forever in our
hearts. As time moves on,
and people age and new
lives are formed, CHS is
immortal.

Ryan Dawson
Thanks to my family and
teachers. Good luck next
year Ashley! Good luck to
all my friends in the years
to come.
RIP NICOLE (Colie) 4-life!

Ian Day-Lewis
Best of times w/friends
thanks to everyone
especially Mom, Dad, Ash
IDL- D *LL*
Lacrosse # 27
Good luck to MP with CM
Christina Dear

James Densmore

Thanks to all of my teachers, friends and family. Love you Mom and Dad. Good luck CHS XC and track.

Serena DeFelice

Thanx 4-All the memories-LP KS JS SK SF JA MW JR AK LM LL-COLD SPRINGS *Hampton Bridge* Kimballs *MORP*LUV-YA DAD & NANA GOOD LUCK MOOKIE & LAURA P.S. BNA

Erica Desfosses

"Don't cry because it's over smile because it happened" Luv to ST LT JK MS KD CD BG LOVE To Mom, Dad, Bob, Deb, Noni, & Nono

Peter Delmore

Great times w/ S.R. C.P. R.M. B.S. B.M. R.L. D.W. C.M. M.S. J.N. B.O. N.P. J.A. and all the other KNOBS! and NUGGETS! C.P. & M.C. rippin bombs in Dangels class. Love K.B.

Andrew Desloges

THANKS MOM & DAD, GOOD LUCK JD&C, Fun summer with Pals: MG PF JW RK LM DC JD KL AM LM AL VM JC MS & all LAX, Hcky9 DMB "Bus A Bus" B3 TANKEDYJGKTFO SC

Nicholas Demas

"Life moves pretty fast if you don't stop and look around once in a while, you might miss it." F.B. It's been fun. Thanks to everyone.

Ashley B. DiStasi

Fld Hcky#4, Skiing "Fly high and live to tell the tale" *MJMJS-411, Ladders* Eggy-BF always ♥Leo♥ Thanx Mom, Dad, and Lou I luv u *Nicole*
Brian L. Dodd
Lacrosse 28-Def. Dead SDSB
Presidents Nioxn long MC live
JFK Kate thanks for JR being there for me Thanks 4 all that you've done Mom Dad CM
for the fun times \KM\JD

Nicholas Doty
To my family and friends
thanks for all the great memories S.R.W. 4Ever baby

Brendan Donahue
When I look back it will
make me laugh how I made it through- LB DA DJ PA MS
KN and my other budz. Thnx
Mom, Dad, & Kel

Jeffrey Druan
FRIENDS u know who UR.
thanks for help. B.T.& Cole
R.I.P. "You never know what you have till it's gone."
Thanks for love & help
Mom&Dad P&L Good Luck

Craig Donaldson
LIFE IS WHAT YOU MAKE
OF IT SO GET OUT THERE
AND DO IT!
BEST OF LUCK TO ALL!

Kimberly A. Ducharme
Don't be sad because its over
Be happy because it happened \Good times w/
SN MH CN JC KS BT \Uguys* NMsummer99
*WOODSTOCK99
Its over! Thanx Mom Dad
Dawn

Theresa Donigan
FH#19 TDAWG memories
w/*SMK*DLPAmm
FOESDPHTWO WHERE MY
GIRLS AT *BEACH BOYS &
K ST* JAN 9* FLORIDA
LOVE & THANX to Mom, Dad, Danielle Tom *Nicole

Kristina Duggan
Live Each Day As If It's
Your Last But Never Forget
What You've Done In The
Past *RAPTUR dragging
ur buckle! IAMIMJTLG
Thanks Mom and Dad
good luck everybody
Allyssa M. Dunaj
FH #11 LIVE YOUR LIFE LIKE THERE AINT NO TOMORROW! THANX GUYS FOR ALL THE GREAT MEMORIES! AP, GP, BG PS OH MAN!! LUV YOU MOM, DAD & BUD

Brian Dunn
IT'S A LONG RACE AND WE ARE JUST STEPPING OUT OF THE GATES. THANKS MOM, DEN, NANN, POP, MW, AM, AND EVERYONE ELSE IN MY LIFE. NOW, LET'S DO THIS!!

Lisa M. DuPont
Thanks Mom, Dad, Vicky I love you guys Good luck to all my friends. Remember, "Shoot for the moon, Even if you miss you'll land among the stars!!"

Donald Elias
Thanks to all whose been there for me, Remember today because you don't know what tomorrow brings. My friends MW BD DS LD AS KS DG JM KM VD

Megan Ellis
Through happiness and sorrow, laughter and tears, we have made unforgettable memories. LoveAlways LP RZ SB MHafa ♥ "4-life" Thanks MOM DAD & Bren.

Sarah Ellsworth
DM!!! It's Been A Hard But Wonderful Journey. Thanx To All Who Helped Along The Way: M,D,M,N,B, EB,EJ, CP, BG, JG, Mr. R-ILuv You All. We'll Never Be Far Apart At Heart.

Sarah Fahey
WHERE MY GIRL @SKTM *One thing I learned in CHS is be yourself! Best wishes to my 3 Princesses, & Johny ♥ you all ♥Nicole always in my ♥82-99

Phillip Valardeau
THANKS MDMHA Racing IDL after school Fake magic tricks by Danordie Hator No one read AMES' caption
**Ryan Farley**
THANKS MOM & DAD
FOR PUSHING ME SO
HARD ITS ALL PAID OFF-
TO ALL MY FRIENDS
THANKS FOR THE GOOD
TIMES! *BETH* CHS
FOOTBALL#16

**Rachel**
Fichtenbaum
In the meantime, I must
uphold my ideals, for
perhaps the time will come
when I shall be able to carry
them out.

-Anne Frank

**Andy Fleming**
#1 FB Capt. Wrestling125.
Thanks to Jon+Tom for great
times. *Becky* best of luck
to Sarah+Collene. Thanks for
love and support Mom+Dad!

**Katie Fleming**
VB Capt,21 Friends, you've
all made me so happy! *FS*
luv u dad ma jenn moo♥
"Dali you go to far" “But
that's just where I’ve always
wanted to go.”

**Vanessa C.**
Flood
To My Girls BM NH ND KL
*FABS* KB JW JB SC BB
many memories 80 segg * Us
Fat Girls** THINGS
Emerserjak *Good times**
Thanks Dad, Laura Andrew,
mom, I Love You

**Matthew Flynn**
Thanks to friends, family,
FTL and Steph. The Trigger
Effect is the worst movie
ever!! "A history left to rust
out in the rain...."
Michael W. Flynn

We're so much happier once we realize life's an opportunity, not an obligation. Never take it for granted. Thanks: JG SD JA MS AK family+everyone.

Siobhan Foley

We're so much happier once we realize life's an opportunity, not an obligation. Never take it for granted. Thanks: JG SD JA MS AK family+everyone.

Meaghan Fowler

Good luck everyone! Best wishes LC JV DC CG JH and many more! Thanks to my family MOM Luv you *DAD* Soccer #18

Jaime Fraser

"Shoot For The Moon Even If You Miss You Will Land Among The Stars"

Luck+Love To KS, TG, JK, IF MM, RM, BW, JG Love U Mom, Jess, Dave + Ryan

Benjamin Frassa

Woohoo! High School is over! I want to thank all my teachers, KF MF MW SK SL ES NK LF JW, FTL T2R and my family, Good Luck Jeremy

Christine Frenette

The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams. Good Luck Greg and Katie LZ SA SM SF & X-C

Gregory Frenette

Thanks Mom & Dad for everything thanks to all my friends *3627DB* Summer Routine DMB+BR Avoiding the MS Are you for Real? Good Luck Jenna & Corey

Patrick N. Friel

Thanks Mom & Dad for everything thanks to all my friends *3627DB* Summer Routine DMB+BR Avoiding the MS Are you for Real? Good Luck Jenna & Corey
Kevin Gacomo
Thanks to Mom and Dad for every thing and to my friends for being there. "You never find yourself until you face the truth."

Matthew J. Gagnon

Matthew P. Gagnon
Thanks Mom & Dad, Mike, Marc, Ron, Monique. Fun times summer '99: TS, DC, PF, AD, MA, JC, AM, LM, AL, SB, KL, VM, MS, JD, JW, RK, IS & Crew

Thomas Gano
Every new beginning comes from some other beginnings end
Thanks Mom & Dad

John N. Gardiner

Leigh Garison
DON'T MESS WITH THE BEST DON'T FOOL WITH THE COOL WHATS UP 2 MY CREW: TG PG CJ TO TS NZ DM CS HM ST EM BM JD JB PP I U GUYS! THANKS MOM DAD & LINZ! Jr & Sr Yr ROCKED

Alan Gates
If you know yourself and you know your enemy than you needn't fear the results of a thousand battles -Sun Tzu Don't spit into the wind -Unk.

Christopher Gatti
Thanks to all for help and support-I like to flip. Failing to prepare is preparing to fail.
Daniel Gauthier
GOTH, HAMMY Thanks
Mom, Dad, Mark Mike Good
luck Katie and Molly Great
times with Sims, Magoo C-
Bomb Sup to JM CM KM SD
WK MC JS Remember GnR
FMP!

Christina George
Luv & Thanks Mom Dad
Steph Kevin Thanks for
watching over me Nana, I
miss you To all my friends
Thanks! LC LL SC JB MF JH
I'll miss ya! Luv ya!

Janette Gill

Elias Giounbakis
FB #79 Good times with my
boyz you know who you are
A lot of fun in Vermont
thanks Mom Dad Evan
Marla Love you Guys
I can't believe I did it

Eric Gobiel
HOCKEY-LAX #4 ECWF
GOOD LUCK, SM PD MK
CH DA MC DB MC KT DL
TW- Thanx for all the great
memories. LOVE YA MOM,
T, DREW, MIC

Kevin Goff
BASEBALL #10 THANK
YOU MOM AND DAD FOR
EVERYTHING YOU HAVE
DONE FOR ME AND TO
MY BROTHER ALSO GOOD
LUCK EVERYONE KATIE I
YOU!

Paul Goffin

Rebecca J. Gontarz
Obstacles only appear when
you take your eyes off the
goal. *FRIENDS* Luv you!
Thanx Mom, Dad, John, Will
and Keith Good luck AD
Laura Grasso
C.G. CAPT, DAD, YOU'RE ALWAYS IN MY HEART. ♥ FUN TIMES WITH C.C. BEST FRIEND, LC, AN, JG, CW AND U COME WITH THE CAR?! *DREAM* ♥LUV U MOM & CHRIS THANKS 4 EVERYTHING

Stephanie Hartenstein
Soccer Capt #3 Before me I see the Path toward me achievable dreams, behind me I leave the people that helped me get this far. Thank you

Jessica Guilmette
KELLY DAY YOU'LL ALWAYS BE IN MY HEART & ON MY MIND RIP I ♥ U 4EVA. VR KB DL DM TI SI VB JF GP GS MV I'LL C U AROUND I LOVE YOU MOM, DAD, CHOP AND WAYNE

Nancy C. Harvey
THANK YOU MOM DAD & ROB FOR HELPING ME THROUGH THOSE HARD TIMES I LOVE YOU. I'LL ALWAYS REMEMBER THE BEST TIMES WITH TO BP OP SM MR PEACE OUT

Michael Hall
Thanks Mom, Dad, and Kara for everything. I couldn't have done it without you. Also, thanks to CB, JG, ED, SW, AC, NC, BG, and RS.

Julia J. Hazel
Praise the LORD, O my soul; all my inmost being praise His holy name. Praise the LORD, O my soul, & forget not all His benefits

- Ps103

Kristina Hamill
“When shall I be tired of reading? When the moon is tired of waxing and waning, when the sea is tired of ebbing and flowing...”
RWEmerson

Adam Hermance
Amanda Herr

“You get out of life what you put into it. Don’t let anybody or anything bring you down.”

Thanks Mom. Good Luck Alaina & Chad

Christopher Higgins

“It’s not the events that change a man’s life, it’s how he reacts to those events. Thanks to all my friends, mom, dad, kate, matt.

Nichole L. Higgins

VF BM ND KL FABFive
143 Emerson CERJAC
Pool Hall Drum Hill NEVA

Forget the papers
Appreciation 2 my girls
LOT YA Thanx Mom Dad
Andy For Being There

Jillian Hinds

Thank the Gods I’m gone
but I shall return stronger
then ever until then live in fear. Thank you mom It’s been surreal Pikachu!

William Ho

Thank you family:
MOM, DAD, JUDY & JOHN,
Friends- AY AL SY AND
Teachers for teaching me about
life and for giving me bright hopes for the future

Joshua L. Hunt

“C” To mom, dad, andy,
Lacey AC DG DS JM, Thanks
for all your love and support.
Thoughts meander like a restless wind inside a letter box...JLFMP

Michelle L. Incropera

“STMK I And our lives forever changed will never
be the same” Iuv u BRO DP
DL PA KL EM Jan998 K St
FL99 Ladders RL
LUV U MOM DAD DANI
*NICOLE

Diane Jarasitis

“If I could tell the world just one thing it would be we’re all OK.” Thanx for all your help I U Mom Dad CD
CMS & MO Summer99
TNTSDR CD UR the best
I march to the beat of my own drum. Thanks to my family and friends, I am not most people!

THANK YOU Mom, Dad, Emma, Chris for being there to help me and support me! I love you all!

"Dreams are the touchstones of our characters."
- Thoreau.
I love you Mom, Dad, Sanjay, and Tina! You guys are so special to me! ♥ Good Luck Tina!

*These are the times to hold on to because we won’t although we’ll want to* ♥Thanks Mom & Dad, Friends & F5♥ Good Luck Vaia, Eleni, & Angela

Thank you, Mom, Dad, and Kate ♥ Love you ♥
Lauren Khoyi

"My soul finds rest in God alone; my salvation comes from Him. He alone is my rock and salvation; He's my fortress; I'll never be shaken."

Matthew Kilroy

Things don't change they just get rearranged thank you mom and dad for the support and motivation thanks to all my friends and good luck

Richard Kinnett

"The greatest pleasure in life is doing what people say you cannot do" Thank you Family, the Crew, and LM & JW Good Luck CK & KK. Luv you all

Katherine Knopp

bo "Auf gute Freunde"
-Hi to all my friends in US & Germany TURKEY99!
HDJ-BVB- THANKS Erika, Zarah & Barbara for good times in US Love you Mom, Dad, Li & Lu

Alice Koethe

VB#2- GOOD TIMES W/ JA SD LM JS SK MW SF "TODAY IS TOMORROW"
-J CUSACK
THANKS MOM & DAD -GOOD LUCK TEBD
* PS BNA*

Joshua M. Korfila

TO MY FAMILY AND FRIENDS YOU KNOW, WHO YOU ARE THAN CAN ONLY ACHIEVE WHAT YOU CAN CONCEIVE

Daniel Koutsoufis

EVERY MAN DIES, NOT EVERY MAN REALLY LIVES- CLASS OF 2000 FOREVER!

Amanda Krupkoski

"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams" Thank you to my friends and family for all your support and love.
William Krzewick
Who's in that locker? I have a purple jacket no shirts in GL's Volvo. RP was naked on MC's couch JS has 2 many poeple in Cav thanks Mom Dad Fam

Thomas Lagrange

Robert Lane
Soccer#11 Capt 4 Fun Years w/many friends Good Luck to BSBMWMWPSHANP JL PGKMBTRM*BOB* Beachhouses 99 Halloween 99 I ♥ U Nicole and Billy ♥ MI ♥ Thanks Mom, Kim, Family Mr. B

Jeffrey T. Langlais
Randomness is always to be in use JVPRIIDE for now and always I love you all who have consistently been there for me when I needed it. Papa's suspenders, open minds are key

David Lantagne
POOT-VPS Rides in the mustang and S-10. What a bomb? Vermont, Boston, PA BD, BM, TR, AL, EG, MB, MS, AL, RL, AB, WR, MI, MN, TD, KM, THANKS MOM, DAD, AND MIKE.

Ian Lariviere
MAY YOU ALL GET WHAT YOU DESERVE AND LOTS OF MONEY

Marshall Lashley
Speech is silver, silence is golden.

Kristin Lavalle
"You know you draw too much when even the comment on your report card for gym reads: 'Has talent to pursue art.'" I think I'll be a writer......
Adam Lavelle
HOCKEY # 1: ALL THE GOOD TIMES W/ MY BUDS: ABBMDLALTRMMKMWR. FUN TIMES IN THE BASEMENT* LOVE YOU DAD, MOM, & FAM THANKS FOR THE LOVE AND SUPPORT* FAB 5: SARAH ♥

Kerri LaVita
Thank you Mom, Fred, & Liz. I love you all. To my two best friends DB, and LC I ♥ you guys. Friends forever. Good Luck to all and stay in touch. Luv U Nana

Ji Lee
In 3 words I can sum up everything I learned about life. It goes on... *MA *PB *CD *MB *KE *LG *SM *HY *My Best Dongsangs * Saero N’ Taein ♥143 ♥133 ♥

Liya Lekan
Keep on shining and keep smiling, don’t lose faith, don’t lose heart- * Flitia * FSVBNA FRNDS near & far ur in my hrt - Carpe diem Mom Dad Harry Dev I LUV U

Laura Levine
“The thing that matters most is how u see yourself” Love to friends, band fam. and Mom, Dad, Steven, and Wendy

Andrea Li
Build a world as wide as your wishes, as dear as your dreams. Crew- I love U! Respect my dog. Laughs hugs and luck. Thanks + love Mom Dad Jen

Alvin Lin
I’m only this far and only tomorrow leads my way! To Mom and Dad: Thank you for your unconditional love and support. To Friends: Honestly, who and where in the world would I be without you!? It’s been an incredible ride. Thanks for all the memories

Julie R. Lindquist
Have faith in your dreams and someday your rainbow will come shining though. Thanks Mom & Dad 4 never giving up on me I ♥ you jbyrygdilk ♥ ya good times w/ AG RN JW CC MF- Josh ♥
Amy Lisavich

"The dreams of yesterday are the hope of today and the reality of tomorrow" - Good luck to all my friends. Thanks and love to my family.

Kristen Loiselle

*AMBFF* I never thought looking back on us laughing would make me cry
*Friends* Thanks for the memories* Luv you Mom & Dad Good luck Mike *C*

Kathleen Long

Thanks to everyone who has made these 4 years great. LM, JC, AL, DR- I love you guys! Thanks Mom, Dad, MPE, and all at ABA

Barbara Lotto

4 YEARS COME AND GONE! HAD SOME GREAT TIMES TO REMEMBER. GOOD LUCK TO ALL MY FRIENDS AND TO EVERYONE I KNOW! THANKS TO MY FAM - I LOVE YOU!

Julia Lovett

Mom, Dad, and Matt, thank you for everything. I love you! Good luck to all my friends! "This above all things- to thine own self be true...Thou canst not then be false to any man." -WS

Kerry Lucas

Thank you MOM DAD K-J for everything. FAB FIVE for life. My girls*VFNDBMW* Great memories. We're only dancing on this earth for a short while.

Gregory Lyons

Basketball#3 Thanks MOM DAD, and Scott to all of my friends MCRCWKKSWJWSDK KNSSRJPJKKD I'll never forget you*TATAMUFFINS* Look forward in life not back.

Scott MacArthur

Thanks Mom and Dad for all you've done for me. Good luck to Kate PD, EG, MF, CH, DA, DB, MC Thanks for the best times of my life. The best is yet to come.
Christopher MacDonal
to my mom dad family
and friends i luv you!
i hope they have
happy and successful
lives. the past 9 years
have been fun and
memorable but i'm
glad its over i'm
ready to move on.

Johnathan MacDonal
love u mom dad
thanks 4 everything
ad ac dp dg je cp eb bl
jm ds jh jl art cybl

Nathan Mackinnon
"live as if you'll die
tomorrow, dream as if
you'll live forever." thanks
for a great time chs! live
up to your dreams.
i u mom + dad

Melissa Maggio
fh capt. # 14 "reach for the
moon- if you fall short you
may land on a star"
thanks for all the memories
sjma * 411 * ladder *
icole * luv u m, j, c

Stefanie Magnant
never frown because you
never know who may be
falling in love with your
smile. thanks to all my true
friends. i love you mom,
dad, and jay * km*

Brian Maguire
fb#9 bb #5 bb #11 to all my
buoz ab, br, al, al, ol, tr,
rl, sr, dw, mm, km, wr,
dp, m, t t9z3 i y9z3 our
spot goo-goo bull dr. luv
dmb tulley b4l *colie*
thanks mom dad ub mary
pat km

Lai Yee A. Mak
life is like a fire work
beautiful and unexpected.
thx mom and dad! ex-thx to
ms. millard! *d-r-y* luv
ya sis's! thx all who have
helped! :)

Erica Mallardo
i u *coley* bffe
*sk84life* good luck 2 my
friends memories last
forever ** #21 never forget
you! i u & thank you
mom, dad & big b! b-good
rob!!!
Maeghen Maloney

Stacey Marcaurelle
When I think of my family I think of the world with out u I would have nothing I lovU ALL I wish U were here to 2c me graduate YAYA I miss U

Kristen Martin
Enjoy yourself. These are the good old days you are going to miss in the years ahead. Thanks to my friends for all the memories. I love you MDGS.

Shannon Martin
FH capt #9 "In the end, only kindness matters." Luv u Mom, Dad, Jackie Pat* JJAMM microphones abd heroes, we've had fun! NM - forever has no end.

Jason McGeown
Thanks to Mom Dad Tim Good luck to Tim + Meg VD fun times on the Goth Porch W DG DS JH PC Good friends LD AL Knuckles + Primo MJMHPF

Veronica McKillop
VBCAPT26 "Keep your face to the sunshine and you cannot see the shadows." Friends, thanks for the fun times and laughs. I LOVE YOU Papa, Carol & Jack

Philippa McLachlan
"The stars are brightly shining" Thanks friends & family for U R my shining stars! Love to *daddy* Mum Scott Oli & Megs! *DING DONG*

Jennifer Mead
"Trust thyself: every heart vibrates to that iron string." Thank you Mom and Dad and friends for all your support. I love you all.
Becky Mead

"All I need in this life of sin is me and my girlfriends." - Makaveli. VE,NH,ND,KL, MM, JW and everyone else. Family and friends, thanx I luv you all.

Matthew Mendonza

Thanks Mom, Dad, Ally + all my friends 4 everything you've done 4 me. --Smile-think-be positive-be happy+ and live everyday to the fullest.

Kevin Medeiros

Nothing new yet to come, same old stuff, day is done. JVB. Thank you Mom and Chris and Jen. See ya: DS, MT, MW, JB, DG, LD, JR, JH, AS, and every1 else.

Krystal S. Mercogliano

"Those we love remain with us, for love itself lives on." NVR4GT: Collie, fab 5, our spot, BM MM KN WR AL AD DP AB SH PA DL TR AL RL DN Thanx Mom & Dad, Erica and Bugsy.

Michelle Meehan

Meeting again, after moments or lifetimes, is certain for those who are friends. Thanx to friends + family, *I love you Steve* * Ding-A-Ling*

Haskel Mermell

"The best way to predict the future is to create it." Thanks to all who have helped me arrive at this point.

Amy Meidell

TO MY FRIENDS, IF I COULD GRAB A STAR FOR EVERYTIME YOU MADE ME SMILE, THE ENTIRE EVENING SKY WOULD BE IN MY HAND. *KL, BF * LOVE YA MOM, DAD, & JECKC.

Christiana Merrywell
Rachel Meyer
*Count your life by smiles not tears* honey walks at 1:04 am I right am I tight ur draggin ur buckle *KD JR CW JS PS honey's jamjim & lgl Thanx Mom and Dad

Meredith Mingolelli
I love Colie * My Angel * I love U BM WR KM AL KN AB TR DL AB BT Good times in the basement Thankx Mom, Dad, Mel Marica,* Cheerleading * I love u all * Keep smiling * SMR "98"

Laura Misrowski
"Keep you eyes on the stars and your feet on the ground." Thanks for everything crew, my boys, *MOD SQUAD* for life.

Elizabeth Mitchell
Thanks Mom, GJ, Dad! I love you all. Erica you gave so much support, thank you! You mean the world to me, Mark! Hope we are together forever!

Margaret Moloney
Swmctp * Sec "No friend can cross the path of our destiny w/o leaving some mark on it forever" * JSAM * Chat 194 Mom, Dad, Em & Nana; my inspirations

Lillian Mongeau
Life is a comedy to those who think; a tragedy to those who feel. - Horace Walpole Laugh. Thanks: Mom, Dad, Pat, Rose! I love you, Kate!

Daniel Morais

Laura Muiznieks
But the road is now dividing and we must walk to separate ends, so I thank God, I thank God for you my friends. Good luck CJ PW Mom Dad I love U P.S. BNA
Lindsay Murray

"Wherever you go, go with all your heart." Love to Dad. Mum, Jenny and Grammy. Friends- thanks for the sweet memories! Dream on....

Andrea S.

Nardone

Thanks to the most important people in my life: my Family, my BF Lauren, I U 4-eva, my heart & soul my LOVE of my life♥♥♥

DAVID121099 & DANSLASACDK

Peter Musgrave

"We never really grow up, we only learn how to act in public." Thanks to all my friends and family. I love you Mom & Dad. Good Luck Amy.

Dan. C. Nash

RIGHTS ARE NOT GIVEN, THEY ARE ALREADY YOURS, RECOGNIZED OR NOT.

Cheresse Nadir

Memories are one of the only things that last forever. Thax for the fun times *KW*SN*MH*KD*DW*BC*

I love you all. Thax Mom & Dad.

Gautam Nath

DON'T WORRY. BE HAPPY.

Michael Narbut

Jessica L. Nelson

I'd explain it to you, but your brain would explode. Danke schon: Mensa, Lehrer, Amis, Gauss, Einstein, Escher, Pi, Godel, und Oppenheimer.
Stacey M. Nelson
Thanks for the memories
Woodstock 99 - "Goal" -
Boogie Boarding - "Polyester Smells good" - Pinecones-
Thanks M, D, J*A
*R.I.P. B.T. and N.M.*

Sachin Nene
Had fun with pregame DK
"Hut hut JIKE!"
40 ways to pronounce my name
Thanks MDAR

Kyle Nicodemus
Until we meet again keep you ear to the grindstone. To all the boys, keep it real and to all my ECWF homies keep it hardcore. Thanks Mom & Dad.

Kerry Normandin
*STMK* 1998 - ♥ya! CD
CHEERING- KM, MM, AB, WR- its been great! "Cherish the Memories" KAT-My BFF- Always there! Mom, Dad, Gramps, Rob. ♥U & Thanx ♥COLIE♥

Tara O'Conner
Looks like we made it! Good times w/Good buds. CJ & HNmy girlsDPuck in ♥ &CK1foesTD* Back in the day
Thanks & ♥ 2 Mom, Dad, & KatiePG-LYA*Neva4getNM*

Robert O'Donnell
Thank you Heather and Katie for your help. I love you Mom. Thanks for everything for the past four years. Thanks to my friends.

Jen O'Grady
Find out what u like doing best & get someone to pay u 4 doing it *Thanx to my friends 4 the laughs & good times* ♥♥ Thanx Mom, Dad, David♥♥

Patrick O'Shaughnessy
THANKS Durk, P.J. Gill, Lads from XC & Gaelic Football. Irish Dancing definitely keeps u in shape. "SlanAgus Beannacht Libh" "Goodbye & Good Luck to all." Thanx M, D, Nor, Seamus, Sean
Stephanie O'Shea
Thanks Mom, Dad, Ryan, and Jillian. Matt, you are my
loop. "I know just who I am
and what's in my head. It's
that I don't really care who
you think I am." -Less Than
Jake.

Kristin E. Olsen
Sometimes there's no next
time; no 2nd chances;
Sometimes its now or never!
*JP KW JS BT JP EM KO*
Memories-R-4Ever! ♥U
♥Thanks Dad Mom BKK
♥RIP COLIE♥

Maryellen Olsson
"In This Great Future you
Can't forget your past."
Good Times w/ great
friends DanceParty 4 banger
Waldo. TNT.
LUV U Mom & ERIK
*Thankx Dad*

Rob Pascucci
Scooch* Lion* FIELD
HOCKEY CAPT #69 Flava
Flav is mnot in Jail-SD
CYB34EVER Thanks Dave
Peace out Word LB
"PASCUCCI! ARE YOU A
CLOWN?!" - Fran Risz

Melissa
Paszkieviecz
"Life moves pretty fast if you
don't stop and look around
once in a while, you could
miss it"
GN'R!

Lindsay Paterson
INDY "Every step shared
with friends echoes with
happiness." SKJ3AL. Good
luck JS ME & the rest. *NM*
P.S. BNA Thanks M & D

Maryellen Olsson
"In This Great Future you
Can't forget your past."
Good Times w/ great
friends DanceParty 4 banger
Waldo. TNT.
LUV U Mom & ERIK
*Thankx Dad*

Steve Patno
Thanks MDSA Good luck in
Ext Yr Seano. HOCKEY #17
LACROSSE #27 I LOVE U
SHELL *Once Upon a Time*
Whelan, see you in Conn.
Life's fast, enjoy it.

Janel Pelletier
"Dream as if you'll live
4ever, live as if you'll die
tomorrow." GG's G's FL98U
NHfun *KosjP 2BT 2KT JS
WR MM SF KR* Will never
4get you Gonna miss it
Ghetto >3yaFAM
Denae Perrault
Long You Live & High You Fly Smiles You'll Give & Tears You'll Cry • I U COLIE • Good Luck MI to KM EM TD SH CJ AP BM CP RL BS BR FunParties CK1 * FOE * HALLOWEEN98 * Beach house 99 • JLox • I U Mom & Dad

David Picard

Christopher W. Discione
Good times with SR DW DD RM2 BR MT SN DP AB. Good Luck FE KK AS Thanks O.L. MOM, DAD, MICHELLE FAM * A.B. * I did it! STATE CHAMPS

Rebecca J. Porter

Jaclyn Portuese
Our background & circumstances may have influenced who we are but we are responsible for who we become. I love you Mom, Dad, Mel, • Billy •

Kaitlyn Pray
Thanks to all my friends for all the support. I had a great 4 years. Girls swimming, we beat AB! Thanks Mom & Dad, Good Luck MP & TP.

Greg Ralls
A.M. Still missing you. Thank you Mom and Dad. I'll miss all my friends.

Sarah Ralls
I'll remember the good times now and forever. It's been fun UMASS Potluck BOB • LOVE U MOM, DAD, TOMMY, KATHLEEN TIG and fam. Thanks Kerrie.
Vicki Rasas
Wish on a bright star and your dream will come true. Never stop dreaming. Thanx to all my friends NC KB JG and all the rest. I love you Mum and Dad. Jim.

Joseph Ready
"Never refuse a breath mint" I'll see you all at the White House. I love you. Mom, Dad, Kevin, Karen, and Julie.

Robert A. Reed
I can't believe how fast it went by. Good luck to all. Mom, Dad, Chrissy thanks and love.

Stephen Richard
Football #58 (Capt.) Wrestling "State Champs" Thank you to my coaches and to Ms D Ms P swiss for good times with good friends LP DW RM PD DD. Thanks Mom Dad Eric.

Jennie Roake
SD CW JS RM & KL Friends til the end! Thanx to Mom Dad & Sara 4 everything. "Live life to it's fullest!" Luv to all! Never forget!

Eric Regner

Adam Roberts
Live life to the fullest and don't look back. Thanks everyone for great times in my house, things change in the year 2000. Thanks Mom and Dad!

Seth Roby
Ingrid Rodrick

“I consider everything a loss compared to the surpassing greatness of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord” (php 3:8)

Glad I dere, Mamma, Pappa, David.

Rebecca Rowlands

In the end, everything is a gag.

Charlie Chaplin

Jonathan Roy

Thanks Mom and Dad EMB LJ DV DB JM JB DAK and Brittney. Thanks Nixon Kennedy and Reagan.

Scarlette G. Scarborough

“Never frown, you never know when someone’s falling in love with your smile” Good Luck CHS Swimming. Thanks Mom Mark Dad JO CCKJ I U*KP PM MT SZ KM KS JK AA I U*

Kimberly Scomis

The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams* Good luck to all my friends. Thanks Dad, Mom, Brian, & Matt I love you Tim

Billy Ryder

FB #88 To all my budzzz bad dog BM, MC, CP, DW, SR, CC, KM, JB, TL, JF Yqz3 Beach-RIP I U Sis with all my heart Mom Dad Lee Michelle U all RIP Colbie rubber.

Jeffrey Sachs

The library is unlimited and cyclical, and the books would be repeated in the same disorder (which those repeated, would be an order!)

Pamela E. Scott

#18 SocCapt- you gotta live light enough to see the humor & long enough to see change- Friends & Fam thanx 4 the memories! Good Luck Nat & Jeff
Melissa Segal

*Life is partly what we make it, and partly what is made by the friends we have chosen.* Love and thanks to my Mom, Dad, Carin, and friends.

Jessica Segnini

So long CHS and Good Luck to all my friends- luv ya: MM JR KS SD LP JD CJ AK CW RM Luv you, Mom & Dad Good luck Greg, Doug & Megga *P.S. BNA*

Melissa Shattuck

"If you can imagine it, you can achieve it. If you can dream it, you can become it." Thanks friends- love ya. I love you Mom & Dad. Good Luck Todd F5

Anne Shumbata

"Hoping means seeing that the outcome you want is possible and then working for it." *Thanx friends for all the memories* Love you Mom, Dad, & Joe

Jonathan J. Silva

Thank u MD&K U Good Luck CK MKL Have fun RR RP GL MC WK MM LP Good Luck. Time flies; stop and enjoy it.

Daniel K. Silvia

It is one of life's mysteries that you cannot help another without helping yourself. I love everyone, and I'll miss you!

David A. Sims

Thanks Mom & Dad. Good Luck to Chris & Kenny. Had good times with my friends DG JM JH KM on the GOTH Porch. Sup to LD JR MW BD DE DC MT JB GnR FMP!

Ingrid Skoog

Jungle Fever '99, Tuesday Tennis, Russell Mill SC, St. Bickfords with Dan, Team Dysfunctional & Cool Chem, Love and thanks to all who have supported me along the way. Good luck to the chuck!
Thanks to MOM, DAD, fam, friends. *Russ* SHOT OUT TO MY BUDS PA DL BD EG BM BR MB CHOO CHOO FB36ECG 4LIFE

**Matthew Sousa**

Thanks to MOM, DAD, fam, friends. *Russ* SHOT OUT TO MY BUDS PA DL BD EG BM BR MB CHOO CHOO FB36ECG 4LIFE

**Stephen Sousa**

A SHOUT OUT TO ALL MY FRIENDS KN TJ JW GL DA MK BD BK JC DS MC “DO U LIFE APPLES? WELL, I GOT HER # HOW DO YA LIKE THEM APPLES?” -GWH

**Paul Spuria**

Living is easy with eyes closed, misunderstanding all you see.

**Ethan Steele**

Living is easy with eyes closed, misunderstanding all you see.

**Brett Stevenson**

Much love to all the family & friends R.I.P. Nicole. Good times w/ RL MC SR PD DP EM PG Camping Da Beach Hockey #7. I will never forget u Mary. Shady times. 420

**Katie T. Stott**

JF & LD ♥ BF DS{x3MWJR DGBABYGVD8FSZ & the “circle” ♥U guys. BW you can’t do that standing up. Being U is all that matters! THANKS MOM & DAD AUD & DEN JB♥

**Kristen Streb**

Thanks for all the memories LP SD JS AC KM AC MB, it’s been fun *I’ll miss you all* Morps, sleepovers, the cardboard box Thanks Mom & Dad. Good Luck Sarah!!

**Dan Sullivan**

Thanks- Mom, Dad, Mike, and Meag *Amy*
Patrice Sullivan

“Don’t cry cuz it’s over
smile cuz it happened *
Thanx to all my friends. I ♥
ye-AD
BG RM JM AD MB AK
Look @ the future never
forget the past ♥ U

Tim Swierzbin

“Soon shall my arm on
wide-waving wings
expanded bear the flying-
chariot through the fields of
air. ” -Good Luck friends.
Thanx Mom, Dad, sis.

Peter Sylvain


Matthew Talalas


Jennifer Talbot

THANX MOM AND BRI
FOR EVERYTHING. LOVE
YOU! NEVER FORGET OUR
CRAZY TIMES: JL, AS, PL,
SM, KM, SM, LT, AND
EVERYONE ELSE. LOVE
YOU ALL!

Lisa Tereshko

*Hold on to your dreams, for
they can take you far *
Friends A-Z thanks for the
memories. Mom, Dad, and
Jill: Thanks for everything.
Luv ya!

Matthew Thoren

“IN EVERY PAIN THERE IS
TREMENDOUS OPPORTU-
NITY FOR OVERWHELM-
ING GAIN. USE IT TO
YOUR ADVANTAGE.”
*LUV YA MOM & DAD*
GOOD LUCK PM, MVB, DE
*K,S,C,D,M *SK* CHSHC*

Adam Tibolt

“I hope I didn’t brain my
damage.” Thanks to every-
one for all the good times.

Thanks Mom and Dad.


Tom Tran

"QUE SERA, SERA" KEEP SMILING! GOOD LUCK EVERYONE LOVE YOU MOM, DAD, THIEN THANH WERD VP DAWG BERTO AS KM BD MS MM THANX FOR HELPING ME OUT, GUYS!

Kimberly Tremblay

"Thanks Mom and Dad for everything that you have done for me. Good luck Stephanie, Jen, and Brian! All my love to my family and friends. Thank you God. The Sky's the Limit!

Mikael Tringale


Ryan Turay

Thanks Mom and Dad for putting up with me so long, I Finally made it! Good Luck to my friends. Thanks HT CW and relatives for the support!

David Valencia

Thanks to my crew Matt G, Travis F, and Mike W. I luv you Mom and Dad and Paula. Hey remember mailbox baseball. I will miss everyone thanx!

Michelle Valente

Thank you Mom, Dad, and Ryan for everything and for being there when I needed you most. JGuilmette always be in my heart. Thanks Mr. Thomas and Mrs.M

Jenn Valentino

Good luck to all my friends. NV, Please stay out of trouble! Remember, "Don't be afraid to be yourself. Be afraid not to."

Martin L. Van Buren

"Every starting line is a chance to prove that my past will not determine my future." -unknown Thanks Mom, Dad, Jen & Durk for all you've done.
Erica Vaughn
I wasn’t looking 4 my dreams 2 interpret my life, but my life 2 interpret my dreams- I Luv u Mom Dad Kristin Sean *Your Little Woo did it* GoodLuckDASS

Mike Visniewski
"Fly high, free bird."
-L. Skynyrd
Thanks for a fantastic 4 years! NDDB|CBL|JJWGVJ
It's been fun. I'll catch ya on the flip side. 42

Daniel
Warshafsky
Thank you Mom and Dad for inspiring me through these tough years. Good luck to all my Bros SR CP DD RM and especially DW and TW. It’s been fun! Back-N-The Day to DP SM PG HN SHADY

Michael Weinbeck
When it's all said and done, it's been real and it's been fun.-GD Don't forget who you are and keep it real.
Love & Thanks, Mom & Dad & Family! IhlIONC

T. J. Welch
"Whatever it takes"

Charles D.
Wellman
O-line7 CM SB BD JB KB
Thanks Mom and Dad
Thanks for all the memories, everyone Russooo Hey Don! We will find a way or we will make one.

Matthew West
Thanks to Mom, Dad, my two sisters, and all of my friends. It’s been fun. Good Luck to everyone in the future.

Michael J. Whelan
To my family-thanks for everything. To my boys-keep in touch, To all my Girls-It's been fun. I love you all! We're outta here!!
Carleen L. Wilkish

Good luck to all my friends
I'll always remember our
great times Thanks Mom &
Dad "Live as if you'll die
tomorrow dream as if you'll
never die"

Katie Willette

"Every new beginning comes
from some other beginning's
end" CN: BFFL- LGIO
Mom all the credit goes to
you! 2:79 10-3 9-16+17 *625*
opbaf Peace

Benjamin Williams

Band Prez!! Thanks Mom
and Dad and everyone else
who helped. It's been a great
four years

Brian Williams

Best of luck to you Laura
next year. KS and JF, "you
can't do that standing up"
Thanks for all the love and
support Mom, Dad, Em and
Laura.

Jeffrey Wilson

"Even a blind squirrel
sometimes finds a nut"
Thanks to fam good luck to
Suz, To my crew U know
who U R, never forget, RM
Rod Busta Luv U All

Summer Witts

"And in the end the love you
take is equal the love you
make! Thank you ♥ Mom &
Bob! Lots of love to Sean D.M
A.C. & the rest. I Love
You All!

Christopher Wong

Soccer capt. #4 Thanks
M+D+S+A "That's Heavy"
"Wanger-Time" Good Luck
PF, DC, BC and everyone
else

Patricia Wong

And Remember That Depth
is the Greatest of Heights
And If You Know Where
You Stand Then You Know
Where To Land
---Fiona Apple
Joshua Wooster
Nothing happens unless first a Dream Best of times with RC GL whip KN SS *CRISsy* and all the rest Thanks Mom and Dad I Love You Good Luck Jess

Ryan Yanaro
We were sure we'd never see the end of it all, now our lives are forever changed, we will never be the same. For all the good times thanks -RY

Andrew Yang
"To the world, you may be one person, But to one person you may be the world." Best of luck in life to all my friends. Thanks Mom and Dad!

Sunwei M. Yu
"You'll live longer once you realize that any time spent being unhappy is wasted" Thanks Mom, Dad, +Anne for all your love and support Peace to my buds

Nikki Zerbinopoulos
Thanx everyone for all the great memories there's so many more to come~ it's been fun thanx mom, Dad, Eric and ♥Mike♥- you'll always be in my heart 4-ever MM ♥

Lindsay Zwart
"Obstacles are the things you see when you take your eyes off your goals." Thanks Mom and Dad. Good Luck Lauren Derek Corey JR, CF, SM, JG, The End.

Elizabeth Hammond
"So you'll put down your rock and I'll put down my sword and we'll try to kill each other like civilized people?" KL, AH, SF, BR, JN et al: ♥U

Lyudmyla Mayorska
THANKS 2 BATTLE & MINUIKS 4 EVERYTHING. 4HIGH SCHOOLS N' 4 YEARS THANK GOD IT'S OVER. "LIFE MOVES TOO FAST, IF U DON'T STOP AND LOOK AROUND 4 A WHILE, YOU COULD MISS IT."

"Faith is the substance of things hoped for; the evidence of things not yet seen."

To my sisters, You're both Dank to MP I love you Jk I hate you to the CC Class of '99 B-Squad Thanks. Jim Ludwig

"SICK" Out of here miss u so much Nicole ♥ u Mom Dad LiL SistBro Best Luck to all my Bros ♥ you TLO Hoo Court-Thanks RY for Phat Times ♥ u Roch

Even though I have no sympathy for CHS I would like to thank Mr. Kamal, my favorite English teacher & Mr. O'Keefe for making History fun & Mrs. DiGreazio

To my sisters, You're both Dank to MP I love you Jk I hate you to the CC Class of '99 B-Squad Thanks. Jim Ludwig

Even though I have no sympathy for CHS I would like to thank Mr. Kamal, my favorite English teacher & Mr. O'Keefe for making History fun & Mrs. DiGreazio

"SICK" Out of here miss u so much Nicole ♥ u Mom Dad LiL SistBro Best Luck to all my Bros ♥ you TLO Hoo Court-Thanks RY for Phat Times ♥ u Roch
FAVORITE MEMORIES

FRIDAY QUIZZES FROM MR. PASQUALE
PEP RALLIES
THE MUSICALS
THANKSGIVING FOOTBALL GAME '98
PASTA BAR & DELI DAY
THE MORP
BEV TUCKER'S PHENOMENAL MARKETING CLASS
WHEN THE GIRLS SWIM TEAM BEAT AB
HERBERT CHAO SINGING & DANCING TO MEN IN BLACK
EVERYONE RUNNING FOR CLASS OFFICE
ALVIN APPLYING TO 30-SOMETHING COLLEGES
HAVING TO LISTEN TO NATE EVERY MORNING
HOW THE WALLS AND FLOORS SWEAT AT THE DANCES
PARKING IN THE SOFTBALL FIELD AND UPPER LOT
POT LUCK LUNCH
24 HOUR RELAY
NEWSZONE
RAVES & VENGABOYS
3/4 LENGTH EVERYTHING
SINGING AT THE SPIRIT WEEK DANCE
CLIMBLING INSIDE MY LOCKER
HOW FAST RUMORS SPREAD
GETTING DATES FOR THE HOLIDAY DANCE
COAXING TEACHERS INTO HAVING PARTIES BEFORE BREAKS
HAVING NOTHING TO DO IN CHELMSFORD
MR. CARPENTER'S "PEAK OF THE WEEK" AND "END OF THE SNAILS TRAIL"
PLAYING MAFIA & TYPEWRITER WITH MR. CHEW
CHICKENS IN THE ELEVATOR
ANDY FLEMING JUMPING IN THE SCIENCE POND
JON AMES' TIGER STRIPED HAIR & "SEACONK"
SPAGHETTI DINNERS WITH TEAMMATES
MR. HAZZARD'S COURAGE
Spirit Week

Chelmsford High Students brimmed with enthusiasm as they celebrated their annual Spirit Week. Students brought in thousands of pennies and canned goods to earn acclaim for their class. Spirit Week finally culminated in the Pep Rally, a celebration preparing Chelmsford for the big football game against Billerica.

Scooch shows off his immense (and wacky) Chelmsford High spirit

Lions Sarah & Jecca take a break from their Thanksgiving game stunts.
CHS Seniors celebrate after winning Spirit Week
Chelmsford High School students were dressed up to the nines as they gathered together to celebrate their respective holidays. With or without dates, students danced the night away in their Winter Wonderland.

Can you believe how crowded the cafe can get at dances? Still, it was one swinging time!

Where did all the dates go? Who cares! These girls don't need their guys around to have a good time.

Sarah has taken Katie under her wing as Drum Major and given the underclassman a sense of fashion as fabulous as her own.
Denae and Stacey always get all the guys. It must be those feathers and boas...

Becca and Andy take a moment out of bustin' out their moves to smile for the camera.
Looks like DJ needs a little support from his friends. All that dancing can get you dehydrated; that’s why the seniors are always so generous selling drinks for only fifty cents!

Eric and his date are so glad the dance didn’t get snowed out! For all four (or five) of the seniors’ years the dance was only snowed out once.

Danielle and Lindsey squeeze together for a quick parting shot before they’re off to party hard the rest of the night.
The Funnies

1. Yeeees
2. Score!

HYDRO CRAFT
Shoes!

... Put y
under the
radar...

I'm
guessing
you guys
ever
have
food?

I'm
guessing
you guys
have
food?

Weirdly
funny.
Juniors

Abbott, Joshua
Afshar, Saba
Akbulut, Ayla
Allberg, Stacey
Allen, Patrick
Andrews, Christopher
Andrews, Erin
Apostolakes, James
Archambault, Dewey
Asquith, Brendan
Atkinson, Jennifer
Babich, Catherine
Bagni, Charles
Baillargeon, Kara
Balboni, Thomas
Barrasso, Danielle
Barron, Sara
Bates, Elizabeth
Bator, Stefanie
Bent, Dennis
Berke, Brandon
Bhattacharyya, Arnab
Biondi, Stephen
Birrow, David
Bishop, David
Bjorklund, Benjamin
Bohaker, Jensen
Bondi, Stefan
Boucek, Roxanne
Boucher, James
Boufford, Mary Ellen
Bourgeois, Jonathan
Brown, David
Brown, Justin
Brzezinski, Gary
Buckley, Rebecca
Buono, Jennifer
Burnham, Kaylan
Burns, Alison
Burns, Erin
Burns, Valerie
Busfield, Jotham
Buuck, Katherine
Byam, Krista
Byron, John
Campbell, Ashley
Campopiano, William
Carey, Bethany
Casey, Matthew
Chan, Agnes
Chao, Philip

Charbonnier, Kendra
Charbonnier, Taylor
Chartier, Kimberly

Cheng, Vivian
Chesson, Colleen
Christensen, Elizabeth
Juniors

Galligan, Cashel
Garbarz, Kalene
Gardner, Lauren
Garvey, Elaine
Gasparini, Scott
Gervais, Gregory
Gilmore, Benjamin
Glatt, Eli

Goff, Michael
Gozalia, Foram
Graff, Robbie
Guarnieri, Jennifer
Guiney, Thomas
Gulde, Caroline
Hagopian, Benjamin
Hajjar, Kristen

Hammond, John
Hand, Kara
Hanlon, Samantha
Hann, Danielle
Hawkins, Steven
Hayes, Heather
Heffernan, Christopher
Heffernan, Ian

Hegger, Amy
Hendley, Laci
Herrmann, Beth
Higgins, Maureen
Hirsch, Justin
Hogan, Emily
Holladay, Stacey
Holland, Brian

Holt, Timothy
Hoover, Ashley
Hopkins, Cassandra
Hosman, Emily
Houle, Ryan
Howarth, Jason
Hughes, Kimberly
Hunt, Julie

Hunt, Timothy
Hurwitz, Brian
Husted, Carly
Huele, Justin

Jacoby, Rebecca
James, David
Jenkins, Andrew
Jordan, Adam

Joseph, Rebecca
Kahl, Jamie
Kakoutsis, Anastasia
Kanavas, Vaia

Karpawich, Michael
Kastanas, Dorothea
Kearney, Dennis
Kearns, Steven
Juniors

McGrade, Melissa
McGuinness, Andrew
McIver, William
Meenaghan, Brian

Messmer, Lauren
Metz, Annie
Middlebrook, Sean
Miskell, Jennifer

Moran, Neil
Moreau, Robert
Moriarty, Katherine
Morrin, Tanya

Morrison, Charles
Morse, Molly
Mourtzinis, Nicole
Mullin, Katherine
Mulrooney, Matthew
Murphy, Jonathan
Myers, Gregory
Nappa, Adam

Nebalski, Lynn
Nguyen, Nam
Nguyen, Thomas
Nguyen, Viet
Nicholls, Zachary
Nichols, Joanna
Nihan, Sean
Normandin, Steven
Normandin, Sage
Nunney, Hayle
Nutter, Courtney
O’Brien, Christopher

O’Connor, John
O’Reilly, Megan
O’Sullivan, Brian
Olsen, Kirby

Orr, Steven
Ortoli, Jessica
Page, Victoria
Pak, Christina

Palumbo, Nicholas
Panagiotopoulos, Chris
Pariseau, Christine
Parquette, Matthew
Taylor - Zombeck

Taylor, Rebecca
Taylor, Shannon
Thatcher, Christopher
Thompson, Kate

Tousignant, Michael
Trainor, Shaun
Travaglia, Jill
Trudeau, Matthew

Tsai, Steven
Turco, David
Turner, Alexander
Ubele, Amy

Vallcourt, Danielle
Valeri, Victoria
Van Corbach, Brandon
Varmazis, Maria

Viglione, Brian
Villano, Elizabeth
Villare, Sarah
Wakefield, Douglas
Walsh, Edward
Walsh, Garrett
Waszak, Katie
Wellman, Gerald

Willette, Daniel
Withrow, Christy
Withrow, Sherri

Woessner, Kathryn
Wolf, Christopher
Wood, Jessica

Yang, Daniel
Yip, Timothy
Yu, Elaine

Zombeck, Sarah
Curran, Jill
Hicks, Shana
Sophomores

Achenson, Lindsay
Ackermann, Joshua
Adamsson, Matthew
Adeboi, Beth
Albert, Wendy
Alexopoulos, Tessa
Alling, Emma
Alves, Jennifer

Ache, Chad
Andricopoulos, Alyssa
Archibald, Leesa
Arsenault, Debra
Ayan, Meredith
Baker, Gary
Bano, Brian
Bates, Brenna

Benetti, Andrea
Berger, Chantelle
Bianchi, Stacey
Bishop, Jennifer
Blackburn, Keith
Block, Stephen
Boegel, Jason
Brooks, Nicole

Brown, Alison
Brown, Mark
Brown, William
Burns, Rebecca
Butler, Amy
Byrne, David
Cakounes, Christopher
Call, Stephen

Camacho, Matthew
Campbell, Bradford
Campbell, Kathleen
Campbell, Mitchell

Carvan, Alexander
Caso, Robert
Casper, Matthew
Cecere, Daniel

Chan, Michael
Chang, Min
Chang, Stephanie
Chase, Jennifer

Chen, Sherry
Chico, Ernie
Chiev, Sokvinal
Cullis, Rebecca
Clancy, James
Clark, Jeffrey
Clark, Lara
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Sophomores

Commings, Eileen
Coen, Shane
Corrier, Nathan
Cossette, Ashley
Costello, Shara
Costos, Sabrina
Cotty, Andrea
Crane, Elizabeth

Cross, Adam
Cullen, Stephen
Curtis, Jessica
Dasilva, Matthew

David, Katelyn
Davidson, Michael
Dawson, Ashley
Decker, Corey

Degagne, Michael
Delaney, Bryan
Demoura, Ryan
Doneno, Adrian

Depoian, Paul
Detora, Jill
Desloges, Cristina
Devincenzi, Lisa

Dimis, Paula
Dipalma, Michael
Diseno, Anthony
Donahue, Kelan
Donaldson, Steven
Donigan, Thomas
Donlan, Jennifer
Doshi, Janvi

Duty, Joseph
Doughty, Jeffrey
Dwyer, Ashley
Dworkin, Bethany
Dubber, Emily
Ducharme, Craig
Ducharme, Jonathan
Duggan, Katie

Dumas, Carrie
Dunn, Alexandra
Dupont, Victoria
Emmerich, Kate
England, Jonathan
Erhart, Jesse
Farneto, Danielle
Farrell, Calvin

Ferguson, James
Fiddler, Aidan
Firth, Tiffanie
Flannery, Brittny
Fleming, Michael
Foley, Colleen
Forney, Shaun
Fox, Matthew
Sophomores

Ivers, Erin
Jaynes, Katharine
Jeannotte, Emily
Jendrick, Brandion
Jenkins, Brian
Jennings, William
Johnson, Joel
Jones, Kenneth
Kalinowski, Tara
Kane, Caolin
Kattan, Dalia
Kelly, Candice
Khabazeh, Nadia
Khem, David
Kileen, Brian
Kilroy, Laura
Kirkland, Krystal
Klabouch, Anna
Koch, Mark
Koethe, Thomas
Kolba, John
Kotfila, Karli
Krigbaum, Natalie
Kugler, Michael
LaRocca, Jillian
Lader, Robert
Lamplough, Nicholas
Lane, Kimberly
Langlais, Meghan
Langner, Dennis
LaPorte, Annalena
Lasriek, Magdalene
Lavoie, Shouna
Leblanc, Michelle
Leonard, Katherine
Li, Jennifer
Lung, John
Lima, Robin
Lin, Min
Liu, Shawn
Lossello, Michael
Lowe, Matthew
MacLeod, Ellen
MacPherson, Jessica
Maher, Caroline
Maher, Neil
Main, Christopher
Makarevich, Ellen
Manahan, Christopher
Margheita, Diana
Marino, Brian
Martiucci, Jenna
Martin, John
Martineau, Andrew
Martinez, Louis
Massa, Guy
Abboud - Frink

Constantine, Gina
Conti, Leah
Cormier, Jacqueline
Craig, Allison
Cucchiara, Melissa
Cullinane, Shaun
Cunningham, Spencer
Curran, Sarah
Curran, Timothy
Curtis, Steven

Danzig, Deborah
David, Kelly
Davidson, Adam
Davis, Rebecca
Day-Lewis, Ashley

Dear, Jennifer
Decarlo, Justine
Decarlo, Melissa
Dee, Joel
Defreitas, Allison
Dekely, Patrick
Dennet, Jessica
DePalma, David

Dery, Patricia
Desjardin, Keith
Dhar, Aditi
Dillon, Jessica
Dobbins, Ashley
Dockendorff, Abigail
Doherty, Matthew
Donaldson, Gregory

Doucette, John
Dow, Timothy
Dufresne, Joseph IV
Duggan, Kelsey
Dwivedula, Sachanka
Eldridge, Drew
Eriksen, Lora
Eskenas, Kristen

Evelyn, Alexander
Exarchos, Chris
Eyman, Lauren
Farrell, Kate
Ferron, Christopher
Finn, Daniel
Finnegan, Kristen
Finnegan, Michael

Firth, Heather
Fisher, Laura
Fleming, Colleen
Fletcher, Brian
Fletcher, Natalie
Fletcher, Todd
Florio, Heather
Fontaine, Amie

Forrest, Christopher
Fournier, Jennifer
Fralic, Ashley
Francione, Rosemarie
Fraser, John
Fraser, Matthew
Freitas, Matthew
Frink, Megan
Freshman

Furey, William
Fyton, Daniel
Gagnon, Courtney
Galligan, Daniel
Gao, Shannon
Garvey, Amanda
Garbarz, Jacob
Gaudet, Heather
Gauthier, Mary
Gemmell, Matthew
Gendron, Shane
Geniotti, Craig
Germann, Tracy
Gilbrede, Erin
Gill, Courtney
Ginvisian, Adam
Giunta, Kyle
Gladstone, Jason
Glidden, Jennifer
Glidden, Theresa
Gobet, Andrew
Coguen, Keith
Gontarz, Keith
Goldstein, Craig
Goodhue, Tara
Goodwin, Ashley
Gorham, Timothy
Gormley, Michael

Gossement, Alexander
Gounaris, George
Gouveia, Anthony
Graham, Vincent

Grant, Thomas
Gray, Kevin
Gray, Lindsay
Grodets, Thomas

Guerin, Amy
Gumb, Christopher
Gumb, Robert
Hallock, Sarah
Halpin, Elyse
Hamill, Elizabeth
Hamilton, Amanda
Hamilton, Eric
Hampton, Ronald
Hann, Brandon
Hardy, Sarah
Hardy, Timothy
Harrison, Nicole
Hassan, Faris
Hatfield, Brian
Hauser, Jessica
Hawking, Margaret
Heath, Christopher
Heffernan, Philip
Henderson, Eric
Hennessey, Molly
Hennessey, Sean
Henshaw, Keith
Herrmann, Christopher
Hill, Eric
Hoover, Benjamin
Hornbiihl, Kaitlin
Houle, David
Houston, Laura
Howarth, Ryan
Howell, Michael
Huears, Jason
Hughes, Laura
Hunt, Lacey
Iacono, Sara
Irving, Christopher
Jeknavorjan, Ara
Jenkins, Christina
Johnson, Christopher
Johnson, Fred
Johnson, Matthew
Jones, Jeffrey
Jones, Stephanie
Jordan, Caitlin
Kahl, Alexander
Kane, Anna
Kapadia, Ajay
Keimig, Garrett
Kelley, Sean
Kelly, Brian
Kennedy, George
Keyes, Jennifer
Khem, Kevin
Khor, Hannah
Khoyi, Brian
Killampalli, Vikram
King, Caralyn
King, Jacqueline
King, Scott
Kinnett, Charles
Kinney, Jeffrey
Kinney, Lori
Klick, Colin
Klingman, Kara
Knight, Michael
Koeckhoven, Jennifer
Kowalski, Adam
Kruse, Joshua
LaGrange, Helen
Lailer, Daniel
Landry, Christopher
Lane, Corey
Lannon, Kristi
Latina, Kelly
Leczynski, Michelle
Lekin, Torin
Levine, David
Levine, Wendy
Lin, Albert
Lindberg, Daniel
Lindquist, Andrew
Leng, Elizabeth
Lepilato, David
Lovett, Matthew
Love, Andrew
Loyer, Sarah
Lynam, Jessica
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

BLUE DEAN GROUP
GET YOUR TICKETS TODAY!
1-800-448-8105

"This is a show you won't want to miss!"
- NBC 4 NY

"A must-see!"

10th annual Children's Charity WALK
SUNDAY, JULY 9 on the Charles River 12 pm
PICK UP A SPONSOR BOOKLET AT YOUR LOCAL DRUGSTORE!
Bring A Friend, Be A Friend

1-800-KLF-3941 CALL TODAY!

104 meadowbrook Rd
Boston, MA 021
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

CLUB OFFICES

PRESIDENT
Andrea Li

VICE PRESIDENT
Amy Meidell

SECRETARY
Lindsay Murray

TREASURER
Shaina Byrne

ADVISORS:
Ann Swierzbin,
Denise Coffee

Michelle Baker, Deborah Burnham, Shaina Byrne, Leslie Cantin, Kenneth Chandonait, Jennifer Clancy, Lindsay Clapp, Kyle Comins, Amanda Costa, Michael Cruickshank, Ethan Cushing, Erica Desfosses, Ashley Distasi, Theresa Donigan, Sarah Ellsworth, Rachel Fichtenbaum, Andrew Fleming, Kathryn Fleming, Matthew Gagnon, Christopher Gatti, Kristina Hamill, Julia Hazel, Amanda Herr, William Ho, Deppa Jumani, Voula Kanavas, Lauren Khoyi, Melvin Kinnett, Amanda Krupkoski, Andrea Li, Alvin Lin, Amy Lisovich, Kathleen Long, Julia Lovett, Melissa Maggio, Philippa McLachlan, Amy Meidell, Haskel Mermell, Christiana Merrywell, Laura Miscowski, Margaret Moloney, Lillian Mongeau, Lindsay Murray, Sachin Nene, Patrick O'Shaughnessy, Jennie Roake, Seth Roby, Ingrid Rodrick, Pamela Scott, Melissa Segal, Ingrid Skoog, Timothy Swierzbin, Jennifer Talbot, Lisa Tereshko
FRENCH HONOR SOCIETY


CLUB OFFICES

PRESIDENT
Ingrid Rodrick

VICE PRESIDENT
Kate Long

SECRETARY
Andrew Yang

TREASURER
Melissa Segal

ADVISOR:
Anthony Siragusa

SPANISH HONOR SOCIETY

Jonathan Ames, Erin Burns, Shaina Byrne, Jennifer Clancy, Lindsay Clapp, Amy Clarke, Kyle Comins, Amanda Costa, Michael Cruickshank, Ethan Cushing, Serena DeFelice, Lindsay Degnan, Ashley Distasi, Shelagh Doerfler, Brian Dunn, Julie Gagnon, Elizabeth Glatt, Rob Graff, Adam Hermance, Amanda Herr, Maureen Higgins, Julie Hunt, Brian Hurvitz, Becky Jacoby, Deepa Jumani, Voula Kanavas, Amanda Krupkoski, Brian Leigh, Andrea Li, Jennifer Lin, Amy Lisavich, Julia Lovett, Brian Meenaghan, Molly Morse, Sachin Nene, Frances Pong, Malolam Rajagopalan, Jennie Roake, Jill Sartorli, Meagan Swanson, Jennifer Talbot, and Lindsey Zwart

CLUB OFFICES

PRESIDENT
Jennifer Clancy

VICE PRESIDENT
Lindsay Clapp

SECRETARY
Jennifer Talbot

ADVISOR:
Cynthia Tonrey
CLASS 2001 REPRESENTATIVES

Jennifer Lin, Rebecca Buckley, Elizabeth Mara, Elizabeth Bates, Megan O'Reilly, Phillip Chao, Adam Jordan, Evan Dunn, Jeffrey Martin, Daniel Yang  Not Shown: Douglas Wakefield
CLASS 2002 REPRESENTATIVES

No List Available

CLASS 2003 REPRESENTATIVES

Richie Burt, Jessica Chao, Kate Farrell, Adam Ginvisian, Kaitlin Horndahl, A.J. Jeknavorian, Kara Klingman, Kelly Latina, Carolyn Muiznieks, Kennan Rankin, Douglas Reed, Danielle Richard, Lauren Sykes, Shana Watterson, Kristina Woldan, Anne Yu
CLUB OFFICERS

PRESIDENT:
Foram Gosalia

VICE PRESIDENT:
Ginny Carr

SECRETARY:
Kristen Dorney

TREASURER:
Danielle Dorney

ACTIVITY ORGANIZER:
Christine Pak

SEARCH

Ashley Campbell, Lindsay Clapp, Sherry Chen, Sheilagh Doestles, Ashley Doyle, Jacky Doyle, Kelsey Duggan, Lani Evelyn, Heather Flynn, Kristen Frazee, Pourna Gadhia, Julie Gagnon, Lindsay Gray, Katie Hayes, Judy Ho, Rebecca Jacoby, Rebecca Joseph, Jamie Kahl, Kava Kingman, Tina Kotsios, Caroline Mahel, Lauren McHugh, Jen Mead, Michelle Meehan, Jen Mishell, Kennan Rankin, Cathy Reale, Christine Reale, Meghan Roarke, Tiffany Saragian, Jillian Sartorelli, Kavita Shah, Anne Shumbata, Shannon Taylor, Kate Thompson, Elizabeth Villano, Katie Waszak

"IF YOU'RE GOING TO DRINK AND DRIVE, DRINK PEPS!!!"

"MAKING A DIFFERENCE IN CHILDREN'S LIVES."

"GIVE TO THE COMMUNITY AND THE COMMUNITY GIVES BACK TO YOU!"
STAND

Clubs

STAND CLUB OF OFFICERS

ADVISOR:
Sandra Hone

PRESIDENT:
Becky Jacoby

VICE PRESIDENT:
Sara Barron

SECRETARY:
Thea Kastanas

TREASURER:
Amanda Krupkowskki

ALTERNATE OFFICER:
Rachel Reed

SADD

SADD CLUB OFFICERS

ADVISOR:
Sandra Hone

PRESIDENT:
Becky Jacoby

VICE PRESIDENT:
Sara Barron

SECRETARY:
Thea Kastanas

TREASURER:
Amanda Krupkowskki

ALTERNATE OFFICER:
Rachel Reed

Taylor Charbonnier, Gina Constantine, Julie Constantine, Amanda Costa, Kristen Dowling, Kristen Eriksen, Lora Eriksen, Amie Fontaine, Ashley Hoover, Kim Hughes, Laura Levine, Wendy Levine, Jen Mead, Shauna Riely, Cathy Reale, Holly Smith, Jenae Wright

CLUB OFFICERS:

PRESIDENTS:
Matthew Mendonza
Timothy Swierzbin

ADVISOR:
Richard Olson

CALCULUS TEAM

AIMSOR: Joseph Ford
MEMBERS: Row 1: Gautham Nath, Chris Gatti, Sachin Nene, Ken Chandonnait, Kristina Hamill, Andrea Li, Jennifer Clancy, Row 2: Chris Wong, Phil Falardeu, Deepa Jumani, Seth Roby, Matt Gagnon, Tim Swierzbin, Ingrid Skoog, Kyle Comins
Not pictured: Jon Ames, Arnab Bhattacharyya, Rachel Fichtenbaum, Alvin Lin, Andrew Yang

MATH TEAM

ADVISOR: Mr. Joseph Ford
CO- CAPTAINS: Matt P. Gagnon and Kristina Hamill

CLUB OFFICERS:
CAPTAIN: Rachel Fichtenbaum
STATISTICIAN: Tim Yip
PUBLICIST: Jessie Nelson
ADVISOR: Richard Olson

Arnab Bhattacharyya, Shamik Bhattacharyya, Justin Brown, Jessica Chao, Aditi Dhar, Rachel Fichtenbaum, Laura Hagopian, Liz Hamill, Danielle Incropera, John Kolba, Adam Le, Brian Leigh, Shaw Liu, Jessica Nelson, Kevin Scavezze, Geoffrey Smyton, Jean Sun, Steve Tsai, Andy Yang, Tim Yip, Anne Yu, Will Zhao
THOMAS JEFFERSON FORUM

CLUB OFFICERS:

PRESIDENT:
Alvin Lin

VICE PRESIDENT:
Jennifer Lin

SECRETARY:
Eli Glatt

TREASURER:
Kevin Scavezze

Kimberly Ang, Arnab Bhattacharyya, Chris Bianchi, Allison Brown, Dave Brown, Deborah Burnham, Leslie Cantin, Tim Carroll, Alex Carven, Agnes Chan, Phil Chao, Sherry Chen, Vivian Cheng, Amanda Costa, Bethany Drehman, Lisa DeVincent, Ashley Doyle, Sarah Fahey, Rachel Fichtenbaum, Kelly Gibson, Laura Hagopian, Emily Hogan, Danielle Incropera, Ben Hagopian, Lindsey Hanlon, Judy Ho, William Ho, John Kolba, Steve Kotsios, Russ Kupperstein, Carl Kuran, Adam Le, Andrea Leczynski, George Lee, Laura Levine, Jen Li, Shau Liu, Lauren McHugh, Sean Middlebrook, Molly Morse, Nam Nguyen, Viet Nguyen, Raul Parmar, Cindy Peng, Mal Rajagopalian, Heather Ryder, Antonio Saudiez, Rebecca Smith, Nick Spinello, John Sry, Muhund Sureshbabu, Meagan Swanson, Tom Tran, Steve Tsai, Daniel Yang, Tim Yip, Will Zhao
THEATRE GUILD


RUFUS PORTER SOCIETY

CLUB OFFICERS

PRESIDENT: Alvin Lin

VICE PRESIDENT: Adam Le, Justin Brown.

SECRETARY: Jennifer Lin

TREASURER: Arnab Bhattacharyya

Arnab Bhattacharyya, Shamik Bhattacharyya, Justin Brown, Allison Brown, Deepa Jumani, Adam Le, George Lee, Brian Leigh, Alvin Lin, Jennifer Lin, Mal Rajagopalal, Kevin Scazezze, Steven Tsai,
ORCHESTRA

Kimberly Ang, Tom Cakounes, Agnus Chan, Tricia Chang, Sherry Chen, Joseph Connolly, Laura Finn, Katie Gatti, Kelly Gibson, Rory Gill, Theresa Glidden, Jen Harbison, Philip Heffernan, Amy Hindle, William Ho, Steven Hunt, Chris Irving, Andrew Jenkins, Adam Jordan, Brian Khoyi, Thomas Koethe, Nick Koutoufis, George Lee, Albert Lin, Alvin Lin, Jennifer Li, Chrissy Merrywell, Anjana Mohan, Jessica Ortolf, Cindy Peng, Elena Petricone, Patrick Pho, Will Rosenberry, Wendi Satran, Chris Sendelbach, Heather Tang, Steven Tsai, Emily Wang, Caitlin Waters, Julia Wilson, Anne Yu
MARCHING BAND

CONDUCTOR:
Mark Branco

ASSISTANT CONDUCTORS:
Erica Defoses
Sarah Elsworth

Wendy Albert, Lindsay Acheson, Emma Alling, Debra Arsenault, David Birrow, Alison Brown, Justin Brown, Ryan Burns, Brad Campbell, Chris Cakounes, Becky Christianson, James Clancy, Joe Connolly, Eileen Commins, Paul Deperian, Erica Desfosses, Sarah Ellsworth, Kate Emmerich, Calvin Farrell, James Ferguson, James Forrest, Ben Gasper, Joseph Giroux, Jessica Goldstein, Aubrey Goulet, Robbie Graff, Dan Gregorio, Michael Gregario, Eric Hamilton, Emily Jeanotte, Michael Hall, James Heroux, Eric Hill, Jeff Hillson, Sarah Hollman, Rebecca Horne, Glenn Howe, Michael Howell, Jonathan Jarok, Dalia Kafkan, Anne Kane, Caitlin Kane, Laura Levine, Brian Meenaghuer, Robert Moore, Ted Morassi, Jocelyn Newell, Dave O'Grady, Elliot Page, Liane Roberts, Jeffrey Sachs, James Scoville, Rob Snow, John Spellenberg, Katie Steele, Eric Vigeant, Craig Vitale, Emily Wang, Ben Williams, Summer Witts, Chris Wolf, Elyse Wolf

CONCERT BAND

No List Available

CONDUCTORS:
Mark Branco
Marc Kerouak
CONCERT CHOIR

Nicole Acheson, Ayla Akbulut, Jennifer Barrington, Renee Bastavache, Julie Belleville, Keith Blackburn, Sarah Braunshweiger, Cara Breen, Alison Burns, Ryan Burns, Joanna Butkiewicz, Tim Callahan, Leslie Cantin, Sujei Carballo, Vanessa Carballo, Taylor Charbonnier, Allison Chase, Jennifer Chase, Surabhi Chatterje, Amy Clarke, Nicole Coddaire, Kristen Connolly, Gina Constantine, Leah Conti, Sabrina Costos, Erica Desfosses, Tara Goodhue, Amy Guerin, Caroline Guilde, Jennifer Koeckhoven, Amy Lisovich, Katherine Long, Sarah Loyer, Thomas Marr, Shauna McHugh, Sean Middlebrook, Danielle Nutter, Rebecca Rowlands.

MUSIC HONOR SOCIETY

CLUB OFFICERS:

PRESIDENT:
Summer Witts

VICE PRESIDENT:
Leslie Cantin

TREASURER:
Agnes Chan

HISTORIAN:
Deena Patsourakos

ADVISOR:
Marc Kerouak

Nicole Acheson, David Birrow, Alison Burns, Amy Call, Leslie Cantin, Agnes Chan, Erica Desfosses, Michael Hall, Jonathan Moreno, Deen Patsourakos, Rebecca Smith, Summer Witts, Jacy Wolti
TREBLE CHOIR

Nicole Acheson, Ayla Akbulut, Wendy Albert, Renee Bastarache, Sarah Brawnschweiger, Alison Burns, Leslie Cantin, Jennifer Chase, Kyle Comins, Elizabeth Creme, Kristen Connolly, Adith Dhar, Sarah Ellsworth, Tara Goodhue, Amy Guerin, Emily Hogan, Kristen Lavalle, Amy Lisavich, Katherine Long, Sarah Loyer, Geordarna Poulten, Rebecca Rowlands, Abigail Sawyer, Katie Stott, Stephanie Tremblay, Laura Williams, Jacy Wolti

Missing: Jennifer Clancy, Elizabeth Hammond, Erika Schmid, Elizabeth Seibert, Elizabeth Sexauer, Rebecca Smith

JAZZ ENSEMBLE

Alison Burns, Ryan Burns, Leslie Cantin, Sarah Ellsworth, Caroline Gulde, Thomas Marr, Orion Perez, Rebecca Rowlands, James Scoville, Daniel Silva, John Volpe, Jacy Wolti
CLUB OFFICERS:

PRESIDENT:
Theresa Donigan

VICE PRESIDENT:
Sarah Fahy

CHAPTER REPORTER:
Kim Ducharme

SECRETARY:
Michelle Incropera

TREASURER:
Ashley DiStasi

ADVISORS:
Bev Tucker
Tom Sousa

MASCOT:
Kia, English Springer Spaniel

THE VOICE

Editor-in-Chief:
Sachin Nene

Assistant Editors-in-Chief:
Rachel Fichtenbaum
Patty Wong

MUSTARD SEED BIBLE CLUB

CLASS OFFICES:

President:
Ingrid Roderick

Secretary:
Emily Hosman

Ingrid Roderick, Emily Hosman, Julia Hazel, Emily Hazel, Lauren Khoi, Heather McGann, Jen Mead, Rebecca Horne, Mike Hawell, Chuck Morrison
BIKE CLUB

Advisor: Mr. Bartos  Members: Mike Karpawich, Sean Forney, Steve Kearns, Adam Jordan, Scott Gasparini, Kevin Sheehan, Craig Donaldson, Mike Narbut, Matt Parquette, Steve Bleck, Ted Morassi
CLUB OFFICERS

PRESIDENT:
EMILY HOGAN

VICE PRESIDENT:
ADAM JORDAN

SECRETARY:
VIVIAN CHENG

TREASURER:
AYLA AKBULUT

COMMUNITY SERVICE DIRECTOR:
DALIA KATTAN

FUNDRAISER:
STEFANIE BATOR

PUBLICIS:
LAUREN MCHUGH

Dana Bourdreau, Deborah Burnham, Erin Burns, Amy Call, Tim Carroll, Jessica Chao, Jen Chase, Becky Christian, Deborah Danzing, Abigail Dockendorff, Ashley Dobbins, Jacky Doyle, Lauren Eyenation, Kate Farrell, Laura Fischer, Colleen Foley, Kristen Frazee, Poorna Gadhi, Tara Goodhue, Foram Gosalia, Jenna Harbison, Judy Ho, Ara Jeknavarian, Kelly Latina, Wendy Levine, Anoch Matevosian, Christine Pariseau, Deena Patsourakos, Shauna Riley, Liane Roberts, Mike Rogers, Wendi Saffran, Tiffany Saragian, Kevin Scavezze, Clare Shelton, Katie Tyrrell, Summer Witts, Anne Yu
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

CLUB OFFICERS:

CO-PRESIDENTS:
Alvin Lin
Suwei Yu

ADVISOR:
Don Benson

Kimberly Ang, Brandon Berke, Liz Hamill, Will Ho, Russ Kupperstein, George Lee, Nam Nguyen, Emily Wang
BEST BUDDIES

Rebecca Burtman, Amy Butler, Jecca Caron, Steven Collins, Kristen Dowling, Jon England, Jessie Falardo, Jennifer Glidden, Tom Guiney, Lindsay Hanlon, Amanda Hennessy, Kevin Hogan, Danielle Incropera, Alyssa Lawler, Amy Leavitt, Andrea Lecznyski, Keri Littlefield, Veronica McKillop, Scott Moran, Katie Moriarty, Lindsay Murray, Peter Musgrave, Cheressee Nadir, Maryellen Olsson, Stephen Panagiotopoulos, Kim Scomis, Lauren Sullivan, Kate Thompson, Matt Thoren, Michelle Valente, Katie Willette

CLUB OFFICERS

PRESIDENT:
Catilin Daly

VICE PRESIDENT:
Diane Jarasitis

SECRETARY:
Stefanie Magnant

ADVISOR:
Joan Monahan

MOSAICS

Co- Editors
Rebecca Rowlands
&
Elizabeth Hammond

Submissions Editor
Amanda Allen

Art Editor
Cindy Peng

Production Editor
Stephan Baroda

Rebecca Rowlands, Elizabeth Hammond, Amanda Allen, Cindy Peng, Stephan Baroda, Diana Pho, Shannon Martin, Veronica McKillop, Jennifer Mead
Advisors: Mrs. Davis and Mr. Hoover
FUTURE TEACHERS CLUB

CLUB OFFICERS:

PRESIDENT:
Pamela Scott

VICE PRESIDENT:
Veronica McKillop

SECRETARY
Jessica Caron

ADVISORS:
Cyrus Cominos
Janet Altobello

Cara Baummer, Stacey Bianchi, Sara Bieniek, Jessica Caron, Timothy Callahan, Amy Call, Jessica Castan, Jennifer Clancy, Serena Defelice, David Depalma, Amie Fontaine, Christina Foster, Edward Fries, Christine George, Elizabeth Glatt, Julia Hazel, Jill Hinds, Emily Hogan, Judy Ho, Caitlin Jordan, Julie Kastnel, Amanda Krohn, Laura Levine, Jennifer Li, Maeghen Maloney, Stacey Marcaurelle, Veronica McKillop, Elizabeth Mitchell, Kristen Olsen, Jennifer Pajer, Sarah Ralls, Pamela Scott, Elizabeth Sexauer, Patrice Sullivan, Summer Witts, Jennifer White
As part of Rome's continuing restoration, the city unveils a plan to create an 18,000-square-yard rambling space connecting the Imperial Forums with the Roman Forum.

EgyptAir Flight 990 crashes into the Atlantic Ocean on October 31, killing all 217 people on board. Although suspicious actions of a pilot are under scrutiny by American and Egyptian officials, the cause of the crash remains a mystery.

On October 12, the world's official population hits 6 billion. The designated 6 billionth human is a baby boy born in Sarajevo.

In September, more than 300,000 Japanese are checked for radiation exposure after an inadvertent nuclear reaction at a uranium processing plant.

Nearly a million ethnic Albanians flee Yugoslavia and thousands are killed after Serbs begin a violent ethnic cleansing campaign in 1998. Seventy-eight days of NATO bombing bring the war to an end in June. An international tribunal later charges Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic with crimes against humanity.

In an October coup, the Pakistani army dismisses elected Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and his government after Sharif announces the removal of his powerful military chief, General Pervez Musharraf.

In a violent October coup, gunmen storm the Armenian Parliament and assassinate Prime Minister Vazgen Sarkisian and six other top officials.

In India, two trains collide head-on in August, killing 285 people and injuring more than 300. It is one of the worst train disasters in the country's history.

In a violent October coup, the Armenian Parliament and assassinate Prime Minister Vazgen Sarkisian and six other top officials.

Britain's Prince Edward marries longtime girlfriend Sophie Rhys-Jones on June 19.

Cuban Elian Gonzalez, 6, becomes the center of a bitter citizenship debate after surviving a November boat wreck off the Florida coast in which his mother dies.
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In June, Thabo Mbeki succeeds President Nelson Mandela, South Africa’s first democratically elected president.

Leonardo da Vinci’s “The Last Supper” is unveiled in June after 21 years of restoration. The centimeter-by-centimeter rehabilitation cost $7.7 million and involved electronic microscopes.

In September, Russia begins a military campaign against Chechen nationalists to regain control of the breakaway republic. More than 200,000 people flee the region, but a fierce rebel resistance stays to fight for control of the capital, Grozny.

After almost nine years in power, Russian President Boris Yeltsin announces his resignation in January 2000. Yeltsin names Prime Minister Vladimir Putin acting president pending elections in March.

Archaeologists excavate 115 mummies in a 2,000-year-old underground Egyptian tomb believed to contain a total of 10,000 mummies. The necropolis will shed new light on the Greco-Roman era and will allow scholars to chart demographic data and the incidence of disease.

In September and October, powerful earthquakes strike around the globe, killing 15,000 people in Turkey, 1,450 in Taiwan and at least 122 in Greece.

In December, torrential rains cause Venezuela’s worst natural disaster of the century. Mudslides and flash floods kill up to 30,000 people, while damage estimates run into the billions of dollars.

In December 31, the U.S. returns control of the Panama Canal to Panama. Opened to the world in 1914, the canal is considered one of the greatest construction achievements in American history.

In August, the U.S. pays $4.5 million to victims of NATO’s accidental bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade. Three Chinese are killed and 27 are wounded in the May 1999 bombing.

Flash

A tropical depression producing heavy rain hits Mexico in November. The resulting floods kill more than 350 people and cause 100,000 to evacuate.

On December 31, the U.S. returns control of the Panama Canal to Panama. Opened to the world in 1914, the canal is considered one of the greatest construction achievements in American history.
**National News**

- In July, John F. Kennedy Jr., 38, his wife, Carolyn Bessette Kennedy, 33, and her sister, Lauren Bessette, 34, die in an airplane crash in the Atlantic Ocean near Martha's Vineyard. Kennedy, a relatively inexperienced pilot, is believed to have become disoriented in heavy fog.

- Hurricane Floyd strikes the East Coast in September, killing 51 people and destroying over 4,000 homes. North Carolina is hardest hit with total damages estimated at a record $6 billion.

- The drought of 1999 causes severe damage to Northeastern and mid-Atlantic farms. Several states impose mandatory water use restrictions and emergency federal loans are made available in Maryland, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Ohio, Virginia and West Virginia.

- The drought of 1999 causes severe damage to Northeastern and mid-Atlantic farms. Several states impose mandatory water use restrictions and emergency federal loans are made available in Maryland, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Ohio, Virginia and West Virginia.


- Beginning in 1999, the U.S. Mint releases specially designed state quarters, the first five representing Connecticut, Georgia, Delaware, Pennsylvania and New Jersey. By 2008, each state will have its own quarter.

- The drought of 1999 causes severe damage to Northeastern and mid-Atlantic farms. Several states impose mandatory water use restrictions and emergency federal loans are made available in Maryland, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Ohio, Virginia and West Virginia.

- In August, a rare tornado strikes downtown Salt Lake City. Winds up to 112 miles per hour make it Utah's second-worst tornado in history.

- In July, Air Force Colonel Eileen Collins, 42, becomes the first woman to command a U.S. space shuttle mission.

- President Clinton announces the removal of the American bald eagle from the endangered species list. In 1999, there are over 5,800 breeding pairs, an increase from 417 in 1963.

- In November, a 60-foot tower collapses at Texas A&M University, killing 12 students and injuring 27. The tower was to be burned at a traditional bonfire pep rally.

- As a way to boost tourism, Chicago displays 301 life-size, fiberglass cows decorated by local artists. The public art exhibit lasts all summer until the cows are auctioned for charity.
In November, protesters at the World Trade Organization (WTO) summit in Seattle provoke a show of force by local, state and federal officers. Protesters blame the WTO for eroding human rights and labor and environmental standards.

In August, a female panda is born at the San Diego Zoo. Hua Mei, which can mean “China USA” or “Splendid Beauty,” is the first panda born in the Western Hemisphere in nearly a decade.

On April 20, 1999, the nation mourns after two students go on a shooting rampage at Columbine High School in Colorado, wounding 23 and killing 15, including themselves. Schools across the country take extensive security measures to ensure the safety of students and staff.

In an effort to ease the burden on the traditional courts, most states now offer teen court for juvenile offenders. After determining guilt, a jury of teens along with a judge decides the sentence, typically community service and financial restitution.

Despite 30 years of official denial, in December a jury finds the assassination of Reverend Martin Luther King Jr. was the result of a conspiracy, not the act of a lone gunman.

An epidemic of rampage shootings intensifies America’s growing concern over gun control. Many state legislatures pass new gun-control measures despite nationwide controversy over restrictions vs. Second Amendment rights.

In September, Microsoft Corp. Chairman Bill Gates and his wife Melinda announce the creation of the Gates Millennium Scholars Program. The Gateses will donate $1 billion over the next 20 years to finance scholarships for minority college students.

How’s my driving? - CALL 1-800-4AMY-TEEN

A bumper sticker invites drivers to call a toll-free number to report reckless driving. Officials hope the system will help parents stay informed about their teenagers’ driving habits.
In August, NASA releases photos from the Chandra X-ray orbiting telescope of a hot cloud of gas from a star that exploded more than three centuries ago. The telescope took 23 years and $1 billion to develop.

The Java Ring contains a computer chip providing electronic access into buildings for students. Eventually the ring could be used as a library card, digital wallet, electronic ID and authentication for students’ online homework.

The body of a 23,000-year-old woolly mammoth is discovered in October frozen in the Russian tundra. Study of the preserved fur, organs and soft tissue could unlock the mystery of why the species died out.

In an epilepsy treatment breakthrough, surgeons implant a “pacemaker” into the chest with a seizure-preventing nerve stimulator connected to the brain. The computer-controlled, battery-powered unit can last up to five years.

Fifteen-year-old Amber Ramirez undergoes surgery in which half of her brain is removed to stop the spread of a rare neurological disease. Doctors hope the remaining portion of Ramirez's brain will compensate for the removed tissue.

On August 11, the last total solar eclipse of the millennium crosses the globe. Thousands of people from Canada to India experience daytime darkness during which the moon completely covers the sun.

Researchers announce in July the creation of a cancerous human cell by genetically altering a normal one. This significant breakthrough is an important step toward developing drugs that could potentially wipe out cancer.

In December, IBM announces a $100 million research initiative to build a supercomputer 500 times more powerful than current models.

In August, U.S. surgeons begin using computer-enhanced robotic technology for heart bypass surgery. Because the chest cavity is never opened, this technique reduces pain and shortens recovery time.
Parents, with help from their doctor, select the gender of their baby using a technique called MicroSort, which separates X-bearing (female-determining) and Y-bearing (male-determining) sperm. The success rate is about 92 percent for females and 69 percent for males.

A new board game, Infection, hits stores in July. Fun and educational, players race around the board catching diseases, described in detail, and trying to be cured.

In October, Sea Launch Company, a multi-national consortium, launches the first commercial satellite into space from a floating platform in the Pacific Ocean. Boeing is a major partner in the venture, along with companies in Russia, Ukraine and Norway.

The jawbones of two kangaroo-sized dinosaurs are discovered in Madagascar in October. Dated to the early Triassic period, 230 million years ago, the bones could be the oldest dinosaur fossils ever found.

Researchers report they have successfully altered the learning and memory behavior of mice by inserting a gene into their brains. This genetic-engineering breakthrough may be helpful in treating human learning disorders and Alzheimer's disease.

To mark the 30th anniversary of the first moon landing, astronaut Neil Armstrong's lunar footprint is featured on a 1999 postage stamp.

In October, biologists isolate one of the enzymes that sets Alzheimer's disease in motion. This scientific discovery will lead to new treatments and, possibly, a cure. Over 4 million Americans, including former President Ronald Reagan, are living with the disease.

Researchers at Massachusetts General Hospital reveal in July that they have successfully regenerated the central nervous system of lab rats with severed spinal cords. Applications for human paralysis treatment are very encouraging.

A new board game, Infection, hits stores in July. Fun and educational, players race around the board catching diseases, described in detail, and trying to be cured.

In October, Sea Launch Company, a multi-national consortium, launches the first commercial satellite into space from a floating platform in the Pacific Ocean. Boeing is a major partner in the venture, along with companies in Russia, Ukraine and Norway.

The jawbones of two kangaroo-sized dinosaurs are discovered in Madagascar in October. Dated to the early Triassic period, 230 million years ago, the bones could be the oldest dinosaur fossils ever found.

Researchers report they have successfully altered the learning and memory behavior of mice by inserting a gene into their brains. This genetic-engineering breakthrough may be helpful in treating human learning disorders and Alzheimer's disease.

To mark the 30th anniversary of the first moon landing, astronaut Neil Armstrong's lunar footprint is featured on a 1999 postage stamp.

In October, biologists isolate one of the enzymes that sets Alzheimer's disease in motion. This scientific discovery will lead to new treatments and, possibly, a cure. Over 4 million Americans, including former President Ronald Reagan, are living with the disease.
Cosmetic companies increasingly use entertainment celebrities instead of models for their advertisements. Sarah Michelle Gellar, Jennifer Love Hewitt, Jennifer Lopez and Shania Twain are among the celebs who appear in ads.

With the huge increase in cell phones, many cities enact laws restricting their use while driving. Restaurants and theaters are also requiring patrons to turn phones off as a courtesy to others.

In August, a Levi Strauss & Co. megastore opens in San Francisco. The store features a hot tub where shoppers can soak in their jeans for the perfect fit and a computer-scanning system to help customers get the right size.

A continuation of the cargo pants trend, messenger bags with pockets galore hang at the hips of teens everywhere.

The fashion accessory of 1999 goes by many names—power beads, mood beads and prayer beads. Many sellers claim the beads boost tranquility, energy, creativity and intelligence.

A new line of scented candles called Aromapharmacy comes in amber glass containers and looks like prescription drug bottles with creative names such as Ritaliert, Cranprin and Valiumello.

Airlines begin installing elaborate in-flight entertainment systems that allow passengers to watch movies, play computer games, listen to music, read headlines or browse the Internet.

Apple Computer introduces its new iBook laptop in September. The super-slim, neon-colored units follow the highly successful launch of the translucent iMac desktop.
Wireless Web access becomes a reality in September when Sprint PCS announces the first nationwide wireless data service. Shortly thereafter, several other providers debut similar service for hand-held Web phones.

Magellan, a satellite navigation system for motorists, offers complete U.S. mapping data, voice and visual instructions in seven languages, turn-by-turn directions and a library of points of interest.

A Gap TV advertisement for vests starts a trend across America that has teenagers wearing the fashionable sleeveless jackets.

Several rappers start their own clothing lines, making hip-hop wear big business. Popular artist labels include FUBU, Roc-A-Wear, Phat Farm, Wu Wear, Sean John and X-Large.

Shawls and wraps show up everywhere in the fashion world. Hollywood celebrities like Salma Hayek sport the fashion trend in all colors and fabrics.

Inline skaters can now power themselves along with the new Roller Cycle Personal Power Accelerator featuring a 1.5-hp-driven wheel. An optional spiked rubber tire for traction makes it also possible to use while cross-country skiing.

Shawl and wraps show up everywhere in the fashion world. Hollywood celebrities like Salma Hayek sport the fashion trend in all colors and fabrics.

Magellan, a satellite navigation system for motorists, offers complete U.S. mapping data, voice and visual instructions in seven languages, turn-by-turn directions and a library of points of interest.

A Gap TV advertisement for vests starts a trend across America that has teenagers wearing the fashionable sleeveless jackets.

Several rappers start their own clothing lines, making hip-hop wear big business. Popular artist labels include FUBU, Roc-A-Wear, Phat Farm, Wu Wear, Sean John and X-Large.

Shawls and wraps show up everywhere in the fashion world. Hollywood celebrities like Salma Hayek sport the fashion trend in all colors and fabrics.

Inline skaters can now power themselves along with the new Roller Cycle Personal Power Accelerator featuring a 1.5-hp-driven wheel. An optional spiked rubber tire for traction makes it also possible to use while cross-country skiing.

Stretchy nylon jewelry that looks like skin tattoos is a big hit in 1999. The nylon bands are worn around necks, wrists, arms and ankles, and come in several colors.

A growing number of U.S. school cafeterias offer pruneburgers, a healthy low-fat combination of hamburger and prune puree. Other prune items in the works include hot dogs, pizza sauce, barbecue sauce and gingerbread cookies.
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Flash

Teenagers need an average of nine hours and 15 minutes of sleep a night, according to research at Brown University's Bradley Hospital. The study also shows a direct correlation between school grades and duration of sleep.

An influx of dot-com companies advertise on television. Ads during the Super Bowl sell for an average of $2.2 million per 30-second commercial.

Juicer

Dried Plums

Prune Burgers: A healthy low-fat combination of hamburger and prune puree.
After 19 nominations, Susan Lucci finally wins an Emmy Award for best actress in a daytime drama series for her role as Erica Kane on the ABC soap opera “All My Children.”

Jennifer Love Hewitt leaves “Party of Five” to star in her own Fox television drama, “Time of Your Life.” The show focuses on Hewitt’s character trying to make it in New York while searching for her biological father.

Launched in January 1999, MTV’s “The Tom Green Show” becomes one of the season’s most popular shows. The Canadian host’s bizarre man-on-the-street pranks are the show’s main attraction.

In June, Mike Myers’ sequel “Austin Powers: The Spy Who Shagged Me” proves to be a bigger hit than the 1997 original. Dr. Evil’s alter ego Mini-Me is extremely popular even though he has no lines.
The new arcade game Guitar Freaks features two guitar controllers and a screen to help players follow along to popular songs.

In September, the New Roc City entertainment center opens in New York. The complex includes an amusement park ride on the roof, two skating rinks, 19 movie screens, restaurants, an arcade, a health club, a supermarket and a hotel.

Set in 1980, the critically acclaimed NBC show "Freaks and Geeks" follows two groups of teens trying to make their way through high school.


Medusa, the world's first floorless roller coaster, opens in August at Six Flags Great Adventure in New Jersey. The 4,000-foot, toe-dangling ride has enough drops, loops, rolls and corkscrews to thrill every rider.

The long-awaited prequel Star Wars: Episode I The Phantom Menace hits theaters in May 1999, taking in a record-breaking $28.5 million on its opening day and going on to gross more than $420 million.

Bening and Thora Birch capture the Golden Globe Best Drama Award. The dark satire of suburbia and family dysfunction receives a total of six Golden Globe nominations.

In December, the world's first floorless roller coaster, opens in August at Six Flags Great Adventure in New Jersey. The 4,000-foot, toe-dangling ride has enough drops, loops, rolls and corkscrews to thrill every rider.

The long-awaited prequel Star Wars: Episode I The Phantom Menace hits theaters in May 1999, taking in a record-breaking $28.5 million on its opening day and going on to gross more than $420 million.

The talented Mr. Ripley, starring Matt Damon, Gwyneth Paltrow, Jude Law and Cate Blanchett, opens in December and earns popular and critical praise.
Released in June, Santana's "Supernatural" shoots up the Billboard album chart, sells over 6 million copies, and earns 10 Grammy nominations.

Britney Spears' album "Baby One More Time" is the second-best-selling album of 1999, earning Spears the Billboard Music Awards Female and New Artist of the Year Awards.

Limp Bizkit leads the way in the resurgence of rock music, along with Kid Rock and Korn. In September, MTV showcases the trend by airing "1999: Return of the Rock," which examines the history and future of rock music.

Superstar Mariah Carey releases "Rainbow" in November and begins a world tour in February 2000. Carey is named Billboard Music Awards Artist of the Decade and is awarded the distinguished American Music Award of Achievement.

Saturday Night Live: The Musical Performances Volumes 1 and 2 are released in September. The CDs feature 30 of the 600 musical acts that have appeared on SNL over the past 25 years.

Backstreet Boys' "Millennium" wins the Billboard Music Awards Album of the Year and becomes the best-selling album of the year with over 10 million copies sold.

Flash

Sheryl Crow, Eric Clapton and the Dixie Chicks are a few musicians who rock Central Park in a first-ever trimulcast concert seen and heard on the radio, television and Internet. More than 1 million viewers tune in each weekday to vote on their favorite videos on MTV's "Total Request Live" with host Carson Daly and popular musical guests.
In a strange twist, Garth Brooks releases the album *The Life of Chris Gaines* in which he pretends to be a fictional rock star. Gaines will be the main character in a movie called *Chasing Pavement*, currently in development.

Lou Bega's rhythmic “Mambo No. 5” hits the Top 40 in August after selling 2 million copies overseas and topping the chart in 15 countries.

MP3, technology that compresses sound into a very small file, becomes a popular alternative to the CD. MP3 files are downloaded from the Internet onto computers or portable player units, making it possible to take a personal music selection anywhere.

VH1’s “Concert of the Century” spotlights the importance of music education in schools. The all-star show includes Lenny Kravitz, Sheryl Crow, Eric Clapton and B.B. King, as well as high-profile actors.

Flash

After a successful New Year's Eve reunion performance, the Judds begin their first tour in almost 10 years in February 2000. Since they disbanded in 1991, Naomi has recovered from Hepatitis C.

Best New Artist Grammy nominee Christina Aguilera gives an exciting performance during the Super Bowl XXXIV halftime show.

Fiona Apple releases her long-awaited second album to rave reviews in November and begins a tour in February 2000. The album features a 90-word title, which is commonly shortened to WOOF.

“NetAid,” a concert dedicated to relieve hunger and poverty, airs live in October on MTV, VH1, the BBC, as well as radio stations in 120 nations, making it the widest-heard musical performance in history.

Shania Twain becomes the first woman since 1986 to win the Country Music Association's Entertainer of the Year Award at the 33rd annual awards show.

Ricky Martin takes the music industry by storm after his show-stopping performance at the 1999 Grammy Awards show. Martin's first chart-topping single, "Living La Vida Loca," helps him win the Billboard Music Award for Male Artist of the Year.
David Cone of the New York Yankees pitches a perfect game against the Montreal Expos in July. Cone's feat is the 14th perfect game in modern baseball history.

Golf champion Payne Stewart is killed in a bizarre airplane accident in October. After the airplane's takeoff from Florida, an apparent loss of cabin pressure incapacitates everyone aboard. The aircraft flies on autopilot for four hours until it runs out of fuel and crashes in South Dakota.

The Houston Comets earn their third straight WNBA championship in September, beating the New York Liberty 59-47 to win in three straight games.

The Dallas Stars beat the Buffalo Sabres 2-1 in triple overtime to win the 1999 Stanley Cup championship, four games to two.

Lance Armstrong wins the 1999 Tour de France in July. Armstrong, who survived a three-year battle with testicular cancer, becomes the second American to win the event.

In September, tennis phenom Serena Williams, 17, overpowers Martina Hingis to win the 1999 U.S. Open title.

The St. Louis Rams stop the Tennessee Titans at the 1-yard line on a final play to save their 23-16 Super Bowl XXXIV victory.

Dale Jarrett wins the 1999 NASCAR Winston Cup championship after a four-victory season.

Both Detroit Lions running back Barry Sanders and German tennis star Steffi Graf announce their retirement in 1999.

On February 7, 2000, Tiger Woods wins his sixth consecutive PGA Tour event, tying Ben Hogan's 1948 winning record.

The Houston Comets earn their third straight WNBA championship in September, beating the New York Liberty 59-47 to win in three straight games.

1999
In July, the U.S. women's soccer team wins the 1999 World Cup by beating China 5-4 in penalty kicks following a 0-0 tie. More than 90,000 fans attend at the Rose Bowl and another 40 million watch on television.

Travis Pastrana, 15, wins the gold medal in the X Games' inaugural Moto X Freestyle motocross event. The fifth year of this ESPN-sponsored competition is held in San Francisco in June and July.

The New York Yankees win the 1999 World Series in a four-game sweep against the Atlanta Braves.

Andre Agassi wins the French Open in June and becomes the fifth man ever to complete a career Grand Slam. Agassi goes on to win the U.S. Open in September.

In the January 2000 Sugar Bowl, No. 1 Florida State beats No. 2 Virginia Tech 46-29 to capture the National Championship.

In June, the San Antonio Spurs win their first NBA championship by defeating the New York Knicks four games to one.

The U.S. team beats the European team to win the Ryder Cup at Brookline, Massachusetts, in September. The American's stirring comeback is marred by unruly galleries and a premature victory celebration.

In July, many major league baseball umpires announce their resignation as a labor protest. The strategy backfires when owners accept the resignations and in September, 22 umpires lose their jobs.

In January 2000, Michael Jordan returns to pro basketball as part owner and President for Basketball Operations of the NBA's Washington Wizards.

Twenty-year professional hockey veteran Wayne Gretzky announces his retirement in April 1999 after setting or tying 61 records. Two months later, "The Great One" is inducted into the Hockey Hall of Fame.
As time zones welcome the new millennium on January 1, the world celebrates with grandeur, pageantry and spectacular fireworks. President Clinton gives a hopeful speech in the minutes before midnight at the Washington Monument, and 2 million people gather in Times Square to watch the specially built 1,000-pound Waterford crystal ball drop at midnight.

Fearing the collapse of the world's banks, utilities and transportation systems, thousands of people stock up on food, water, money, ammunition and generators. After midnight, it soon becomes apparent that the preparations were unnecessary.

The FBI warns of possible terrorist acts on New Year's Eve and stays on national alert throughout the celebration. After the arrest of one man with bomb-making materials, Seattle decides to cancel its Space Needle celebration.

A surprising number of people, appalled by the exorbitant costs of travel and events, decide to stay home on New Year's Eve. Many companies and performers drastically slash prices as a last-minute lure.
Coach Dick O’Loughlin, Matthew Aronian, Alex Carven, Ryan Cody, Ryan Houle, Jason Howarth, Ajay Kapadia, Colin Klick, Sean Moriarty, James Pappadopoulos, Robert Reed, Jim Shannon, Jonathan Silva, Timothy Swierzbina, Matt Trudeau, Jeff Wilson

The team warms up by working on their putts before a match.

**Scoreboard**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dracut</td>
<td>9 - 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>6 - 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methuen</td>
<td>6 - 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tewksbury</td>
<td>3 - 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverhill</td>
<td>2 - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billerica</td>
<td>8.5 - 3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andover</td>
<td>6 - 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowell</td>
<td>6 - 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tewksbury</td>
<td>7.5 - 4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverhill</td>
<td>6 - 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methuen</td>
<td>4.5 - 7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andover</td>
<td>1 - 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dracut</td>
<td>8 - 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billerica</td>
<td>5 - 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowell</td>
<td>8.5 - 3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 - 5 - 5 MVC
7th Place

Jon Silva works on his one-handed putt.
Even though it came down to the last few matches, we made it to the state qualifier. Strong play from the starters and the underclassmen made our trip possible, but the time spent with the team made it a successful, enjoyable season. Good luck to the seniors and good luck next year: Matty “The Mascot” (hours of countless entertainment), Cody, Jonboy, J.W., Howarth (Pound with your boyz at KFC), Houle (We know you’re hungry), Craven, Shannon, Sheriff Sean, Pappa, Trudeau, Ajoy, CK. Watch out for those hubcaps.

Tim Swierzbin
Rob Reed
Boys Soccer

Pool, “Don’t cry Wong”
Hitting Hoson in the junk
Overall score: Biff 599  Bill 600

Patrick Pho is BCK a.k.a. Big Chinese Kid
Another great year with CM
“Thank you spikes.” Biff

Remember Byrne and his “accident” in the woods
Idiot or Genius?
Captains: Albino, Chirish, Jewish, and Biff Kartinez, Dartinez, Fartinez
Thanks to everyone for a great season

Scoreboard

Methuen 2 - 1W Dracut 0 - 1L
Haverhill 6 - 2W Tewksbury 2 - 1W
Dracut 3 - 1W Billerica 2 - 0W
Tewksbury 3 - 0W Andover 1 - 7L
Billerica 2 - 3L Lowell 0 - 3L
Andover 0 - 6L Central 0 - 4L
Lowell 0 - 1L Arlington 0 - 1L
Central 1 - 0W N. Middlesex 2 - 0W
Methuen 0 - 0T Beverly 1 - 2L
Haverhill 6 - 0W

9 - 8 - 1
5th Place MVC

Senior captains (from left to right) Chris Wong, Rob Lane, Jeff Druan, and Dan Cohen exhibited great leadership and talent throughout the whole season.

Dan Cohen busts a move while his opponent from Lowell tries to regain his balance.
Jeff Druan makes another great save! His 6 shutouts this season helped the team make the MIAA tournament.

It's a foot race! Junior Steve Kearns battles to be first to the ball.

Senior Chris Wong appears to be in control of the ball despite being surrounded by 2 Lowell foes.
Girls' Soccer

The season came and went so fast
The memories we've shared were built to last
From the underclassmen to the senior class
Never forget L.T... These days were such a blast

Lora, Jocelyn and Sonia were quiet at first, but after a little team lovin' their insecurities soon burst.

The 12 feisty Juniors gave the team so much inspiration through our times of desperation.

We'll never forget Julie's grunts in aggravation or even Lindsay, our very own step-over queen. Becca and Christina kept us entertained - although her pointy appendages needed to be tamed. Our "Wrong Way" Molly would never drop While the infamous Becky Buckley still can't stop.

The pre-game stretches were constantly a thrill because Beth and Kavita were always standing still. We were lucky to have Michelle as our keeper... And Lauren Gardener is an incredible leaper. During mid-season Lynn gave us a scare. R.W. was worse than Meg's fro-tastic hair.

Our 3 sexy seniors tied it all together with a rainbow ribbon
During our team room talks of diagrams, D.L. and winnin' Even Amy Meidell is swell with a bruised liver She can deliver.

Captain Steph and Captain Pam led with motivation and a game plan
We wish the best of luck to you guys You are nothing but the best in our eyes.

Pamela "Where's the beach" Scott
Stephanie "The beach is that way" Hartenstein

Scoreboard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wilmington</td>
<td>0-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>0-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowell</td>
<td>2-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andover</td>
<td>2-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tewksbury</td>
<td>4-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dracut</td>
<td>0-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methuen</td>
<td>1-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverhill</td>
<td>1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billerica</td>
<td>1-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andover</td>
<td>0-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilmington</td>
<td>1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methuen</td>
<td>3-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverhill</td>
<td>1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>0-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tewksbury</td>
<td>1-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notre Dame</td>
<td>1-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowell</td>
<td>0-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 - 12 - 4
5th Place in MVC

Senior co-captain Stephanie Hartenstein fights for position against an opponent.
Christina Pak kicks the ball during practice.

Senior co-captain Pamela Scott strikes a pose during the game.

Senior Amy Meidell, one of the main leaders on this team, pressures her opponent to pass the ball.
Swimming

In August we started our Psycho hard training. Josh made us swim even when it was raining. With Mrs. Kinnett organizing every meet, she always made our line up 'Sweet! Sweet! Sweet!' Karen always had something helpful to say. As the mother to be with a baby on the way.

With seven divers and forty-two swimmers, we dressed up for A-B and made our hair glisten.

With Saturday morning practices added this season, teams feared us all, and with good reason.

We worked hard and it was no surprise when...

We beat A-B once, and we did it AGAIN!

We swam with speed, we swam with heart.

And in our minds this team will never part.

Good Luck in the years to come.

Love,

Andrea, Kaitlyn, and Margaret

Scoreboard
Dracut 107-74 Notre Dame 111-75
Lawrence 100-60 AB 116-69
Lowell 98-74 Nashua 117-69
Duxbury 111-74 Billerica 97-78
Methuen 104-77 Andover 85.5-100.5
Haverhill 104-80
MVC's 1st Place!
Sectionals 2nd Place!
State's 2nd Place!


Jenn glides through the air spinning with grace. It takes hard work and determination to make it as a diver.

These fierce tri-captains show off their athletic prowess. You have to be tough to lead a team of fifty swimmers and divers!
To-be captain Sarah Zombek was a crucial part to the this year's team. She gave it her all at every meet and earned many points towards each win.

These lovely ladies take a break from warm-ups before a big meet. The lady lions continued to win the meet and uphold their impressive record.

These ten sexy seniors have spent four years of swimming together. From singing the CHS fight song to joke gifts at banquets, this fabulous group have made ties that will last a lifetime.

Meghan and Sarah sneak away from a set for a quick picture. They know they have to give it their all with Josh and Karen watching over them.
David helps out the football players by bring them some high quality H20!

Beth receives a hug from a friend for doing a great job at the game on Friday.

Tori Russo, Katie Mullen, Beth Herrmann, Sarah Villare, Jen Atkisson, Kyle Comins, Mike Economakos, Amy Provenzano, David Gilfeather
Team Captains Krystal Mercogliano, Kerry Normandin, Meredith Mingolelli, Wendy Russo, and Coach Feron smile as they prepare for the upcoming season.

Meredith Mingolelli, Krystal Mercogliano, Kerry Normandin, Missy Curtin, Katie Normandin, Kelly McClure, Miranda Sciammacco, Wendy Russo, Stephanie Jones, Alisha Britton, Coach JJ Feron, Mechelle Parent, Deana Marghella, Andrea Benetti, Katie Gabriel, Lily Tompson, Hollie Neild

While busy cheering, the cheerleaders always find time to get together for a great picture.

Lion mascots Rob Pascucci, Sarah Fahey, and Jecca Caron pose for the camera at one of our famous home games.

Cheerleaders

They told us to “go Crazy”  
And hold for “Mickey mouse ears”  
Lean back in your back-handsprings  
And forget all your fears  
“Shake what your mamma gave you”  
And yell for “The Cats”  
“Oh you didn’t know”  
Your preps look like that  
The years been great  
We’ve gone “up & down”  
We went to “Holy Cross”  
And all around.

Starting off with a new team has been hard, but we’ve done good!
If we work hard we’ll make it far. Don’t let anyone say you can’t do something, because we’ve shown we can do it!
Thank you for everything Coach & Coach JJ! You’ve done so much. Thanks for the Memories Girls!
Florida 2000

Love Always + Good-Luck!
Kerry Normandin
Krystal Mercogliano
Meredith Mingolelli
Wendy Russo
The Varsity Volleyball Team had once again proved to their opponents that team spirit can overshadow any adversity. Our season was immensely successful, which concluded with the MVC Division 1 title, defeating arch-rival Dracut. Winning was great, and along the road to success are many memories, including Tutu-Tuesday, Pasta parties and Papa Gino's, 13 second-beatings, "Just Douf it" "What's for dinner?" "I can't believe it's not butter!" Howling Dowling and other nicknames, Malaysian Cherry 2, tye dye, The Dead Beat Club, great captain speeches, bus bonding, Turco the Hair Stylist, holey spandex, siens, and "Row, row, row your boat...Life is but a dream!"

Best of Luck Ladies!
-Veronica "V" McKillop
+“CM” Katie Fleming

The coach and captains pose together before the beginning of a successful season.

Seniors Jackie and Katie share some laughs before the big game.

Senior Alice Koethe practices her bumping skills during one of their many rigorous practices.

SCOREBOARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Billerica</td>
<td>2-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacred Heart</td>
<td>1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brockton</td>
<td>2-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>2-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence</td>
<td>2-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millis</td>
<td>2-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowell</td>
<td>2-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverhill</td>
<td>2-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millis</td>
<td>2-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methuen</td>
<td>2-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnstable</td>
<td>0-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andover</td>
<td>0-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dracut       0-2
Notre Dame   2-0
Billerica    2-1
Tewksbury    2-0
Lawrence     2-0
Haverhill    2-0
Methuen      2-0
Dracut       2-0
Overall 16-4-0
1st Place MVC
Katie shows her fellow teammates her superb bumping skills.

Becky Ciulla, Kristen Dowling, Lauren Dufresne, Caitlin Ferry, Kathryn Fleming, Kristen Hajjar, Alice Koethe, Ellen Makarevich, Veronica McKillop, Jaclyn Portugese, Kendall Rizzo, Kara Turco, Rachel Ziminsky

Nicole Brooks, Valerie Burns, Sabrina Costos, Alison Craig, Adrienne Gagliardi, Kate Gormley, Katie Ingalls, Carolyn Muiznieks, Melinda Sheehan, Katie Wazak, Caitlin Waters, Christy Withrow, Sherri Withrow

Nicole Coddaire, Patricia Dery, Kate Farrell, Sarah Hallock, Laura Pomerleau, Kennan Rankin, Sarah Russell, Stephanie Sech, Laura Spellisessey, Laura Williams, Lauren Zwart

Senior Jaclyn Portugese prepares for her perfect hit, or bump in volleyball lingo.
Girls’ Cross Country

Run Hard Finish Happy

This season was great
We lost coach Keith
But gained Coach Crane
Doubles were quite tough
45 miles in 4 days
Lifting everyday to tone our muscles
Made our arms and legs strong

Our coaches pushed us beyond all expectations
We as a team were determined to be perfect
With positive attitudes, we never gave up
We pushed ourselves harder each day

We went on many road trips everyday
The beach was hot for our ten mile run
Heartbreak hill was a killer
But paid off with a big win against Haverhill

Team dinners were great
They brought our team close
Our team sleep over was fun
Not everyone came but the boys took their place

Our record was 9-1
We’re happy with our season
But sad the seniors are leaving
We hope next year will be the same

- Christine Frenette and Captain Sarah Fleming

Sophomore Kara Gillette had an incredible season, having never done Cross-Country before.

Amanda and Andrea keep pace with each other to get through a grueling race. The girls, both veterans of last year’s team, provided valuable leadership on this year’s young team.

High-fives all around after a big Chelmsford win. The girls' team spirit was a big factor in their successful season.

Sarah, Krista, Lauren, Colleen and Stephanie employ a pack mentality to beat Andover.

These girls have lots to smile about after having finished the season with an 9-1-0 record and a repeat MVC division 1 title.

Scoreboard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence</td>
<td>19-43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billerica</td>
<td>16-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tewksbury</td>
<td>32-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andover</td>
<td>17-38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverhill</td>
<td>15-41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dracut</td>
<td>17-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notre Dame</td>
<td>11-42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>20-36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methuen</td>
<td>19-36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowell</td>
<td>15-45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1st place MVC
John O'Connor and Chris Eynatian push themselves all the way to the finish line. The depth of the boy's Cross-Country team is what makes them so great.

Capt. Patrick O'Shaugnessy takes a well-deserved rest after having gone that extra mile for his team.

Mike Degagne displays a look of fierce determination and focus on his face as he crosses the finish line.

First Row: Steven Orr, Christopher Eynatian, Andy McGuinness, David Muzykewicz, Patty "O" O'Shaughnessy, Martin VanBuren, John O'Connor, Phil Putis, Mike Ryan. 2nd Row: Seth Roby, Anthony DiSenso, Brian Holland, Dan Plourde, Jeffrey Langlais, Mike Fleming, Michael Cruckshank, Nick Lamplough. 3rd Row: Ed Burns, Tim Hardy, Tim Gorham, Ray Wilson, Dave O'Brien, Steve Bleck. Not shown: Mike DeGagne, Paul Depoian, Matthew Freitas, Craig Gentilotti, Ben Hagopian, Gerry Loiselle, Tom Salowsky, Daniel Shannon, Peter Sylvain
Boys' Cross Country

Our long, arduous workouts have paid off with our fourth undefeated season in a row. We had good competition from the Merrimack Valley, but they could not overcome our team unity. With the front four leading the drive: Patrick O'Shaughnessy, Steve Orr, Mike Ryan, and Martin Van Buren all ran consistently this year. Not too far behind were Gerry Loiselle, John O'Connor, Dave Muzykewicz, Chris Eynatian, Phil Putis, and Andy McGuinness giving us the depth we needed to win the MVC's. Thanks Durk and good luck next year!

- Martin Van Buren and Patrick O'Shaughnessy

"And they're off!"
Right from the gun, the Chelmsford boys place themselves at the head of the pack. There must be something to this strategy, as the boys finished the season once again undefeated, and MVC champions.
Dear Team,

We know that as we look back on our high school years, the 1999 field hockey season will stand out in our hearts. We have always dreamed of remaining MVC champions and having an undefeated season, and we know that none of our dreams would have been reached if it weren't for the heart and dedication of each member of our team. We spent long hours striving to work our hardest and play our best, knowing that the satisfaction of reaching our goals was enough to keep us going.

Over the time we have all spent together, we have created many memorable moments that we will always carry with us. Never forget: catch phrase, truffle, no lights in Brewster, doubles, Coach in pads, team dinners, and visualization!

Lastly, we would like to thank Coach Devaney for all that she has taught us. After being coach for the past four years, she has taught us the importance of believing in ourselves and making the choice to succeed. Without her constant guidance, our dreams would not have been so clear and present in our minds and hearts. “There are many things in life that will catch your eye, but only a few will catch your heart - pursue these.”

Good luck next year, keep believing!

Captains Shaina Byrne, Melissa Maggio, and Shannon Martin

Scoreboard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lowel</th>
<th>3-0</th>
<th>Methuen</th>
<th>3-0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tewksbury</td>
<td>2-1</td>
<td>Dracut</td>
<td>1-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andover</td>
<td>3-1</td>
<td>Lawrence</td>
<td>3-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverhill</td>
<td>6-1</td>
<td>Tyngsboro</td>
<td>2-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methuen</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>Concord-Carlisle</td>
<td>2-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dracut</td>
<td>3-1</td>
<td>Masconomet</td>
<td>0-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence</td>
<td>3-0</td>
<td>A-B</td>
<td>2-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyngsboro</td>
<td>3-1</td>
<td>Haverhill</td>
<td>5-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowel</td>
<td>2-0</td>
<td>Andover</td>
<td>0-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tewksbury</td>
<td>1-0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14-1-3 \[MVC\] champs

Senior Julie Kastritis chases the ball down.

Junior Kate Thompson appears deep in thought while contemplating her next move.
Senior captains Shannon Martin and Shaina Byrne team up together to create an impenetrable defense.

Sophomore Dani Incropera fires it up on the field, giving the ball a good hard smack!

The seniors on the team raise their sticks high in victory after yet another successful season and a repeat MVC division 1 championship.
The Lions gather in the end zone to celebrate Senior Quarterback Brian Maguire's touchdown.

Whenever the team needed some yards, they could always go to running back Chris Piscione.

The football coaching staff (from left to right): Amy Provenzano, Rob Craig, Tom Sousa, John Morgan, Bruce Rich, Jack Fletcher, Rob Russo, Mike Economakos

Scoreboard

N. Middlesex 28 - 7 W
Methuen 42 - 13 W
Central 21 - 13 W
Lowell 35 - 6 W
Malden Catholic 26 - 2 W
Dracut 26 - 7 W
Haverhill 35 - 14 W
Andover 28 - 21 W
Tewksbury 21 - 14 W
Billerica 7 - 9 L

9 - 1 - 0
Second Place MVC

Coach Bruce Rich gives his players a talk during a game.
Brendan Asquith, Charles Bagin, Gary Baker, Chris Benton, Jon Bertolami, Jon Bourgeois, Mark Brown, Chip Byron, Matt Coddaire, Bill Conant, Tim Daley, Craig Donaldson, Joe Doty, Jeff Douglas, Jon Ducharme, Evan Dunn, Jesse Ehartic, Ryan Farley, Andy Fleming, Matt Fox, Bill Furey, Greg Gervais, Pat Gilbride, Elias Gioumbakis, Elton Hammond, Nick Hanson, Steve Hawkins, Chris Higgins, Tim Holt, Brian Hurvitz, Mike Karpawich, John Kyd, Tim Leahy, John Madsas, Brian Maguire, John Marenghi, Brian Marino, Jeff Martin, Barry McDonald, Brandon McDonald, Mark McDonnell, Tom Mellor, Chris Melvin, Rudy Moore, Eric Mousssey, Jon Murphy, Greg Myers, Sean Nilan, Adam Noon, Chris O'Brien, Nick Palumbo, Chris Faganotopoulus, Billy Phelan, Chris Piscione, Austin Pisco, Dan Pollard, Andy Ramos, Jeff Ravanis, Steve Richard, Chris Sendelbach, Todd Shattuck, Andrew Sheridan, Jeff Smart, Mike Smith, Ryan Smith, Ryan Smith, Jamie Soha, James Soper, Matt Sousa, Mike Todesignant, Thien Tran, Tom Tran, Brian Viglione, Edward Walsh, Bill Walsh, Dan Wharshafsky, Charlie Wellman, Gerald Wellman, Tim Wellman, Jim Welsh, Mike White, Dan Willette, Brian Williams, Tian Yang

Row 1: Kyle Giunta, Andrew Gobiel, Anthony Santos, Adam Kowalski, Richie Burt, James Barry, Pat Maguire, Mark Moloney, Matt Noonan, George Kennedy
Row 2: Jason Gladstone, Anthony Palumbo, Scott King, Keith Guntarz, Brian Nagle, Chris Herrmann, Brian Kelly, Dan Ryan, John Swenson, Frankie Miethe, Phil Harasek
Row 3: Chris Carey, Tim Byrne, Eric Shepard, Andy Nazzaro, Greg Segnini, Ben McHugh, Mike Rowe, Josh Turner, Rob Mallardo
Row 4: A.J. Jeknavorjan, Jason MacDonald, Mike Moore, Jimmy Tsiklis, Dan Bryant, Jim Burke, Stephen Valeri, Brian Comeau, Kevin Khem
Row 5: Matt Reid, Matt Nwoichicky, Tony Gouveia, Ken Plante, Shane Gendron, Ron Hampton, Michael Finnegan, Tim Curran, Pat DeKelly
Row 6: Mike Gormley, Chris Johnson, Jesse Wooster, Timmy Dowd, Keith Henshaw, Pete Boblau, Peter Almsted, Chris Landry, Chris Exarchos, Ryan Burns
Row 7: Will Sayers, Ryan Mullen, Ben Hoover, Dave Houle, John Muse, Kevin Gray, Jim Scanlon, Todd Fletcher, Dan Lindberg
Row 8: Coach Chris Collins, Coach Rob Craig, Alex Evelyn, Joseph DiJeur II, Jay Lindquist, Tom Grant, Coach Jason Fletcher, Coach Lenny Rapone

Chris Piscione breaks away for yet another touchdown.

Football

Tough times don’t last, tough people do. This year’s team earned back the respect of the MVC. The senior group helped to turn around our program to 9-1. The season went by fast. From hanging Mr. Rich’s shorts on the flagpole at camp to playing in the game of the century on Thanksgiving Day. Thanks to all the seniors for an excellent year. Good luck to next years team.

Lion’s Pride!!
Colorguard and Majorettes

As the season comes to an end.
We wait for Chrissie to laugh again.
With Erin dancing by her side and Poorna
Checking out the guys.
The nine of us had a rocky start and Laura
Put us in our spots.
With Becky as our other senior, Ayla always
Stayed right near her.
And Katie with all her blankets, ready for
Where the winter takes us.
Vanessa being left handed, made it hard for
Her to understand.
Lora was off at some times, cause she was
Staring at a drummer's behind.
Although the songs were rushed a lot, Jen
Always found a way to her spot.
Many hours we did spend, happily together
Til the end!

We had a fun and hard season!
I just want to wish the others
Good Luck next year!

Color Guard Captain
Laura Grasso 99-00

Laura Grasso, the senior captain of the colorguard team, lead a group of nine girls this season.

Though there were only nine of us, and we had a few bumps at the beginning of our road, through our dedication and each one of our wonderful talents, we showed the crowd what we are made of. Thanks for all your help! “Nine is Fine!”

Love,
Caitlin

Senior majorette captain Caitlin Daly poses with Coach Maureen Dunn. Caitlin was the only senior on a team of nine girls, and proved to be a valuable commodity, providing leadership and experience for the rest of the team.
These girls use their flags to huddle for warmth while waiting to perform their routine for the crowd.

Shannon and Lindsay Taylor are all smiles after yet another successful routine.

The majorettes and colorguard march along side the band during a football game. The teams awed the crowd with their multiple talents during half-time.
The leaders of the hockey team (from left to right) - Coach Tom Gallagher, Chris Burns, Andy Boschetto, Mike Carnes, Phil Aucoin, and Coach Jack Fletcher.

Scoreboard

South Burlington 3 - 0 W Central 6 - 2 W
Essex 1 - 2 L Matignon 4 - 2 W
Central 8 - 1 W Tewksbury 4 - 1 W
Waltham 2 - 2 T Arlington 3 - 3 T
Acton-Boxboro 1 - 2 L Arlington Catholic 2 - 7 L
Tewksbury 0 - 3 L Acton Boxborough 5 - 0 W
Andover 9 - 3 W Billerica 3 - 5 L
Billerica 3 - 3 T Medford 4 - 1 W
Methuen 10 - 4 W Burlington 3 - 3 T
Hingham 1 - 4 L Tewksbury 4 - 2 W
Haverhill 11 - 0 W Waltham 2 - 5 L

10 - 6 - 4 2nd Place
11 - 7 - 4 Overall

Captain Mike Carnes has control of the puck with a Central Catholic defenseman in hot pursuit.

Coach Jack Fletcher is always available whenever his players have any concerns.
The Lions excitedly celebrate a goal against Central Catholic.

**Hockey**

This year we got off to a kind of rocky start.

After losing to Tewksbury, we knew we were in for a tougher season than expected.

Realizing we needed to work harder, we slowly put things back where they belonged and gained a key win over Matignon and a tie with fourth-ranked Arlington. We have started to catch a pretty good wave and hope to ride it all the way to a state championship. Good luck to underclassmen and coaches. Thanks Mr. Fletcher and Tommy.

Love -

Mikey, Andy, and Phillip
We really improved this year girls! Stepping up to be second place in the league, and qualifying for states! We're going to miss all the good times this year: pasta parties, dress up days, the REZ race, stadium stairs, christmas presents, and dreaded push ups. You girls were awesome. Good luck next year- and RIP IT UP!!

-Ashley DiStasi and Lindsay Murray

**Skiing**

Captain Ashley DiStasi leads her team by example. Here, she makes a quick turn while skiing down the trail effortlessly.

The team gets all fired up right before a big meet. Having no snow for the first few weeks of practice causing the team to do excruciatingly painful dry land makes them pumped to actually be skiing!!
Bill Barrett, Jennifer Bishop, Steve Bleck, Valerie Burns, Matt Casey, Ken Chandonait, James Clancy, Ashley DiStasi, Ken Donaldson, Janvi Doshi, Ryan Farley, Eric Hamilton, Nicole Harrison, Chris Higgins, Candice Kelly, Nate MacKinnon, Kristen Martin, Lilly Mongeau, Sean Moriarty, Lindsay Murray, James O'Connor, Dave O'Grady, Sam Peters, Bill Phelan, Jenna Rich, Dave Salvucci, William Sayers, Megan Sullivan

Captains Chris Higgins, Nate MacKinnon, Ashley DiStasi, and Lindsay Murray pictured with Coach Bob Dick. The captains proved to be both excellent skiers and leaders.
Girls Basketball

We could tell you our record, but we're not ones to boast.
Having fun together is what we enjoyed the most.
Starting off in Billerica we captured our first victory.
It just so happens they were this year's rivalry.
We always go on the practice floor with a goal in mind.
Then we keep on working until we're happy with what we find.
In every game, we gave it our all, and sacrificed within.
But who was in the bathroom when the game was supposed to begin?
Whenever we did well, we got a "sweet" reward.
We all chuckled during the incident with the chalkboard.

Coach and the bus ride did not always mix.
How about all those bruises from illegal picks!
Getting to be with each other was by far the best part.
We laughed, smiled, and always kept each other close to the heart.

Times to remember:
Sports bra practice & Coach K. "doggs up." whippits.
JUST DO IT!. messy cake. singing on the bus. hand puppets. Captains' random moonings, the scarf, the van. necklaces. Haverhill warm up trip. Mr. Metz....
"The inspiration."

Kristen Dowling
Annie Metz

Kristen Dowling takes her Andover foe to school as she shows how it's done.

Scoreboard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Billerica</td>
<td>47-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andover</td>
<td>46-69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notre Dame</td>
<td>57-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Londonderry</td>
<td>38-54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timberlane</td>
<td>39-43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirsage</td>
<td>41-67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methuen</td>
<td>46-56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dracut</td>
<td>44-47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>48-59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westford</td>
<td>51-57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverhill</td>
<td>44-49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tewksbury</td>
<td>60-47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowell</td>
<td>32-52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>34-58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andover</td>
<td>24-49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Middlesex</td>
<td>34-52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverhill</td>
<td>41-42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence</td>
<td>57-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methuen</td>
<td>32-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowell</td>
<td>23-46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Annie Metz and Kristen Dowling snuggle up for a quick picture. With no seniors on this year's team, these junior co-captains really had to step up their leadership and maturity.
Kara “Karate” Turco sure knows how to intimidate her opponents. Her wacky, unpredictable attacks leave everyone guessing what she’s going to do next.

Junior Kavita Shah searches for a teammate to pass to, as she fends off an opponent.

The girls congratulate each other after a hard-fought game. Being able to pull each other through the ups and the downs of the season was key for this year’s team.
Boys Basketball

This year's boys basketball season did not bring all the success of some past years, but we enjoyed ourselves as much as we could through a struggling year. A few breaks in our direction could have turned us around, but that just did not seem to happen for us. Anyway, we'd like to thank the fans for their support in good times and bad. The learning experience of the underclassmen along with their continued improvement should lead to success in the future.

Best of luck to all future Chelmsford High School basketball players!

Captains
Mike Cruickshank
and Scott Meier

Scoreboard

Billerica 68-73 L
Andover 50-76L
N. Middlesex 70-67W
W. Roxbury 56-66L
B.G. 66-60W
Lowell 60-64W
Methuen 47-67L
Dracut 68-70L
Westford 79-70L
Lawrence 73-46W

Haverhill 71-87L
Arlington 78-100W
Tewksbury 79-77W
Lowell 54-68W
Billerica 50-56L
Tewksbury 63-72L
Dracut 73-81L
Lawrence 52-72 L
Central 56-70L
Arlington 63-82 L

Center Jesse Erhartic does an outstanding job of boxing out his Andover opponent to grab yet another rebound.
Phil Demeris and Alex Carven tag-team to put twice as much pressure on the ballhandler.

With every single ounce of his strength, Senior T.J. Welch maintains control of the ball despite the valiant efforts of his foe.
Cheerleading

We had a great year, girls!
Throughout the hard season, we always kept the spirit up! Cheer loudly and always remember Florida 2000! Peace out!

Captains
Kerry Normandin and Kerry Russo

Stacey shows nothing but pure confidence as she's held high above the ground, she's got to rev that crowd up!!!

Andrea Benetti, Alicia Britton, Missy Curtin, Stacey Holladay, Stephanie Jones, Diana Marghella, Kelly McClure, Krystal Mercogliano, Meredith Mingolelli, Katherine Normandin, Kerry Normandin, Denae Perrault, Lindsey Perrault, Wendy Russo, Lauren Sullivan, Hanna Yoon, Coach JJ Ferron

Kerry Normandin and Kerry Russo take time out of cheering on our struggling basketball team. They know it's going to take a lot to get the crowds excited this year.
Gymnastics

We started our season in '99 with plenty of room for improvement. As the year 2000 came around, we reached one of our all time highs of a 122-25 against rival Dracut. Although we had a young team, we had the right attitude and the strong depth to help us excel in the MVC's. Everyone had their own way of contributing to the team. Our spirits were kept high through inspirational meet quotes and pink Mentos. We would like to thank our two coaches, Angie and Miss Jill, for constantly motivating us and for helping us to strive to give it all we've got. We would also like to thank the team for making it a season to remember. To our "Little Peepers," We Love You!

Captains
Jenn Buono, Lauren Gardiner, and Vicki Page

Scoreboard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Masconomet</td>
<td>122-127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andover</td>
<td>125-135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Andover</td>
<td>125-129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowell</td>
<td>123.7-126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methuen</td>
<td>126-104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tewksbury</td>
<td>126-124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dracut</td>
<td>128-127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billerica</td>
<td>128-129</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OVERALL 3-5-0

Being the only senior on the team this year, Jen not only proved a valuable gymnast but also a great role model for the underclassmen.

Lauren knew she had a tough act to follow after her sister's graduation from the team. Yet this junior has come into her own and now sets the standard for others to follow.
Charles Wellman applauds his fellow teammates as he watches the track team clench yet another victory against a fellow MVC team.

Senior stand-out John Silva displays perfect form as he glides over the bar with ease. Early in the season, John had a little high-jump mishap, but he bounced right back, to the delight of the track team.

Brian Dodd focuses his concentration right before his throw. Both the girls and boys track teams will sorely miss their talented senior shot put throwers next year.

Scoreboard

Lawrence 45.5-40.5
Methuen 30-56
Central 46-40
Andover 48-38
Haverhill 55-31
Lowell 47-39

5-1-0 MVC Champs
Chip Byron anxiously awaits the firing of the gun as he mentally prepares himself for the upcoming race. Brian Holland stands by, offering Chip a great deal of moral support.

Boys Track

Congratulations to the winter track team,

"I firmly believe that any man's finest hour, the greatest fulfillment of all that he holds dear, is that moment when he has worked his heart out in a good cause and lies exhausted on the field of battle-victorious." ... Vince Lombardi.

Throughout this entire season we witnessed 110% drive out of every athlete. We succeeded in everything we put our heart, body, and mind into. MVC CHAMPS!!!! Good luck in the coming spring season and to all the athletes returning next year.

Matty T.
Patty O.
Girls Track

Track was a blast
And flew by so fact
We have our coaches to thank
For #1 is what we rank.
We became champions of the
MVC
And hopefully next year that's
What we'll be.
Congratulations to everyone,
Whether you throw, jump, or
Run.
We showed the other teams who
Was the best.
Lady Lions flew to the top,
Crushing all the rest.

- Captains Alice Koethe, Molly Morse, Christine Frenette and Krista Byam.

Senior Christine Frenette, a three year winter track veteran, keeps her cool as she paces herself during the race.

The quartet of Christine Frenette, Krista Byam, Molly Morse, and Alice Koethe were elected by their teammates to serve as co-captains for this year’s team. Keeping such an enormous team together and unified is a formidable task, but these girls rose to the challenge.

Molly and Christina are all smiles as they await their upcoming events. Both of these talented young ladies helped out the team enormouslly with their runs.
Stacey Allberg, Stephanie Bacon, Brenna Bates, Melanie Borodawka, Emily Bowen, Kerry Buckley, Rebecca Buckley, Krista Byam, Alyssa Campbell, Jessica Chao, Taylor Charbonnier, Sherry Chen, Jacqui Cormier, Sabrina Costos, Ashley Day-Lewis, Michelle Dixon, Katie Duggan, Lauren Eynatan, Sarah Fleming, Siobhan Foley, Lauren Frazee, Christine Frenette, Tracy Germann, Kara Gilette, Lyndsey Hadley, Amanda Hamilton, Lindsey Hanlon, Katelyn Harding, Heather Hayes, Amanda Hennessy, Shana Hicks, Ashley Hoover, Erin Ivers, Nadia Khabazeh, Nara Klingman, Kathrin Knopp, Captain Alice Koethe, Michelle Leczynski, Katie Leonard, Jennifer Li, Kimmy Long, Maeve MacDonald, Caroline Maher, Stephanie Malbury, Lauren McHugh, Lora Mead, Megan Mendonca, Lauren Messmer, Jennifer Metcalf, Laura Morabito, Stephanie Morrison, Molly Morse, Sheila Mouhart, Laura Muiznieks, Jocelyn Newell, Danielle Nutter, Shannon Pajer, Christina Pak, Jacklyn Sabatino, Lindsey Schellbach, Erika Schmid, Daryl Swanson, Lauren Sykes, Ashley Taylor, Amy Ubele, Lindsey Valcourt, Tori Valeri, Amber Walsh, Kristina Woldan, Amy Yu

Scoreboard

Lawrence 72.5-13.5
Notre Dame 58-28
Methuen 53-32
Central 50-34
Andover 43-43
Haverhill 48-38
Lowell 60-26

6-0-1 MVC
Champs for 10 of last 11 years
Richard must be contemplating what cheer to do next: S.U.Y.S. or beat them off the blocks?

Big House and Pray get up on the blocks before the 20 laps ahead of them in their race.

Mike takes a quick peak at the camera while swimming in warm ups. That BK before the meet can really get your energy going!

**Scoreboard**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Score 1</th>
<th>Score 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lowell</td>
<td>95-83</td>
<td>Acton Boxboro 100-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverhill</td>
<td>97-85</td>
<td>Haverhill 92-73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Johns</td>
<td>78-84</td>
<td>Andover 94-71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexington</td>
<td>94-71</td>
<td>Nashua 96-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andover</td>
<td>93-74</td>
<td>MVC 1st Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashua</td>
<td>103-77</td>
<td>North Sectionals 2nd Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowell</td>
<td>97-75</td>
<td>States 4th Place</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Congratulations to all the swimmers and divers for capturing another MVC title. Our only loss of the season was St. John's Prep giving us a record of 8 and 1. The depth and determination of our team allowed us to be undefeated in our MVC conference.

The team was led by the spirited Ian Day-Lewis, the hard working Richard Kinnett, and the determined Jeff Wilson as their tri-captains. With the addition of a strong freshman class, the evergrowing talent of the sophomore and junior classes, and the knowledge of the wise seniors we were able to continue to over come the burden of history.

The senior class would like to wish the best of luck to our coaches Donald Benson and Mike Wardwell, our amazing team manager Ingrid Skoog, the returning team members, and upcoming freshman with next year's season. Most of all we would like to thank our family and friends for a wonderful four years of Chelmsford High School Swimming.

Row 4: Coach Woody, Mr. Benson, Dan Pollard, Al Johnson, Matt Freitas, Brain Martinez, Tom Cakounes, Matt Mulrooney
Row 3: Brayden Chagnon, Matt Lovett, Mike Scarber, Mike Karpawich, Craig Vitale, Mike Rudie, Charles Kinnett, Manager Ingrid Skoog
Row 2: Adam Quaden, Matt Parquette, Mike Pray, Chris Cakounes, Rob Graff, Dan Cecere, Mark Whelan
Row 1: Ian Day-Lewis, Kevin Gacomo, John Behrle, Andy Cahill, Brian Williams, Jeff Wilson
Not Pictured: Richard Kinnett
Wrestling

Four hours a day for over ninety days some of Chelmsford High's best athletes came together down in the wrestling room. Lead by four great senior Captains, Coach Rich, Coach Resistance, Coach Hard Guy, and Coach Pork Chop, we had an excellent season. The memories at practice in the locker room and tournaments are endless. Finally the stage was set for the biggest rivalry in wrestling: Lowell vs. Chelmsford for the MVC title. In front of a packed gymnasium at CHS, the Lions destroyed the Red Raiders and won the MVC Championship for the second year. We remained undefeated (12-0). This team will go down as one of the best in history with a two year undefeated record at (30-0). Thanks for all the blood, sweat and tears. Food luck to the Underclassman next year. Keep the streack alive.

Joe Barbieri, Joseph Bernor, Ryan Burns, Bill Conant, Timothy Curran, Kelan Donahue, Evan Dunn, Christopher Exarchos, Michal Finnegan, Andy Fleming, Matt Fox, Greg Gervais, Pat Gilbride, Elias Gioumbakis, Drew Gobiel, Anthony Gouveia, Steve Hawkins, Chris Herrman, Scott King, Jason MacDonald, Dan Mattaliano, Ryan Mullen, Jonathan Murphy, Andy Nazzaro, Chris Piscione, Steven Richard, Kyla Roberts, Dan Ryan, George Smolander, Mike Tousignant, Brian Viglione, Dan Warshafsky, Tim Wellman, James Welsh, Tian Yang
Managers: Rosemarie Francione, Noreen Morash, Shana Watterson

Scoreboard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tournament</th>
<th>Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shawsheen Tech</td>
<td>1st Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayland Tournament</td>
<td>2nd Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. John's</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowell Tournament</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverhill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelmsford Invitational</td>
<td>1st Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dracut</td>
<td>62-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woburn Tourney</td>
<td>2nd Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence</td>
<td>59-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foxboro</td>
<td>32-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salem</td>
<td>51-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ludlow</td>
<td>34-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tewksbury</td>
<td>45-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billerica</td>
<td>65-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methuen</td>
<td>51-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Catholic</td>
<td>40-24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Don't be intimidated by Eli's fierce expressions. He's really just a big teddy bear.

Dan Warshafsky lets it be known that his opponents are going down!
Pioneered a westward route to the spice-rich East Indies, Christopher Columbus lands in the Bahamas. At the time of first European contact, about 90 million Native Americans live in North and South America.

Spanish explorer Hernando Cortés introduces horses from Spain into the New World, changing transportation and culture for Native Americans. Cortés carries out a harsh conquest of Montezuma and the Aztecs.

Pilgrimages to religious sites are seen as acts of faith. Roads and towns develop along the pilgrim routes, expanding trade and communication in Europe. Beginning in 1096, Crusades to the distant Holy Land expose Europeans to Arab culture.

Stagecoaches offer public passenger service, and covering 15 miles a day is considered a good speed. The coaches travel in stages, changing horses at each stop. As a result, the stagecoach line is born.

Thinking he has pioneered a westward route to the spice-rich East Indies, Christopher Columbus lands in the Bahamas. At the time of first European contact, about 90 million Native Americans live in North and South America.

Pilgrimages to religious sites are seen as acts of faith. Roads and towns develop along the pilgrim routes, expanding trade and communication in Europe. Beginning in 1096, Crusades to the distant Holy Land expose Europeans to Arab culture.

Spanish explorer Hernando Cortés introduces horses from Spain into the New World, changing transportation and culture for Native Americans. Cortés carries out a harsh conquest of Montezuma and the Aztecs.

Pilgrimages to religious sites are seen as acts of faith. Roads and towns develop along the pilgrim routes, expanding trade and communication in Europe. Beginning in 1096, Crusades to the distant Holy Land expose Europeans to Arab culture.

Stagecoaches offer public passenger service, and covering 15 miles a day is considered a good speed. The coaches travel in stages, changing horses at each stop. As a result, the stagecoach line is born.

Pilgrimages to religious sites are seen as acts of faith. Roads and towns develop along the pilgrim routes, expanding trade and communication in Europe. Beginning in 1096, Crusades to the distant Holy Land expose Europeans to Arab culture.

Spanish explorer Hernando Cortés introduces horses from Spain into the New World, changing transportation and culture for Native Americans. Cortés carries out a harsh conquest of Montezuma and the Aztecs.

Pilgrimages to religious sites are seen as acts of faith. Roads and towns develop along the pilgrim routes, expanding trade and communication in Europe. Beginning in 1096, Crusades to the distant Holy Land expose Europeans to Arab culture.

Stagecoaches offer public passenger service, and covering 15 miles a day is considered a good speed. The coaches travel in stages, changing horses at each stop. As a result, the stagecoach line is born.
Travel by rail revolutionizes land transportation. British engineer Richard Trevithick invents the first steam locomotive in 1804, but it is 1825 before railroads haul passengers.

Henry Ford's moving assembly line makes cars affordable to the masses. Ford produces the first Model T in 1908. In 1964, the sporty Ford Mustang rolls out at $2,368 and sets an all-time record for first-year sales of a new model.

On her maiden voyage, the great steam passenger ship Titanic, thought to be unsinkable, goes down after hitting an iceberg in the North Atlantic. Of the more than 2,200 persons aboard the ship, about 1,500 perish.

Freeways change the nature and pace of travel in America. In 1956, President Eisenhower authorizes construction of the Interstate Highway System. By the 1960s, this nationwide network includes more than 42,500 miles of highways.

Orbital construction of the International Space Station (ISS) begins in 1998 when space shuttle Endeavour crew members connect the station's first two sections. ISS is to become the largest cooperative space mission in history.

First built in 1903, the Harley-Davidson becomes America's best-known motorcycle in the 1950s. Raw power and a distinctive rumble appeal to rebels of the 1950s and 1960s and to business executives of the 1990s.

Freeways change the nature and pace of travel in America. In 1956, President Eisenhower authorizes construction of the Interstate Highway System. By the 1960s, this nationwide network includes more than 42,500 miles of highways.

Orbital construction of the International Space Station (ISS) begins in 1998 when space shuttle Endeavour crew members connect the station's first two sections. ISS is to become the largest cooperative space mission in history.

First built in 1903, the Harley-Davidson becomes America's best-known motorcycle in the 1950s. Raw power and a distinctive rumble appeal to rebels of the 1950s and 1960s and to business executives of the 1990s.

Henry Ford's moving assembly line makes cars affordable to the masses. Ford produces the first Model T in 1908. In 1964, the sporty Ford Mustang rolls out at $2,368 and sets an all-time record for first-year sales of a new model.

On her maiden voyage, the great steam passenger ship Titanic, thought to be unsinkable, goes down after hitting an iceberg in the North Atlantic. Of the more than 2,200 persons aboard the ship, about 1,500 perish.

Freeways change the nature and pace of travel in America. In 1956, President Eisenhower authorizes construction of the Interstate Highway System. By the 1960s, this nationwide network includes more than 42,500 miles of highways.

Orbital construction of the International Space Station (ISS) begins in 1998 when space shuttle Endeavour crew members connect the station's first two sections. ISS is to become the largest cooperative space mission in history.

First built in 1903, the Harley-Davidson becomes America's best-known motorcycle in the 1950s. Raw power and a distinctive rumble appeal to rebels of the 1950s and 1960s and to business executives of the 1990s.
As the millennium begins, European peasant food is plain and often scarce. Feasting on meat is reserved for the wealthy. Table utensils include only a knife; most people just eat with their hands. Slabs of dense bread, called trenchers, serve as plates.

Europe's first coffeehouse opens in England. By 1700, there are 2,000 coffeehouses in London alone. Early coffeehouses are important places to transact business. Lloyd's Coffeehouse evolves into Lloyd's of London, the giant insurance brokerage.

Domestic ice chests provide early refrigeration. Blocks of ice are cut, delivered to homes and sold for use in kitchen ice chests. It is the early 1930s before reliable electric home refrigerators are in common use.

America's first large self-service supermarket opens, followed by the invention of the grocery shopping cart in 1937. During the Depression, supermarkets become a significant part of the food distribution network.

Choices expand in school lunch programs. A growing number of public schools begin featuring national fast-food outlets and soft drink brands in the school lunchroom.
Arche ry competition is a common pastime in the Middle Ages. Archery skill is so important that English kings ban football because it takes men away from archery practice.

In 1552, Saint Andrews is a favorite place for golfing. Mary, Queen of Scots is reportedly the first woman golfer and helps spread golf's popularity in Europe.

Europeans invented checkers and darts.

Golf is a popular sport in Scotland. In 1552, Saint Andrews is a favorite place for golfing. Mary, Queen of Scots is reportedly the first woman golfer and helps spread golf's popularity in Europe.

European use engraved wooden blocks to print playing cards, one of the first uses of printing in Europe. Playing cards come to Europe from the Middle East during the Crusades.

Soccer is first played in America, using a sheep's bladder as a ball. As the millennium closes, millions of American youth play in organized soccer leagues. In 1999, the U.S. women's soccer team wins the World Cup.

Baseball is first played as an organized sport at Hoboken, N.J., when the New York Club defeats the Knickerbocker Baseball Club on June 19. More than 100 years later, Jackie Robinson breaks the color barrier in major league baseball in 1947.

Game shows become widely popular TV fare in the 1950s. One of the top 10 shows of 1959, NBC's "The Price Is Right," still draws large audiences in 1999 on CBS, where it is the longest-running game show in television history.

Athens, Greece, hosts the first modern Olympics. Winter Games are not held until 1924. At the 1998 Winter Olympics, American figure skaters Tara Lipinski and Michelle Kwan win the gold and silver medals respectively, and China's Lu Chen wins the bronze.

Parker Brothers introduces Monopoly, which becomes one of the world's most successful board games. By the late 1990s, the popular game is available on interactive CD.

Michael Jordan, considered by many to be basketball's greatest player, retires from the NBA. His talents lead the Chicago Bulls to six NBA championships in the 1990s.
Medieval knights wear a short wool tunic and a coat of chain mail. Gauntlets (heavy leather gloves) and sword complete the attire, which is so costly only wealthy men can afford to be knights.

Medieval men's shoes have long, pointed toes. Individuals of higher social status are allowed to have longer points on their shoes, some as long as 18 inches. Moss stuffed into the toe maintains its shape.

Queen Elizabeth is the fashion trendsetter, popularizing the wide skirt, jeweled wig, high bald forehead, and decorative ruff around the neck. She is rumored to have 3,000 dresses.

Europeans wear simple tunics and leggings.

Spectacles originate in Italy.

Teethbrush is invented.

High hats are popular for men and women.

"Flappers" wear bobbed hair short dresses.

N.W. II prompts shoe reforming.

Arbo bards is popular.

Dyes and synthetic materials are available.

With flowers in their hair and everywhere, hippies express their philosophy of world peace and love. Hippies favor bell-bottom jeans, granny dresses, bare feet, long hair, beads, headbands and bright colors.

Young Levi Strauss comes to America in the 1850s and makes riveted canvas work pants for California gold miners. When he switches from canvas to blue denim, Strauss unknowingly creates one of America's greatest contributions to fashion.

Indoor malls are popular with teens not only for shopping, but also for socializing. The first enclosed mall is built in 1956. In 1992, the Mall of America, the largest mall in the U.S., opens in Minnesota.

The Industrial Revolution brings mass-produced textiles, standard clothing sizes and the first ready-to-wear garments. In 1851, Isaac Singer invents the home-use sewing machine.
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To the class of 2000, may you all be blessed with good health, much success, and true happiness. Congratulations!
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The study of mathematics cannot be replaced by any other activity that will train and develop man's purely logical faculties to the same level of rationality.
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To know how to do something is not nearly as important as understanding why you are doing it!

contributed by John Mosto
The invariable mark of wisdom is to see the miraculous in the common.
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De Gustibus non est disputandum.
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Poco a poco se va lejos. Vaya con Dios.
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Get your facts straight, and then you can distort them.
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Looking Back.....

Well, we finally made it. After thirteen years of school, it is time to graduate from Chelmsford High School. We are finally adults. But before we venture out into the real world, here is a reminder of our childhood--our elementary school yearbook.

Dave Adamson

Jonathan Alves

Matt Aronian

Phillip Aucoin

Michelle Baker

Kristina Baraldi

Jessica Barden

Matthew Besonen

Sara Bieniek

Andrew Boschetto

Evan Boudreau

Deborah Burnham

Shaina Byrne

Amy Call

Timothy Callahan

Leslie Cantin

Michael Carnes

Jessica Caron

Jennifer Clancy

Lindsay Clapp

Amy Clarke

Eric Cline

Matthew Coddaire

Daniel Cohen

Emma Comeau

Kyle Comins

Maryalice Coraccio

Amanda Costa

Michael Cruickshank

Devin Curran
Nicole Acheson
As you set your life's goals ahead, always look to help others reach theirs. Yours will become easier to accomplish, and you will have good friends.

With Love,
Mom and Dad

Amanda Allen
Amanda, you've come a long way baby! Good luck and best wishes down the rest of the road!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Patrick, Chris, and Brendan

Phillip Aucoin
Phillip,
We are so proud of you.
Go now and conquer.
Hope all your dreams come true.

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Keith

Bill Barrett
Thanks for all the joy you have given me!
You're the BEST!

Love,
Mom

Kristina Baraldi
We are so proud of the person you've become.
Always stay true to yourself. The best has yet to come!!

We Love You,
Mom, Dad, Michael and Elizabeth
Jessica Barden

Joyful
Energetic
Sweet
Sensitive
Intelligent
Caring
Adorable

Jess,
Your dreams are on their way Remember we will always be here for you CONGRATULATIONS!

Love, 
Mom, Dad , Matt, Rebecca, Danielle, and our dog Andy.

WATCH OUT WORLD, HERE SHE COMES!

Christopher Benton

We're so proud of you and all you've accomplished. You have grown into a young man. Go for your dreams whatever they might be.

Love, 
Mom and Dad

Nicolas Doty

We are all very proud of you. Best of luck in college next year. We know you'll go far.

All our Love, 
Mom, Dad, 
Keith & Joe

Erik Byam

Congrats Erik!
The best is yet to come!!
The world is yours....so follow your dreams and be true to yourself.

We love you, 
Mom, Dad and Krista

Nicole Castonguay

We are so proud of you.
Your future will be filled with wonderful things!

We Love You~
Mom, Dad & Bryan
Amy Call
Keep smiling and be happy always. We are very proud of you.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Stephen and Kelsey

Michael D. Carnes
Mikey,
You have grown up into such a wonderful young man. You are a tribute to me and that very special someone up there who watches over us, “DAD.”

Love,
Mom, Alan, Shaun, Brian, Spaulding, Stanley and Casey too!

Shaina Byrne
Shaina,
God gave us the greatest gift when you were born. You have always brightened our days, as well as all who know you, with your great smile and warm heart. We’re so very proud of you and all that you’ve accomplished. Follow your dreams, and always remain the beautiful person you are today.

Love,
Mom, Dad & Matt
Amanda Chiasson

Always our little star! Believe in yourself and the sky’s the limit!

Love,
Dad, Mom and Britney

Missy Curtin

We are so proud of you. May all your hopes and dreams come true.

We Love You!
Love,
Mom and Dad

Jennifer Clancy

Jen,
Congratulations! We are very proud of you and all of your accomplishments. You have given us so much happiness over the years.

Love,
Dad, Mom, Sean and Michael

Jenn Casanova

I am always with you. I whispered, my precious child, I love you and will never leave you.... When you saw only one set of footprints it was then that I carried you.

I love you so much Jennifer,
Mom

Eric Cline

We’re so proud of you!
Always keep that enthusiasm!
Love, Mom, Dad and Andy
Ryan Cody

We are so proud of you! From a little “ham” to such a wonderful young man. The sky is the limit. Go for it!

Love,
Mom, Roger,
Dad, and J-Man

Ian Day-Lewis

Ian, We wish you all the best as you move on to college. We are so proud of our accomplishments both in school and out.

Love always,
Mom, Dad and Ashley

Kyle M. Comins

You have taught us a great deal about life and love. Your inner strength is inspiring. It is with pride and love we send you into the world.

Love,
Mom and Dad

Matthew Coddairre

Time has flown so fast to see you grow and reach your goals. We wish you luck in all your future accomplishments. I know you’ll reach the top, BE SAFE!

Love Ya Tons!
Mom, Dad, Phillip & Nicole
Amanda Chiasson

Always our little star! Believe in yourself and the sky's the limit!

Love,
Dad, Mom and Brittney

Missy Curtin

We are so proud of you. May all your hopes and dreams come true,

We Love You!
Love,
Mom and Dad

Jennifer Clancy

Jen,
Congratulations! We are very proud of you and all of your accomplishments. You have given us so much happiness over the years.

Love,
Dad, Mom, Sean and Michael

Jenn Casanova

I am always with you. I whispered, my precious child, I love you and will never leave you.... When you saw only one set of footprints it was then that I carried you.

I love you so much Jennifer,
Mom

Eric Cline

We're so proud of you! Always keep that enthusiasm!
Love, Mom, Dad and Andy
Ryan Cody

We are so proud of you! From a little "ham" to such a wonderful young man. The sky is the limit. Go for it!

Love,
Mom, Roger, Dad, and J-Man

Ian Day-Lewis

Ian. We wish you all the best as you move on to college. We are so proud of our accomplishments both in school and out.

Love always,
Mom, Dad and Ashley

Kyle M. Comins

You have taught us a great deal about life and love. Your inner strength is inspiring. It is with pride and love we send you into the world.

Love,
Mom and Dad

Matthew Coddaire

Time has flown so fast to see you grow and reach your goals. We wish you luck in all your future accomplishments. I know you’ll reach the top, BE SAFE!

Love Ya Tons!
Mom, Dad, Phillip & Nicole
Maryalice Coraccio

May the happiest day of your past be the worst day of the future.

Love You
Mom, Dad, and Stevie

Amanda Costa

How time has flown, Into a lovely young woman you have grown. In our hearts you’ll always be, Our beautiful and special Amanda “Wee”.

Love.
Mom and Dad

Ethan Cushing

In all your ways acknowledge Him and He will make straight your paths.

We Love you,
Mom and Dad
James Densmore

Best of luck as you drive into a great future!

Love,
Mom and Dad

Erica Desfosses

You have accomplished so many wonderful things through the years. We’re very proud of you. We’re looking forward to sharing all your future hopes and dreams, and hope they all come true.

Love,
Mom and Bob

Sara Bieniek

There are two things we hope we have given you—roots and wings. Follow your dreams and reach for the stars. They are within your grasp! We are proud of you.

Love,
Mom, Dad & Laura

Erica Desfosses

You have accomplished so many wonderful things through the years. We’re very proud of you. We’re looking forward to sharing all your future hopes and dreams, and hope they all come true.

Love,
Mom and Bob

Christina Dear

We are so proud of you and all of your hard work. Remember: Honey: The best you can be!

Love,
Mom, Dad,
Jenn, and Greg

Brendan Donahue

The sky’s the limit.
So follow your dreams.
We are proud of you and love you.

Mom. Dad. and Kelan

Mom, Dad, and Kelan
Alyssa Dunaj

Friends from the start you've all come a long way...
But the journey is just beginning!

We Love You, Lys
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Johnathan

Jeff Druan

Accomplishment is not what you have but what you have done. May you never lose your smile or your winning personality. Now soar like an eagle.

Love,
Dad, Mom, Paul, and Lauren

Matthew Flynn

To our wonderful son. We are very proud of you & love you very much! We know you will succeed in everything you do!

All our Love,
Mom & Dad

Brian Dunn

You're the Greatest!

Love you dearly.
Nana and Papa

Kristina Duggan

We're so proud of you and of all that you've become. Best of luck on the exciting journey that lies ahead of you!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Katie, Mike & Kelly
Megan Ellis

You are our love and joy. We have and will always be so proud of you. Yes! Your room will always be there!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Brend

Meaghan Fowler

May ALL of your dreams come true. We Love You so very much.

Mom and Family

Katie Fleming

We are so proud of you!

THE BEST IS YET TO COME!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Jenn, Mike

Lisa M. DuPont

Our wish for you is happiness always. Believe in yourself and follow your dreams. Dreams do come true!

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Victoria

Ryan Farley

Now-out into the world! We're proud of you- always have been proud of you.

Love,
Dad, Mom, Ian, Brennan

Sarah Fahey

It's time--the journey to more new and exciting places, where more dreams will come true!

WE LOVE YOU,
Mom, Steve, Rebecca, and Shelby
Andy Fleming

We are all so proud of you.
The best is yet to come!

Love,
Dad, Mom,
Sarah, Colleen,
Beth, and Kevin

Michael Curtin

We're so proud of you. May all your dreams come true, in everything you do.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Kevin, and Caesar

Ben Frassa

WE'RE SO PROUD OF YOU! We know you are going to do great things.

Love,
Mom & Dad

Brian Dunn

Bri-
YOU'RE THE BEST!
Follow your dreams and enjoy, the sky is the limit!
We're always proud!
WYC-BC-LY

Love,
Mom and Den
Christine & Greg Frenette

We love you and wish you lots of luck with all of your future plans.

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Katie

Eric Gobiel

Thank-you for giving us so much to be proud of. Your life holds unlimited potential and wondrous dreams.... Reach for them always!

We Love You
Mom, Tony, Andrew & Michaela

Matthew P. Gagnon

CONGRATULATION MATT!
GOD'S BLESSINGS AND OUR LOVE WITH YOU!

MOM, DAD,
MICHAEL AND MONIQUE
MARC AND RON

CHRIS GATTI

Set your goals high and learn from all that you do.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Brian and Katie

Steve Keating

Keep smiling!

Amanda Krupkoski

We're very proud of you! We hope ALL your dreams come true.

Much Love,
Mom, Dad, and Becky

We love you,
Mom and Greg
Michael Hall

Mike,
good luck as you start on the road to college. Be safe and be smart.

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Kara

Michelle Incorpora

When you were born, we were blessed. May all that life have to offer be yours.

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Danielle

Amy Clarke

Our Dear Amy,
We are so very proud of you. Follow your dreams. Believe in yourself as we believe in you!

We love You!
Mom, Dad, and Jeremy

Amanda Herr

You'll always be our angel!
CONGRATULATIONS!
We are very proud of you!

We Love You!
Mom, Tina & Alaina
xxxooo
Adam Lavelle

Congratulations Adam! your family is so proud of the young man you have turned out to be. We can’t wait to see what your future will bring we all wish you much happiness. Love and success in your life!

All our love to you,
Dad, Mom, Andy and your Family

Brandon Kelly

Our “handsome man” and everyone’s “pal”. We’re so proud of the man you’ve become. Your dreams will come true as long as you follow your heart and listen to your soul.

Love always,
Mom, Dad, Nichole & Candice

David Lantagne

David-
We are so proud of you you’re the best! With love and wishes for a happy and successful future.

We Love You,
Mom, Dad, Mike, and Giz

Robert Lane

Congratulations Rob, we are proud of you!

Love,
Mom and Kim
Eri c,
Stay close to God and family be true to yourself because you are truly special.

With pride and Love,
Mom

Eric Kates

Eric,
You are the GREATEST!
May all your dreams come true!

With love You!
Mom, Dad, Alycia, and Marci

To our little LiLi:
Celebrate Today! Believe in yourself. smile and dream big as you begin your next journey.

We Love You.
Mom, Dad, Torin and Devin

Kristin Loiselle

Never lose sight of the beautiful, loving person that you are. Follow your dreams, they will come true!

We Love you and are so proud of you!
Love,
Mom and Dad

Matt Kilroy

To a “super” son and brother!
CONGRATULATIONS on a job well done! We’re so proud of you!

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Laura
Andrea, 

Congratulations on all your accomplishments. You broaden our horizon and your sheer energy always amazes us. You have truly become a “capable and independent person.” We are so very proud of you.

Love always, 
Mom, Dad & Jen
Greg Lyons

We are so proud of all your accomplishments and challenges that you faced to become the wonderful person that you are.

CONGRATULATIONS!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Scott

Kerry Lucas

Your 1st day of school seems like yesterday you have always made us proud and we know you will continue. Have Fun!

Love,
Mom, Dad,
Kristin, and Jimmy

Melissa Maggio

We are so very proud of you, and we love you very much!

Love,
Mom, Christine,
and Jennifer

Desire, Dedication & Determination

You have shown all of us that where there is a strong will, there is a way to achieve your dreams!

We Love you

Brian, Urs, Mom
& Patrick
Lilly Mongeau

Our beautiful little pumpkin!
You just keep on getting better!

We Love You
from the bottom of our hearts,

Mom, Dad,
Patrick, and Rosemary

Stacy Jean Marcaurelle

We’re so proud of you.
Strive to achieve all that you want.
We hope you find happiness in everything you do.

We Love You!
Mom, Dad, Brian,
and Joey

Amy Meidell

We are so proud of our girl who hoped “to be a unicorn.”
Continue to believe in your dreams. You’ve got what it takes. Know that we love you.

Hugs,
Mom, Dad, Julie,
Erica, and Christopher

Chrissy Merrywell

As you head for college, always believe in yourself.
You have extraordinary talent, strength, and good sense. The sky is the limit, Honey!

Love,
Mom
Your perseverance has shown that there is nothing you can’t accomplish. Having a heart as large as your brain can only help you achieve all of your dreams and goals.

“Good Luck fishing in the sea of life”

Love,
Dad, Mary, Pat, Kristine,
Mattie, Allison, and Sean
Veronica McKillop

It's been an incredible joy to watch this adorable little girl grow up to be the beautiful young woman before us; stay true to yourself.

We Love You,
Papa, Carol, and Jack

Jen O'Grady

Congratulations!
We're so proud of you!
Hope all your dreams come true!

Love,
Mom, Dad & David

Sachin Nene

Sachin,
Keep up the same curiosity, questions and sense of humor that you have always had since childhood.

With Love,
Ruta, Aji, Mom & Dad

Meredith Mingolelli

Your smile is as bright now as it was when you were a babe! Show the world what you can do!!

Love,
Mom, Dad
Melissa, and Marica

Elizabeth M. Mitchell

Future Chef Teacher!
Achieve your goals!

Love,
GJ, Mom, and Dad

Phillippa McLachlan

KEEP SHINING,
STAR OF OUR HEARTS

God Bless,
Mum, Scott, Oli, and Meg
Lindsay "Tiger" Murray

"Does I got stripes?"
Congratulations on a great four years at CHS! Now for another four years of success at college!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Jen

Margaret Moloney

To a young woman who has always had a lot of style.

LOOK OUT WORLD, HERE COMES MARGARET!!

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Emily

Michelle Meehan

From this cute little girl you have grown into a wonderful person. Reach for the stars.

Love,
Dad, Mom, and John

Laura Muiznieks

You have brought such joy to our lives! Your creativity, independence, determination, and enthusiasm for life will take you far. Have faith in yourself. Follow your dreams and reach for the stars!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Carolyn, and Paul
Peter Musgrave

Congratulations!
We are very proud of you and hope that all your dreams come true.

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Amy

Jackie Portuese

We're so proud of you. You'll do great in college! Always keep that beautiful smile.

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Melanie

Kristin Olsen

You were always the sweetest and most loving daughter, Kristin. May your life be filled with love, happiness and success.

With Love and Pride,
Mom, Dad, Billy, Kirby, and Kate

Andrea S. Nardone

Way to go, Andrea! Always aim for the stars and your future will be bright.

Love you,
Mom, Dad, and Chris

Mike Regner

May music continue to light your way. Keep smiling. Follow your dreams!

We love you always!
Mom, Dad, and Eric

Christopher Piscione

Congratulations on all your accomplishments. We are very proud of you. May you have continued success in the future!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Michelle
Rob,  
You are sheer joy to us and we are very proud of all you have accomplished! Congratulations!  
Love,  
Mom, Dad & Chrissy

Robert Reed

Maryellen Olsson

Maryellen,  
Congratulations on all you have accomplished. Your bright smile and unique spirit have been an inspiration to us all.  
Follow your dreams, believe in yourself and always remember you have a "Guardian Angel"  
We Love You,  
Mom, Erik,  
Ginger & Bongo

Eric Regner

You’ve done it your way.  
Best of luck in whatever you choose and wherever life takes you- you have many talents so enjoy the journey!  
We Love You Always,  
Mom, Dad, and Eric

“Where did the years go?”  
We often ask at moments such as this...  
And then we take some quiet time  
To dream and reminisce.  
To think about the lessons learned,  
The love you gave and got,  
To ponder challenges you faced  
And insights that you brought.  
We recollect how, all in all,  
You rose to every test...  
And, suddenly, we realized  
You did your very Best!  
Love,  
Mom and Dad

Joseph Ready
Kaitlyn Pray

Kaitlyn,
We are all so proud of the wonderful young woman you are!
Good Luck next year.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Tim & Mike

Becky Rowlands

To Our Shining Star,

We are so proud of the beautiful young woman you’ve become.

As you ride into the new millennium, grab life by the reins and follow your dreams...

“Honey, everything’s coming up roses!”

Love,
Mom, Dad, Sarah & Grandma

Ingrid M. Rodrick

Dear Ingrid,

We thank God for giving us the joy of bringing you up and we hope that when you have conquered the world you will come back and settle next door!

Love, Mamma & Pappa
Erica Vaughn
WITH ALL OUR LOVE
TO THE SWEETEST
LITTLE THING GOD
MADE...OUR WOO!
XO
Momma, Dad, Krissi &
The Boys

Jeff Wilson
As you graduate, we wish
you years filled with
peace and happiness.
Keep swinging.
We Love You,
Mom, Dad, Suzie & Davy

Stephen Richard
Keep believing in future
and goals. With your
smile, hard work, and
positive attitude they are
sure to be achieved. We
are proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Dad & Eric

Seth Roby
Son,
You've earned your wings,
and it's time to fly. Take time to
enjoy life's journey.
Love, Mom
It seems like just yesterday we put you on the bus for kindergarten, and now it's time for graduation. We love you so much, Binky, and are very proud of you. We know you can accomplish anything you put your mind to. Enjoy life, be happy, and stay safe. Remember you can always come home.

Love Always,
Mom, Dad, Greg, and Doug

Jonathan K. Roy

Miracle #4- We never thought we'd make it and now you're ready to soar. We thank you for the little miracles, great love, and wondrous blessings. Just remember this, even the best have to come in for a "pit stop" now and then!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Gram, Pop, E, K, M & B

Jessica Segnini

Patrice Sullivan

Patrice,
Thanks for always being there to make everything special. Good luck in the future. I will always love you.

Your sister,
Megan

David Sims

Congratulations!
We're all very proud of you!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Chris, and Kenny
Congratulations upon your very successful graduation. We are so proud of you and your accomplishments. Continue to make wise choices, and your hopes and dreams will come true.

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Joe

Reach for the stars!

Love,
Mom and Dad

The joy of life is in the journey, not the destination. God bless and keep you along the way.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Meredith & Greg

Nice Job! You’ve become a remarkable young woman whose education has only just begun.

Remembering the kind ways people have treated you, treat others with kindness whenever you can.

Love,
Mom and Dad
Patrice Sullivan

Patrice-
You are our living proof that dreams come true...
Lots of Love,
Mom and Dad

Jenny Talbot

You are the very best! We are so proud of you and your accomplishments. Reach for the stars.

Love,
Mom and Brian

Adam Tibolt

We're so proud of you!

Here's hoping college is full of good friends, good times, and, occasionally, homework

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Rachael

Timothy John Welch (T.J.)

This is what I hope and wish for you, T.J., The ability to strive for your dreams, Never to lose hope faith in yourself or the world, Keep all things in perspective, Always be honest and fair with yourself and others. And as Dad once said, “Always be the loving, compassionate person you are today and you will always be loved in return.” So trust and have faith in God and in yourself.

Love always and forever,
Mom
You never let anything stand in your way along your road to success. Never lose that spirit! We're very proud of you!

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Anne

Catch a dream and RUN with it! Your determination today will lead to success tomorrow.

CONGRATULATIONS!

With Love and Pride,
Mom, Dad, and Jen

You're just too cute!

Love,
Mom, Dad, & Jill

We are so very proud of you. You're a bright, happy, thoughtful and fun-loving daughter.

We wish you luck always and hope all your future goals and dreams come true.

All our Love,
Mom, Dad, and Jeffrey
You've made our job easy. We are so proud of all you have achieved and who you are. Keep up the good work and have fun along the way!

We Love You!
Mom, Dad, Lauren, Derek, and Corey

Now out into the world! We're proud of you- always have been proud of you.

Love,
Dad, Mom, Ian, and Brennan

We are all so proud of you! Always follow your dreams.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Katie and Robbie

Dear Sarah,
You are a wonderful daughter and sister. We know that you will attain your lifelong goals to bring you all the happiness you so justly deserve. Your family is very proud of you.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Tommy, Kathleen, and Tigger

Sarah Ralls
Alvin Lin

We're so proud of you and all you've accomplished. Follow your dreams!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Albert & Alex

Stefanie Magnant

We're so proud of you and all you've accomplished. Hope all your dreams come true. Hope your college experience is the BEST.

WE LOVE YOU,
PUMPKIN,
Mom, Dad, and James

Charles R. Curran

Your first day at school seems like yesterday. And now you're heading off to college. Work hard and life will reward you.

Love,
Mom and Dad

Kristin M. Martin

May the road rise up to meet you. May the wind be always at your back & the sunshine warm upon your smiling face.

Love,
Dad, Mom, and Greg
To Leslie Cantin:
You are the light of our lives. May all of your dreams come true. Love Mother, Daddy, and Beth

To Michael Cruickshank:
We are very proud of you! May your future bring as much joy and happiness as you've given us. We'll always be here for you! Love, Mom and Dad

To Ryan Dawson:
Ryan, You have grown into such a caring young man. We know there are great things ahead for you. We couldn't be more proud. Love, Mom and Dad

To Ashley Distasi:
You Complete Us...
Love Always, Mom, Dad, & Lou

To Julie Kastritis:
Congratulations, Jules! Thanks for being such a wonderful daughter! Enjoy the years to come. Love from your #1 Fans, Mom, Dad and Kate

Congratulations
Class of 2000!

Reach for the stars!!!

The 2000 Lion
Literary Advisor Mr. Eang
and
Business Advisor Mrs. Donovan
(978) 256-9855
1-800-974-3866
U-Haul (978) 256-2640

LANDRY'S AUTOMOTIVE
Full Automotive Services * Foreign & Domestic
Getty Gas * U-Haul Rentals

371 Acton Road
Chelmsford, Massachusetts 01824

Nicholas B. Landry

Drum Hill
Dental Care
117 Drum Hill Rd.
Chelmsford, MA 01824

Richard C. Karp, D.M.D
General and Family Dentistry
(978) 454-5656

To Will Krzewick:
We are proud of you and wish you happiness and success.
Our love always,
Dad and Mom

To Jeffrey Langlais:
Jeff, Be proud of all you have accomplished. We are.
Love, Mom, Dad, and Meg

To Laura Levine:
We're very proud of you! Success in whatever your future holds.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Wendy, and Steve

To Victoria Raras:
Congratulations! You did it! We are very proud of you. May all your dreams come true.
WE LOVE YOU!
Mom, Dad, and Jim

To Jennie Roake:
Warm, Lively, our little Jennie may all your summers seems to last forever.

Chelmsford Auto School
Best Wishes to the Class of 2000

8 Fletcher Street
Chelmsford, MA 01824
(508) 256-0941

Unique Embroidery
Custom Monograms
Imprinted Sportswear

Custom Imprinted Apparel

67 Parkhurst Rd.
Parkhurst Plaza
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Gail & Bob Murray
(978) 459-5250
Fax: (978) 459-4650

Chelmsford Auto School

Best Wishes to the Class of 2000

8 Fletcher Street
Chelmsford, MA 01824
(508) 256-0941

Unique Embroidery
Custom Monograms
Imprinted Sportswear

Custom Imprinted Apparel

67 Parkhurst Rd.
Parkhurst Plaza
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Gail & Bob Murray
(978) 459-5250
Fax: (978) 459-4650

Chelmsford Auto School

Best Wishes to the Class of 2000

8 Fletcher Street
Chelmsford, MA 01824
(508) 256-0941

Jones Farm
Flower Potted Plants for All Occasions
Our Own
ANNUALS - PERENNIALS - GERANIUMS - HERBS - VEGETABLE PLANTS - EASTER PLANTS - HARDY MUMS - FRESH VEGETABLE IN SEASON - POINSETTIAS

Phil and Deborah Jones
246 Acton Rd., Rt. 27, Chelmsford, MA 01824
(978) 256-8065 - FAX 978-256-3394
In Chelmsford W's

Collisions Repair
Auto Refinishing
Frame Straightening
Spray Booth with Bake Oven

Approved by ALL Major Insurance Companies
Licensed Appraisers - RS. 356

DUFFY'S
AUTO BODY

251-8771
50 Tynsboro Road
(Rte. 3A) -
North Chelmsford

TEL. 256-8770
Mr. Tobin's
Magic Mirror
Beauty Salon

8 FLETCHER STREET, CHELMSFORD, MASS. 01824

university music
Instument Sales & Rentals Since 1980
- Music Lessons
- Sheet Music
- Accessories
- Repairs
- Karaoke Tapes

Dealers of: Selmer, Bach, Bundy,
Buffet and Gemeinardt

Bianco & Sons'
Catering

Pat Bianco
Vice President

300 Billerica Road
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Tel: 978-250-1989
Fax: 978-250-9128
Don't Miss The Game.

PACKAGE HANDLERS

Part - Time
$10.50 - $11.75/ Hour *
PLUS BENEFITS!

“EARN & LEARN” PROGRAM OFFERING UP TO $23,000 IN EDUCATION ASSISTANCE

COME IN FOR A TOUR
Mon - Fri @ 1:00 pm
Mon - Thurs @ 3:30 pm
Wed @ 6:00 pm
Thurs @ 6:30 pm

United Parcel Service
90 Brick Kiln Rd • Chelmsford
(Take Route 3 to exit 29 toward Billerica.
1/4 mile on left is Brick Kiln Rd.
1/2 mile on left is UPS facility.
See Guard on duty)

978-441-3400

*Rate includes incentive averaged @ 20 hours

Ray's Automotive

AUTO REPAIR

FOREIGN/DOMESTIC
978-970-5594
1599 MIDDLESEX ST. LOWELL MA 01851

Feeney

THE FLORIST OF CHELMSFORD
47 CHELMSFORD STREET
CHELMSFORD, MA 01824

www.ftd.com/
feeneyfloristofchlemsford

Skip's RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
Prime Rib - Fresh Seafood - Chef's Specials

Family Owned Since 1930
Open Daily 6:30 A.M.

116 Chlelmsford St. (Rt. 110) Chelmsford, MA 01824

(978) 256-2631
James G. Cullen, CPA

CULLEN & ASSOCIATES
Certified Public Accountants

5 Fletcher Street
Chelmsford, MA 01824-2708
(978) 256-0600
FAX (978) 256-7098

AUBUCHON HARDWARE
www.abuchon.com

WE’LL FIX YOU RIGHT UP RIGHT!

Glidden

7 SUMMER STREET CROSSING
CHELMSFORD, MA
(978) 256-5249

Open Everyday... Call For Our Convenient Store Hours

John Souza
Interior & Exterior Painting Contractor

5 Gilwood Ave.
Chelmsford, MA 01824

A+ Auto Body Repair, Inc.
10 Wesley Street, Chelmsford, MA 01824

Phone: (978) 452-0602
Sales: (978) 452-6332
FAX: (978) 453-9784

“With A+ Plus, its no mystery... your dents are history”

www.a-plusautobody.com
email: fred@a-plusautobody.com
Congratulations Class of,

2000

From,

Burlington Studios
Chelmsford High Schools
official Yearbook Photographer

1-781-272-4700
99 Cambridge Street. Burlington MA.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phillip P. Aucoin</td>
<td>9 Joyce Street</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle M. Baker</td>
<td>18 Wedgewood Drive</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristina Baraldi</td>
<td>7 Pennsylvania Avenue Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica M. Barden</td>
<td>86 Crooked Spring Road Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Barrett</td>
<td>255 North Road #143 Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Behrle</td>
<td>3 Singlefoot Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Besonen</td>
<td>55 Billerica Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Bertolami</td>
<td>5 Roane Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Bieniek</td>
<td>9 Warwick Drive</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice 2-3</td>
<td>Yearbook 4</td>
<td>Asst. Editor-in-Chief 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Boschetto</td>
<td>3 Roosevelt Avenue</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy Brown</td>
<td>34 Parkerville Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Boudreau</td>
<td>226 Old Westford Road Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Bunker</td>
<td>22 Sprague Avenue</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Burnham</td>
<td>255 Groton Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Burns</td>
<td>168 Dunstable Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Besonen</td>
<td>55 Billerica Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Bunker</td>
<td>22 Sprague Avenue</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Burnham</td>
<td>255 Groton Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Burns</td>
<td>168 Dunstable Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Besonen</td>
<td>55 Billerica Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Bunker</td>
<td>22 Sprague Avenue</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Burnham</td>
<td>255 Groton Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Burns</td>
<td>168 Dunstable Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Besonen</td>
<td>55 Billerica Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Bunker</td>
<td>22 Sprague Avenue</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Burnham</td>
<td>255 Groton Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Burns</td>
<td>168 Dunstable Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Besonen</td>
<td>55 Billerica Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Bunker</td>
<td>22 Sprague Avenue</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Burnham</td>
<td>255 Groton Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Burns</td>
<td>168 Dunstable Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Besonen</td>
<td>55 Billerica Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Bunker</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>255 Groton Road</td>
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</tr>
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<td>William Bunker</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Burnham</td>
<td>255 Groton Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Burns</td>
<td>168 Dunstable Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Besonen</td>
<td>55 Billerica Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Bunker</td>
<td>22 Sprague Avenue</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Burnham</td>
<td>255 Groton Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Burns</td>
<td>168 Dunstable Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Besonen</td>
<td>55 Billerica Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Bunker</td>
<td>22 Sprague Avenue</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Burnham</td>
<td>255 Groton Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>168 Dunstable Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
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<td>Matthew Besonen</td>
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<td>870-123-4567</td>
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<td>22 Sprague Avenue</td>
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<td>Deborah Burnham</td>
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<td>Matthew Besonen</td>
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<td>870-123-4567</td>
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<tr>
<td>William Bunker</td>
<td>22 Sprague Avenue</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Bunker</td>
<td>22 Sprague Avenue</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Burnham</td>
<td>255 Groton Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
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<td>Chris Burns</td>
<td>168 Dunstable Road</td>
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<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
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<td>55 Billerica Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
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<td>William Bunker</td>
<td>22 Sprague Avenue</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
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<td>Deborah Burnham</td>
<td>255 Groton Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
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<td>Chris Burns</td>
<td>168 Dunstable Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Besonen</td>
<td>55 Billerica Road</td>
<td>870-123-4567</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CLASS WILL

I, Nicole Acheson, leave LF a fight at lunch; LZ LA LF NC guys, CowBoy & trips to WV; NA to MB; “BBUURRPP!!” BR “I got the “CRACK!”
I, Jessica Adams, leave Ak Pat’s House, SK capri pants, LP the hat blys, KD Scott jokes and SD+SF “Frozen Treat Phil!”
I, Dave Adamson, leave MK a mirror on the floor, CH a wallabee behind the 18th green and EG twelve tampons
I, Amanda Allen, leave LKB- won’t be far from the bustop CS KB JO JN LF- youth group kicks PA- do hw! Buds r superrrsrsxy! TC- Like the jacket SP- u r at CHS
I, Marco Aluia, leaves PG, JL, +PB- The Church-SD- Mush +Jelly Sandwiches- PG, KB, TS, LG +CK- Short Nights
I, Jon Alves, leave CHS “All Agrivations” “Metropolis” Lunch in the art room Girls I never got “my happiness and laughter to all” Adidas Papa John
I, Jon Ames, leave Mr. Chew a courageous set, AY a credit card bill, CG a trip to Sunapee, EB a table-hopping, KC some TVs
I, Matt Aronian, leave wonder “Hog Tied” in front of Fletchers office, MA DL & MC in Mr. Hall’s Class- Ranrow-A
China roww B Indi a rowwww r us row
I, Phillip Aucoin, leave Todd Fletcher my stall in the locker room
I, Michelle Baker, leave MS a bathing suit bottom, JM neverending you! AK one dead fish, SR SC outbursts, PS Pat Rice & Convos w/ Jeff Cho
I, Kristina Baraldi, leave VF last year’s picture, JB a 86 Monte Carlo SS, Mr. Gallagher 1 ticket to Shania Twain!
I, Jessica Barden, leave the good times at Bianlo’s and the men in our locker to Kristina
I, Bill Barrett, leave fun times @ the lake, GR ride in a police car, JB 2nd story window, nights at Emerson
I, John Behrle, leave SFighter tourn to Mre; CB, sk; locker pics to JG, MH, RK; socko to CB; Meth concert to HC;
Quietness to Mrs F, LC to the Swim Team.
I, Chris Bianchi, leave Keys for the SDH to friends at Friendly’s; People’s elbow to Kupp; Eyebrow to all of the Rock’s Fans!
I, Sara Bieniek, leave MH and ME many more trips to Applebee’s and the beach, and anyone who they want!
I, Andrew Boschette, leave TR & AL good times in the basement
I, Matt Boudreau, leave DB A34 AC That was a squirt.
BK “The beaver can give us a ride” The tragedy or youth boys a 20 bag me loco!
I, Jeremy Brown, leave AR, MT, KH Woodstock 99 JR
BO Mountain Biking, KM 4 JVB, JO AT, AR 13.5 BB 1 SAAB JL Bored? MW a Tweetie.
I, Scott Buono, leave the firecrackers and the cruising around town with BD.
I, Deborah Burnham, leave SF all my hugs & kisses to TC all our dance steps to DJ “bonding”
I, Chris Burns, leave Mr. Sousa 2 cases of Cherry Jolt
I, Erik Byam, leave DT early 805, Boston
hardcore and fun times riding BMX
I, Shaina Byrne, leave JC & MS Sqzn n’ chsn, AD RM 104S CL stories SC mints IS “Bump me” AL fith KL Advnbstg KL STOM AM Ed *Mod Squad*
I, Amy Call, leave Dunmer Ditts CRASH-BOOM! Gap Girl, Joc(et), Emma-lou, JG LR DK CD EC AD “Do you want to buy a duck?” *Belgium
I, Tim Callahan, leave days at Arons with Dave, Mutant noises to TM, all Hot Hunyz to JV, copies to Shakes, and change to all the poor.
I, Leslie Cantin, leave PS lacrosse, preschoolers “you spilled it!” PS & LF Gen.X and Camelot Room
I, Mike Carnes, leave S. Nelson loads of funny notes to get through those boring classes and Matt Aronian some quotes.
I, Jessica Caron, leave SN, KD, MH Do u guys know me? Jock & the Jersey guys!! 2 my girls- Beach, spunks, and much more! SB cheezn n squeeze
I, Jennifer Casanova, leave KL sloppy & B-mark, lol!!; CP “I’m ready to go postal” and MM Mr. Dunny trips the office, a squirt gun, and luck.
I, Josh Cerullo, leave ND TJ’s Party Machine.
I, Ken Chandonait, leave JA “The best coffee beans in the world” & bigscreen TV’s; leave IDL earplugs & a 454.
I, Herbert Chao, leave JB, BC, RK, JC his antics and Mr. O’Keefe his humor. Oh, and MW, BF, RK, EB, RC.
I, Amanda Chiasson, leave JW Where My Girls At; leave AL to the woods; leave JW Walk 4 Hungary; leave JL LEONARDO AHHH!
I, Jennifer Clancy, leave KC- regressions & mindreading; LC- a Lobster Shanty, SR- CHS Badminton;
EB- FRI-O; AL & JS- cottages; DJ- WE KNOW!
I, Lindsay Clapp, leave AS some home spray and a dry shirt; JC a Lobster Shanty; JL a slice of the C.C. pie; and GL to the Swim Team.
I, Amy Clarke, leave KS sixteen candles; TS, AP<1 leave JT Beaches & KL- Kleenex, and Josh, I leave you my heart.
I, Eric Cline, leave BP, GP, MP, MS, JH, EB, OP, AAE, and DC, the greatest years of my life.
I, Matt Coddaire, leave my thanks to Daley, Kilroy, Gobiel, Higgins, MacArthur, Bishop, & Adamson for the best times of my life.
I, Dan Cohen, leave RCK nothing, I leave Vstl Lts out scr. I leave GC my Skill Fun tms in BMR; I L Steve C “NIB high football rules”
I, Kyle Comins, leave JC- regressions, months, mindreading; BM- Debates on Life, Bush CD, DJ- WE KNOW, Friends- group O's, Canaligator’s phone #.
I, Josh Conti, leave T. Gano a new unused black book with big words. I leave Brian Williams everything he wants to eat in the Cafe.
I, Maryalice Coraccio, leave Matthew the best of luck-143-KL-THE B OMB- * ya! RL- PARTYLEN- Good Luck 2 All my friends-143+HN-MRR
I, Amanda Costa, leave JL one unforgettable year of Mr. Shrimpy and ZG a years subscription to Crocodile Hunter, along with my heart.
I, Michael Cruickshank, leave GNL a lot of candy: leave the boys no shirts; leave RJ some modesty; leave MF girls to hack on.
I, Charlie Curran, leave TC all the candy I brought to school.
I, Devin Curran, leave BP Hotel, KB The Cops, ST The Bathroom, MF Soccer; leave DV a locker with gum; KK The Keys to all the Bathrooms.
I, Michael Curtin, leaves to measure the distance to the “A” hole. Mr. P.
I, Ethan Cushing, leave JJB way too many unfinished clubhouses! I leave Langlais some music 4 Gracious living.
I, Pat Daley, leave EG, SM, MU, CH, DA, MC, DB, MC Thanks for being there for me, Bren good luck, EBWF 4 life; SM long nights with *ours*
I, Caitlin Daly, leave DJ Drivebys on 4th Ave & a Cellphone “WINNER”, MO a dance party 4-Banger *GO GO VORTEC*PM a House in Lowell.
I, Colin Davis, leave my un-matched, 3rd generation Computer Skills to Rebecca, and leave both my hat and reputation to be forever entombed.
I, Ryan Dawson, leave JW all the fun times at SNS. I leave Mr. O’Keefe tips for his tip jar. I leave AC, LM, JL, & BF the good food in SN.
I, Ian Day-Lewis, leave jorge the MP, Gummy Bears for LL, PATS GAMES AT Phil’s.
I, Serena DeFelice, leave KS #42, JR Bus#5, MIKE & STEVE Rt. 3, JA & SF nibbles, JS-W.T.- Indy little f, PARmy 40PK; & AK Stairs!
I, Peter Delmore, leave everyone a handle of Captain Moomighty Morgans. Will miss you all!
I, Nicholas Demas, leave DSC a trunk of napkins; JH gets MK&AO. I leave PD one new belt. AJ shall receive an airhorn. You all get tacos.
I, James Denomore, leave PF Pats on Sundays.
I, Erica Desfosses, leave the band good luck!! I give my friends love. I tell Car GMHSALMTOU! I thank the Majorettes (I LOVE YOU GUYS!)
I, Ashley DiStasi, leave SI, MF, 2 RS, MM winter ’99; JK, SM, MM elite week and KT the keys.
I, Brian Dodd, leave SD all the Hi’s I never said; KM my unconditional love♥ JD Fun times and easy classes CM MC JR SB ED- Rolls & Eggs.
I, Craig Donaldson, leave thanks to all my teachers; Good luck next yr SD & TA; Thanks to friends and fam. Had a great time at DMB & PJ.
I, Theresa Donigan, leave HN “THE ROCK”; SF KN MI each an Eric.
I, Jeffrey Druan (Biff), leave K.L. “MuckMush” & Chubs & Tubs; leave Eng. Clan- Flatulations; leave M.S. TinMan Wong- Nathan M.
I, Kimberly Dugharme, leave Stacey N. & Bez Tom P concert & Donuts. CNSN FuzzyWuzzy, MH SJ NC WOODSTOCK ’99, Energy Tuesdays SONIC & LOVE TO YA ALL.
I, Kristina Duggan, leave R.M. a buckle, MO bookos and embarrassing stuff, JA Scott jokes, HD hookups I, Alyssa Dunaj, leave AP 99cent nights & Greg; SB 106s; GP NICE...NICE & poems; BG stripep & 15 YEARS OF MEMORIES; PS Waterville Trip
I, Brian Dunn, leave MW 12 cents, leave SP “SHINE IT UP REAL NICE...” ; leave AM all my love.
I, Lisa DuPont, leave Vicky, Brittney, and Audrey no worries cause its all good! Enjoy it while it lasts!
I, Donald Elias, leave MW & AS to live in the van, leave Impala 55-4-eva; Sorry for everyone who’s still here.
I, Megan Ellis, leave MH 1132IC sundaes, Aplbes, famVacaTnotebksConcerts; LPMBoyCrazyLCmemories; SB Hampton, Scry movies, bowling; RZ- Goodtime & LCK
I, Sarah Ellsworth, leave EB the Pword & Secrets, CP a hug, BG & EJ- DM, RS a clue, JG lols&nights convos, JW concerts, EJ the trbins & all my love.
I, Sarah Fahey, leave JA everything I have, CH & MAC a Maxx Summer, KL long runs, JC & RP Lions & Clapp PreCalc.
I, Phil Falardeau, leave Sra. Tonrey parejas with sakes.
I, Rachel Fichtenbaum, leave clubs and the juice machine to DJ, middle names and North Chelmsford to JIH, and 42 and loads of books to KH.
I, Shannon Fisher, leave AH all my love & Alain; KL Super sexy who’s yo daddy! RY & heDingo my baby- Go Figure? Manda- I♥U so much; TC Mary Tyler Moore. I love you guys!
I, Andy Fleming (FlemDawg), leave #1 to D.W. and all his cuck to Sarah and Colleen and to B.B. a place in my heart and Summer ’99; JB &TT Luck.
I, Katie Fleming, leave VK Whitney, VM Bedtime Magic w/ David Allen Bucher, JC Perms, MS 9-0 NITES, AL Keane NH, & KS “Good” memories.
I, Vanessa Flood, leave BMdrummySummer98, NH 20oz Cheetos, KL random games, NDhenryfatgirls,
KBsarcaryguys
1050 JBC rusty JW.
I, Siobhan Foley, leave SD JA SK “the Ford” MS new mild ads Bev good times w/Jimmy SD “Can I” and “whatever” TE peace and acceptance.
I, Meaghan Fowler, leave DC a soccer game, LC a bag of doritos, MS all my friends a laminated pass.
I, Jamie Fraser, leave KS JK JD Boston, Roadtrips, Mookie TG TAM LN Cemetary JK 8 letter “K” word MM broken wind RM food.
I, Ben Frassa, leave Steve and Mike the ONC.
I, Christine Frenette, leave LZ Paco, SAMS tree, SM the beach, SF all track workouts and long runs.
I, Kevin Gacomo, leave AC the chevy and General Cinemas, AH abs in the weight room.
I, Tom Gano, leave Tam2fx, NC lots of luck, JA a really hot new book, and no thanks to anybody.
DWNTWNL WL99

I, Leigh Garrison, leave KBTGTJIIHN more good times at CHS! CJ 30 extra min to get ready! And everyone good KBS!
I, Alan Gates, leave JR “c’mon let’s go”!, KC the caf, locker #249 to all 48-32-28.
I, Chris Gatti, leave EC y ag SNALA, AY 9 ball! Gags a Pecake.

I, Dan Gauthier, leave KG and empty gastank, CS TM a bbq at Magoo’s Froburg and afro pie RG a dirty magazine to the porch crew good luck!
I, Christina George, leave DP “The Book” to Latin class goes LL’s spelling and to my sister a greater 4 years at CHS!
I, Elias Giamakis, leave Sean Nihan the O line.
I, Eric Gobi, leave the turbos to Dave Bishop, and all my buds great times, KT a great Senior year! Good luck!
I, Kevin Goff, could care less who takes my stuff just as long as I graduate!
I, Rebecca Gontarz, leave AD fiddle+middle, PS a map, KM the Steve story, JL hwere are my keys? “We’re golden!” SL I’m a good driver! I love you guys!
I, Nancy Harvey, leave that unforgettable phrase sure Craig! Always remember ♥ Billy & Nicole ♥ in our hearts forever! Later Craig.
I, Julia Hazel leave JAC the cure! IMR prayer in the library, Deepa pg’s from library books, LAK mercy buckets, RLF N Chelmsford forever!♥
I, Adam Hermaine, leave SF Meatloaf & Cheeses ticks, KL Catchy Paranoia, AAA Big Green Frog, ALA Zipper, Mrs. CACTINGCLASS DSMY unconditional love! I ♥ U all!
I, Amanda Herr, leave ME binoculars, SB a 3 letter word, CA lots of love, and all the other good times inbetween =)
I, Chris Higgins, leave MS those and the M, SM the “Double Pump” MK pumpkins, and “The Bruce & Bruce Show” to DA.
I, Nichole Higgins, leave VF things and Cheetos, BM Town Comm, pulling a Becky, ND 123ya, I’d do me, KL too Cute, The Fab five 143 you mean to the world to me 2302
I, Jillian Hinds, leave army men to TC, actin to DP, nothing to everyone else.
I, Joshua Hunt, leave DG, DS, JM A B.A.M.F.T.B.B! To Tragedy of Youth, all the tatter muffs you can handle! I leave my heart to AC
I, Michelle Incropera, leave DI Good Luck, Sable my love 4eva, KN- Funky to WN, TD- Eggplant & Swings, SF- a hockey puck, KH “IT” Flourights-KL*TCEC4L*

I, Diane Jarasitis, leave CD some Lunny, Lowell boys & some stars* MO what time is it? The smartest person I know! PM R U eating something? I
I, Jonathan Jarok, leave a xylophone to CHS, leave an elevator key to the office.
I, Rachel Johnson, leave all the teen moms out there to have the confidence and ability to keep their child and school!
I, Deepa Jumani, leave KH, RF & LK juic machine, JH torn pages, AEA BIRCH & hugs, PW “I am Francis!”, KC “Dr. Evil”, and to ALL: my ♥
I, Voula Kanavas, leave JC names on the bench, KL cute, I, David Lantagneleave all the girls of CHS all my long as I graduate! JK MM SC the ONC, SF SD JA a pink golf cart, MW SD AKJA
goes LL’s spelling and to my sister a great four years at CHS! I, Youla Kanavas, leave JC names on the bench, locker #24 9 to all 48-32-28.
PcCake.
I, Rachel Johnston, leave all the teen moms out there to have the confidence and ability to keep their child and school!
I, Julie Kastritis, leave MM and JR Carvel and the field hockey team good luck and lots of fun in upcoming seasons.
I, Matthew Kilroy, leave MC a chipped tooth, PD Mr.

* The Fab five 143 you mean the world to me 2302 love, AL a pack of glowing sticks, and TR a box of tricks.
I, Marshall Lashley, leave Whatstup CLDS, OP, IT, AT, CT, AC, AC, TS, TN. Love you Mom, Dad, Grammy, Grampy, Frank, Barb, Brian, Tyson, Mike.
I, Kristin Lalvalle, leave JOS FoxHall, SF&BR SssuperSssexy & WAY, AH Ovalline & Cap’n Crunch, TPC3 Cupcakes, RT Where’s the package? DS Lester the Molester.
I, Adam Lavelle, leave BadDog & EM fights in my
jacuzzi, LittleBro & WR & TR fun times w/Billy & your buds, Good times w/ Gaves & Emly, Y2K
I, Kerri LaVita leave LC, JV, DB all the best wishes and happy memories we have shared. Good Luck Girls!
I, Ji Lee, leave JYL church pyrkin;lot, BUTTER, Lyf changes Love changes n best friends become strangers....
I, Lija Lekan, leave LT "Hey I'll walk with you" Memories from frogs to spudheads, LP flija advice, For all the courage *FABS*
I, Laura Levine, leave Clarinet MM + Churn Butter Band iam Good Luck JG, MJ, AG, SW, passing in the balls JP, ED, CG, + all good luck.
I, Andrea Li, leave LM CCC roadside sofas + tvs; V: a bone; LM: lane 1 riddle; SB: nandui; Friends: MOD + TDysfunctional; Jen *Luck
I, Alvin Lin, leave to all members of "LYF": Always "live as children of light, for the fruit of light consists of all
goodness, righteousness, and the truth." Ephesians 5:8
I, Amy Lisavich, leave life to treble, hours of taboo to musical cast, "that way" to mi vida, a hamlet to Jeff & test drives to Eng II H
I, Kristen Loiselle, leave modsquad to the girls, AL a scoop of MP and a car ride. SIMF2RS AMPBJRCCPUMPKIN MORCLMTTR2CC JDCWBTT5 ADJF SBSBPANDX
I, Kathleen Long, leave EVL: Duke, Ernie, The Big Bravada, "Hey, how ya'll doin' in there?" and tons of love and luck.
I, Barbara Lotto, leave Mr. Carpenter a book of life-long lessons and quotes, and a life full and luck and happiness.
I, Julia Lovett, leave KM fun times in OP, KM and SM FOOD FIGHTS, Jenny some crazy sh... including "the bead" + "second sexiest" BG her keys a n"fridays ... till 2:30, "mmm sexy", JL leaves all her friends hugs, and I'll miss you all ✯✯✯
I, Kerry Lucas, leave ND summer 99, 147, songs VF things MO cheese NH Bugs, Perfect. BM shut up the porch FAT GIRLS *Fives on everything*
I, Greg Lyons, leave all the ladys my love they know who they are, to all the fellas fun nights in GLS volvo.
I, Scott MacArthur, leave CH Bush with a "C", EG and PD Wedgmean, MK readsox smell fumm, DB the eyebrow, MD an oven.
I, Chris MacDonald leave a shout out to: BB AU JL MP GM SC PG CP JE JM AD DP MK ED AT Sorry for everyone I missed. Brenna + Allison I leave my V one 4 ever!!
I, Nathan Mackinon, leave JR "Staring off" Shane leaves Berniers class pudding! MC notes in Jacket sleeves! and ane.
I, Melissa Maggio, leave SM "A shaboo?" AD+JK Thnx em-JC squirt gun-AM parents or parker? Lots of luck to the Field Hockey Team!
I, Stefanie Magnant, leave KM one way streets, KM and PM softball memories, KM funcky BBC trips, KM PM MM phone call on highway, ST headcold
I, Brian Maguire, leave AL WR TR fun times with Billy, bad dog a real g-ride.
I, Anliza Mak, leave Hey Yu! I'm out of here! How about ya? =p only one year to go! Take area! Love ya!♥
I, Erica Mallardo, leave DPTOMISHAP all the good times, Rob all the fun I'm leaving behind GLTEDDY C-U all around I U Guys!
I, Stacy Marcavrelle, leave KE the "rotary", NH Nashua Bickfords, and not finding RTE. 111.
I, Kristen Martin, leave SM a fine peurto rican, KP fun times camping, JL crazy times at OP, the gang lots of luck, SM PM MM phone calls on the road.
I, Shannon Martin, leave AD JK MM MM turn back time, MM skunk hollow, Eileen, KT good luck, SI MF2RS, PD lion king, road trips, Cape Cod.
I, Jason McGeown, leave TM bbq at Magoos burning EFG KG another empty gas tank MM a parking spot in the middle of nowhere.
I, Veronica McKillop, leave leave bands "absolute VT" MS OCNARS+EZE; KP randomdrivebys; VK Ioned dites @ URC, LM Spunk; Li "woods" LWH, TCJF HO, rides Good luck F5!
I, Philippa McKaulan, leave doris Jolly Rancers Princesses & concord, SM Mud& the cone, JT pool *FABS*
I, William McTighe, leave thanks breatt 495 Metropolis derens family picture fire PitRM Nature walk slug Ping Pong endless nights whotey.
I, Jennifer Mead, leave meow meow meow beer! to BR & LC good luck to AD and may all your dreams come true! "Hey you!" leave MB laughing!
I, Becky Mead, leave VF QM Cerjea, swim club + everything else; NH safety, oink, the common; ND I hate u + my grwot; KL shut up! I luv u!
I, Kevin Medeiros, leave DS DG JH a porch diant JB 4 years JVB CC one year til RL SC 3 years of prison MT 1st stogie GM capt JVB.
I, Michelle Meeehan, leave PM princesses, vacations, peet as sprinklers, sidewalk, movies JT Skips bottle "Thanx gang for the memories" *fab five*
I, Amy Meiddel, leave MS malaka, MO PG green stretch pants + fun times, the girls MOD SQUAD, SM + KG GNO *
I, Darlene Mele, leave "The Duck Wal" to crazy kay-line.
I, Matthew Mendonza, leave JK + JF + JD OSB 4 Life JF attinc MW+ SK MBBB BF solutions ann I leave everyone plur+b ONC 4 EVA.
I, Krystal Mercogliano, leave Wendy, Andrea, Teddy and Andy more good times and parties to get them through the rest of high school!
I, Rachel Meyer, leave CB cling! JR half a kahlua KD a buckle JS a hot lifeguard PG an autograph JK a for JK & JF wrestling tix & BSB.
I, Meredith Mingolelli, leave WR TR AL AB smiliesand laugh to last them a life time, I love you Becca keep smiling guys I'll never 4-get U.
I, Laura Miscowski, leave LANKY to JW, Gtento MS, JUNGLE FEVER to the Crew, a Bumper to LM, a DropKick to Scruffy, LaneRiddle to Li, & all my Love to 2 Richie K.
I, Elizabeth Mitchell, leave the E.L. Fudge factory and the man who runs it to ELV.
I, Margaret Moloney, leave MO car rides & High5s, BK CHILLS, MM Walks, JK & JR Long nights @ Carvel, SM & AD Balloon hats in Boston.
I, Lillian Mongeau, leave JR- With our powers combined..., BM- 4th place shotgun, PM- no more hearing about me,
I, Laura Muiznieks, leave SD & LK clothes in rafters, AK juice in the bathroom, CJ my clothes, NM & AT FBgames, JA & AK that night-RM
I, Lindsay Murray, leave the girls Mod Squad, Li-CCC, Canoes, & Ice Cream Sandwiches, LM - one last note, MO gets a potroast, and V "Jeftony"
I, Peter Musgrave, leave MT "Good times in the stang except when it’s wet". DJ CD MO a piece of gum, EB a new station wagon, KB punch in arm.
I, Cheresse Nadir, leave SN + MH "Goal" KW the Chinese man, DW Johnny Rockets + 6-19-99, BC 1/3 braini, KD fuzzy wuzzy!
I, Sophia Nardone, leave Laura does he come with the car!? To biggy in the heavens up above DZAM Mr O Turkey Time!
I, Gautam Nath, leave my locker to that privileged student.
I, Jessica Neslon leave Conformity to the Lemmings.
I, Stacey Nelson, leave CN + MO "Is this my dance?" Kim D. Scooby Snacks, M. Carnes little notes, and Jecca salesbucky farts.
I, Kyle Nicodemus, leave SS a bed, DA 5 stitches to the lip, TJ a nice big bowl of know your role and shut you mouth, JW + RC a toung bath.
I, Kerry Normandin, leave SF rose, TD white dress, MI funky town, KM map, CD Barbara, MM lately WR + AB + Cheerleaders Go Crazy + KA + Rob Good luck!
I, Tara O'Connor, leave HN one more year, bushes @ the mall & mirrors DR DB CJ twin sister, underground, What - hmm later - obviously.....
I, Jen O'Grady, leave BR "God, that Becky girl" KL + AH "Da locka" AA, RY, JH 3rd lunch, SF Mr. Dangle's class.
I, Stephanie O'Shea, leave Matthew Flynn the triple nesquick, random naps, the fork in hand bands and pinky.
I, Kristin Olsen, leave JP KW BT JP JS & KO all the memories I'll never 4-get! SG QJ Kamis I ♥ U Girls! Good luck next year! I'll miss you!
I, Maryellen, Olsson, leave DJ a can of easy cheese & skahan bake CD a shor bus SR causeway AM the red tractor KL a pooth shirt LM pot roast.
I, Rob Pascucci, leave Megan my songs, Mike C a new fence mellow tee my microphone and special K a green ranana :) Peace out!
I, Lindsay Paterson, leave JA trackB, hat B, and beads, SD clubbing with Backstreet Boys, AK tearin up the road in the stanza, KS #24 Math Daveves and sappy tunes.
I, Steve Patno, leave S. Silva "That f*n seagull thing" J. Ackeencht leadership of XF and I left eano 200 "X".
I, Janel Pelletier, leave DH KW KO2 S Pushups n GG's another year here n all the times on highland. I leave SF juji fruits n5G's some fun!
I, Orion Perez, leave to all my friends good times & great memories!
I, Chris Piscione, leave Krystal Don't waste life being hateful, AB the key to success. EK for life.
I, Rebecca Porter, leave my loud mouth to whoever needs it and Ronald McDonald to whoever wants him.
I, Kaitlyn Pray, leave KM capming trips, .05 jar to carpool, QQ crabangoon & SA twelve years of great memories!
I, Greg Ralls, leave DG my LN to KG my famous fishing rod BB a foot to the groin to my sis the regal begal.
I, Sarah Ralls, leave JC "the CHS Badminton Team" MB a new locker and the other side to that naked pic NA some "stuff".
I, Vicki Rasas, leave UC asi! 50 yrDL the spellock JG Jmimmtheweglowsticks belly button sisters KB SLEEPoveraturhouse! Oops! I ♥ U JD 4 eva!
I, Joe Ready, leave NM rocks from Nate rfall, MM + JM carve1, and me two billion dollars.
I, Steve Richard, leave D-Line Pride to "tug and rippa".
I, Jennie Roake, leave JS Mike, Dave, Jim and the list, SD Yolanda and Anatr, RM a date w/Mike, KL F.B.M memories, & CW the good times!
I, Adam Roberts, leave JB JD AT 13.5 MT KH JB Woodstock KW JW CG strip-poker, CF SO-CO experience, SC the mattress, Ken-boy.
I, Ingrid Rodrick, leave M. Seeds-ministry; Lauren-Php 1:3-6; EmmHos-plastic fork + thanx; JulH-thanx 4 love + sincerity; JulL-thanx 4 friendship, Jesus.
I, Becky Rowlands, leave PS + LF the camelot room, TC "C" the musical, ADA "No, no!" + colorguard, & my favorite duet partner JV all that Jazz!
I, Jonathan Roy, leave my H with BCF.
I, Billy Ryder, leave tugs HAn Barry mo-mo's WR good luck in school + AB MT best years with BRBM and Bob JL 4 banger beach BM JL CC JF.
I, Jeffrey Sachs, leave JR don't worry about the storp, I'll recover. CP whoh-eetoom you too ar special. EJ keep working on the trombone.
I, Scarletta Scarbrough, leave SZ the good times * KS KG SM good luck! KP sorry bout Jr. yr. ♥ U! AA ♥ U Always! PM "Falloplantube" KPPMT SrYr was great ♥ U guys!
I, Kim Scomis, leave Cheresse Nadir a shopping cart for her cramps with me to push her.
I, Pamela Scott, leave CD good times in the golf cart, the Girls Soccer Team LT, JH fri nite sleepovers, LD tight hugs, SH red&ylwarmbnds & much luck.
I, Melissa Segal, leave the Swim Team love & luck, SF POWERADE, KB Marty Day & Josh Practices, CS WSP, and my carpool Shania.
I, Jessica Segnini, leave MM lemonade stand- CJ I Got Bushed- JR The List- KS Captain Gingersnap- SD Preston-CW Cheese-Biff "Top Gun"-RM WWF
I, Melissa Shattuck, leave GATTI initiation, AM the Happy Place & 500 miles, LM a piece, JC, KF, VK, & VM The Real World, good times FS FFL.
I, Anne Shumbata, leave MM our journey w/ Bea, leave the anonymous experience, leave LC Need some deodorant?
I, Jonathan Silva, leave RP WK MC & DG a few more team breakfasts, RC AHOTY Award.
I, Dave Sims, leave CS & TM a BBQ at Magoo’s
I, Ingrid Skoog, leave Katie Gatti & Meghan
O’Connell Wednesday Night Cruise Night, & Ethan a 1 so he can have a 2!
I, Matthew Sousa, leave the boys some good times at the rock.
I, Brett Stevenson, leave RL the shed & camping, the beach with BM, all the E parties rolling BM METROPOLIS
I, Katie Stott, leave JF Jx3 ROADTRIPS, BOSTON, NOOKIE, “Angel” 2am JR BS2MI! LD SLEEPOVERS, WALKS TO THE POND, HOLLA BABES BW YCDSU! ♥U
I, Kristen Streb, leave LP 80’s music & an alien, SD Doug & maturity, JS “if I could turn back time”, KMB is for BEST, AC pink lemonade, AC barbies & real state!
I, Dan Sullivan, leave SS MT. PLEASANT MEMORIES, RC IRISH SPAZ, JK BP obsession.
I, Patrice Sullivan, leave MS the best of luck for the next 3 years* BG Bandages for all her scrapes from KB + AD a microphone* MB a helmet from ST.
I, Tim Swierbin, leave CM2B the guarantee that I have an Angel.
I, Jenny Talbot, leave JL some crazy “S” shell “The hair” Kris “YODA” and everyone that all hot kid the muffin and the fab five.
I, Lisa Tereshko, leave AF-A well made bed, DJ pumpkin, MM cookies, Luck to LW LL. “Andur?” shades, ack stripees & gimpy!* FAB 5*
I, Matthew Thoren, leave KBYAM an orange blinky barrel in the frontyard de orient PM a fire extinguisher gotta leave DE & ND chewympala.
I, Tom Tran, leave Pedry my ten meg a strawberry creamsaver Kate an Apple SD that night :) XC a good nights sleep REZ TOGA!!!
I, Kimberly Tremblay, leave SLT, LSC, RMB ADK, hours of etige and lots of luck to ADK and as for the future.
I, Ryan Turay, leave MC CP PA PD Mr. Dangle’s class and Chris P’s big bomb in the cafe.
I, David Valencia, leave everyone Chi, he has much nickles and I leave travels many pink uniforms.
I, Michelle Valente, leave JC all the crazy times good luck to RLECandJM Josh be good TI always in my thoughts class of 2000 rocks!!
I, Jenn Valentino, leave “The Juice” to NV + leaves “Stay out of the water?” to KL + LC.
I, Martin Van Buren, leave MT + PM moule sleepovers + laughing at eachothers toes.
I, Erica Vaughn, leave all the SS good luck + don’t ever forget me, EC a bottle of water “I’m a nas official racecar!”
I, Mike Visniewski, leave his little bro to Miss O’Day, 20 freshman drummers to Phat B and Paul’s vaudeg to the gighest bidder.
I, Dan Warshafsky, leave CR SR MT DD RM a frosty mug and a thank you to all the people that helped me through the years! See ya catorgories.
I, Michael Weinbeck, leave SK + all ONC, JA + SD shocker, AK shallow H2O, SD + SF the gown; much ♥2- SKBFMFSLEMTPTKFLLJWKNSDKJAAKDVRJHRCCMFTL2RT2L.
I, Timothy Welch, leave my car top to GL to be washed, JW 2 of my teeth.
I, Charles Wellman, leave TW the ability to pick on TF BL 2nd string MW the power to get BW and TW in trouble with Branco.

I, Matthew West, leave another basketball challenge to Mr. Eang, and JG vs. Mr. Eang anytime!
I, Mike Whelan, leave AS for college, BD a cure, SZ a bottle opener, MT a tab or two.
I, Carleen Wilkish, leave RM honeywalks @ 1:04 KR best friends forever and JS Pimps and all of “the memories”
I, Katie Willette, leave my brother Dan: the movie Game CN: the two Dan plan - I’m just Dandy! Mo: Dan’s dance for you, Stacey: snowballs to my head!
I, Jeff Wilson, leave RC MEGO for life, LM some firewood, MS the rod, JH my parking spot 69 AD B squared Ya Baby!
I, Summer Witts, leave Amy crash boom/ Boomcrash, after game sleepovers to the pics!! Love & luck EA+ CK + JN+ LR* DM Thanx all you ex-seniors! ♥
I, Chris Wong, leave JB the #4, BCK my skill I leave BD “the British are coming”, RL my aluminum baseball bat.
I, Patricia Wong, leave OHAM and atty the Newbury Comics cult, Mujanita PAWG, Jess a paper cut, RYSSFYAMS, SMBJS, JS, FP, EG, CP good rocks!
I, Joshua Wooster, leave to all my friends a ride on the JABRONI PONY!
I, Ryan Yanaro, leave to all instead of study in for finals, how bout catchin some rays? Maybe you’ll flunk but you migh have anyway. dingo.
I, Andrew Yang, leave WH an obie, JA seakonk girls, SN& CG a pool table, and luck to DY.
I, Suwei Yu, leave coup to Supercuts to WH “stolen” bracelet to AD buffalo poster to AY stereo system to JA luck to all my friends.
I, Nikki Zerbinopoulos, leave CJ double spiders in the shed, MC bts in the BR and HN-gd bds.
I, Lindsey Zwart, leave CF “VVA” JR SM JG ES BM TM DJ “gatherings” NA LA LF “Trip to West Virginia.”
The year 2000 once seemed to us an illusion, a far-away moment in time that could never be reality. It is hard to believe now that the new millennium has turned, and that we will soon begin our lives as independent people. The vast, unobstructed future promises us untried freedoms and a world of opportunity. We move into this future together, some of us reluctantly, and some of us boldly. But regardless of our excitement upon venturing into the world on our own, we will always carry with us the memories of our four high school years.

When we were freshmen, we marveled at the sheer size of Chelmsford High School. The entire atmosphere of high school was foreign to us. Becoming lost in the halls was a frequent occurrence. We were introduced to the concept of “free periods.” . . . Who could forget trooping into the library on that special day when you didn’t have gym or health, joining other talkative students and laughing at those who were kicked out? Ours is that last class that will remember free periods. Freshman year was on the whole a glorious time. . . We danced in the “uncool” side of the cafeteria, graced the bottom of the bleachers at football games, and made fools of ourselves at the pep rally. We could be as immature as we wanted to be, without the reality of class rank or grades for college looming ahead of us.

As sophomores, we triumphed over the freshmen. Finally, we had surpassed their lowly status! We strutted nonchalantly through the halls, ready to join the ranks of experienced CHS veterans. Sophomore Year was a transitional year; our days were still infused with fun, but the reality of the impending “Junior Year” was beginning to dawn on us. . . . Everyone assured us that Junior Year would be the outmost important year in terms of grades for college. We struggled with our classes, but we enjoyed the benefits of being part of the older half of the school. We had established ourselves by then, acting with confidence and serving as role models for those younger than us.

Now the much-anticipated Senior Year has arrived. For some of us, it has been the most exciting (or the most stressful) of all our years. We now preside over CHS’s student body, but next year we will be back where we started, as freshmen. We are on the threshold of yet another beginning in our lives. Time will continue to move in its smooth arc as always, sweeping us forward with or without our consent. The future can appear black and uncertain, but we should forge ahead with optimism, realizing that we have every opportunity to carve ourselves into whoever we want to be. Even as we go our separate ways, our common experiences from the past will bind us together for the rest of our lives. Good luck, Class of 2000! Seek success, whatever you define it to be.

Editorial by Julia Lovett, Class of 2000
For those children of the 50's, 60's, or 70's generation, the year 2000 was the setting of a sci-fi novel. As the 80's and 90's unfolded, fears of the end of the world or the calamities of the Y2K bug which seemed more suitable for the grocery store tabloids became headlines in many respected newspapers. With the graduation of the Class of 2000, the world of the 20th century no longer exists. While sociologists and historians struggle to identify a label for this new generation, the students in the Class of 2000 will define it by their actions, by their decisions.

The American youth of the 50's are stereotyped by the illustrations of Norman Rockwell and TV families of "Father Knows Best" and "Leave It To Beaver". The challenges were those of the Korean War, Sputnik, and the fear of Communism. The 60's brought Elvis, The Beatles, hippies, the questioning of authority, the Vietnam War, political assassinations, and the escalation of the Cold War. The 70's, 80's, and 90's are still too close to yet generalize, but images of Kiss, disco, and hard rock blend with Presidents Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan, and Bill Clinton, along with the Gulf War, the fall of the Soviet Union, and the computer revolution.

The young people of the new millennium stand on a threshold of yet-to-be-defined values and lifestyles. The American Dream of the past generations has already been surpassed by many in the 80's and 90's while the plight of poverty continues to rob many of their true potential throughout America and the world. While space stations and computerized conveniences of sci-fi are now realities, so are genocide, hate crimes, and the unraveling of societal values by a prevalence of harmful drugs and violence. Now the world recognizes that the war to end all wars will never be won.

Living in such a setting and challenged by such conflicts, the Class of 2000 takes the stage. The character that they have been chosen to play is that of a citizen of not only America, but of the world. They will be employees of not local businesses, but international conglomerates. Their education will not be measured by college degrees as much as by lifelong learning in an ever-changing world.

May the students in the Class of 2000 know that those of the past century continue to be impressed by the strength of character and talents of the young. While the citizens of the Twentieth Century had hoped to leave the world a much better place than recent political and social events reveal, this is the world in which the Class of 2000 will chronicle their achievements and define their future stereotypes. May the Class of 2000 of Chelmsford High School never lose sight of their roots as well as their goals and continue to use their gifts in service to future generations. The town of Chelmsford has demonstrated a caring commitment to its youth by providing them with one of the best educations through its commitment to an exceptional public school system. In pursuing their dreams, may the Class of 2000 pay special tribute to their families and the citizens of Chelmsford by creating a legacy of justice, integrity, and harmony by which this new generation will be defined.

Editorial by Principal Stephen Meidell